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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Frye Island Comprehensive Plan 
27 August 2001 

 
 

Introduction:  
By Maine Law, the 1988 Comprehensive Planning & Land Use Act, as amended in 1992, requires all 
Towns in Maine that wish to regulate land use through zoning, a rate of growth ordinance, or an impact 
fee ordinance, to develop and maintain a town comprehensive plan.  The Plan must be consistent with 10 
state goals and guidelines included in the Act.  The Plan is also the key first step if a town plans to request 
certification of its local growth management program.  It also provides a 10-year visionary approach to 
the Town’s planning of land use and capital investments. 
 
The Town of Frye Island was established 1 July 1998 and the Town Charter included the development of 
Comprehensive Plan as a responsibility of the Planning Board.  In 1999, a Town Survey was completed 
and a Comprehensive Plan Committee was formed in 2000. After detailed data collection, analysis, and 
public involvement a series of draft plans were completed resulting in the August 2001 submission of a 
final plan for State and Greater Portland Council of Governments review.  The Plan includes extensive 
historical background and detailed Inventory and Analysis of the required Plan elements. (See 
Introduction, Sections 1, 2 & 5 [Appendices} Thus it provides a good baseline upon which to make future 
Town decisions. 
 
A concise summary of the Plan is difficult to display.  However, the following “Consistency with the 10 
State Goals” (Section 3.12) and the proposed “Goals and Objectives” (Sections 3.2-3.11) provide a 
reasonable overview of the Plan’s scope.  The Goals and Objectives are annotated with an indicator if 
impacts may be administrative (A), fiscal (F) or both. (A/F)  Finally, Section 4 provides the detailed 
Implementation Strategies and related Capital Investment Plan (CIP) (Section 4.3).  In developing the 
CIP, needs and related priority were the primary focus.  However, it is recognized that the fiscal capacity 
of the Town will dictate the timing and what can be accomplished. 
 
Consistency with the 10 State Goals (section 3.12): 
 
This section of the Plan shows how the locally adopted Goals, Objectives and Policies are consistent with 
the Ten State Goals contained in the Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act of 1988.  
Each of the State Goals appears below in italics, followed by a brief summation of how Frye Island Goals, 
Objectives and Policies, while originating with the Town, remain consistent with them. 
 
1. To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas in each community, while 

protecting the State’s rural character, making efficient use of public services and preventing 
development sprawl. 

 
The Goals, Objectives, and Policies (hereinafter GOPs) call for services and development on the 
Island to minimize loss of the Island’s rural character while enhancing the recreational and relaxation 
experience of the Town’s inhabitants.  The Land Use Map will also serve to facilitate this goal. 

 
2. To plan for finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to accommodate 

anticipated growth and economic development. 
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In addition to specific GOPs to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of administrative, police, 
fire, rescue, roadway maintenance, land use planning, and solid waste, septage and recycling facilities 
and services, the GOPs call for regionalization of services where cost effective to do so.  

 
From a fiscal planning standpoint there are GOPs which address capital investment planning, 
improved records management and accounting procedures for capital and operational expenditures.  
A more fiscally acceptable schools program is also under development.  However, the Town’s long-
term fiscal capacity remains a concern. 
 
On the revenue side, the GOPs include a new emphasis on the maximal use of existing State grant 
programs, particularly for implementing State-mandated services.  However, the GOPs do not call for 
a major effort to attract commercial and/or industrial development as they are deemed as wholly 
incompatible with the Town’s desired seasonal, rural, recreational environment.  
 

3. To promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and overall economic well-being; 
 

Consistent with this goal is the continuing effort of promoting a limited expansion of tourism, 
increasing a limited number of recreation related jobs on Frye Island, and creating a more active 
partnership with business and education elements on the mainland. 
 

4.  To encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all Maine citizens; 
 

It is particularly difficult to apply the State Statutes to the part time usage of the Town of Frye Island.  
It is hard to imagine a situation in which a family whose income can just support an affordable year 
round home being able to afford a second home that has as its purpose a recreational use and is 
accessible only for six months. 
 
The State requires that towns “seek to achieve that at least 10% of the new housing units constructed 
in the municipality in the 5 years after plan adoption be affordable housing”.  However, the State does 
not require that this criterion be met for second homes serving only part of a year and primarily for 
recreational or retirement purposes.  Over the next 5 years, it is possible that homes will be built in 
the Town that satisfy the State definition of affordable but these homes will not be affordable when 
considered as second homes. 
 
In discussions with the Portland Council of Government it would appear there are no regional 
affordable housing plans.  The Town of Frye Island shall continue to monitor any changes in regional 
plans. 
 

5. To protect the quality and manage the quantity of the State’s water resources including lakes, 
aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers and coastal areas; 

 
For surface waters, the GOPs call for protecting and preserving existing water quality to the extent 
that, as a minimum, these continue to meet State Water Quality Classification standards. At present 
there is no known aquifer under Frye Island and hence no known active wells.  
 
For lakes, the GOPs include implementing the DEP phosphorus control methodology, and to 
whatever degree possible, coordinating this approach with other towns. They also include related 
educational and monitoring programs and a requirement that marinas provide septic waste disposal 
facilities for boaters.  Frye Island is specifically restricted by a 1974 court order limiting development 
to 750 lots with individual septic systems. This order is firmly enforced through weekly on site 
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monitoring by the Portland Water District.  The Town looks forward to continue cooperation with 
PWD in maintaining the water quality of Sebago Lake. 
 
For streams, the GOPs include timber cutting and construction restrictions, which will also serve to 
protect against increased erosion. Ultimately, these will be reflected in shoreland zoning provisions 
that relate to stream protection zones. Maintaining the State Water Quality Classification of AA is 
one of the Town’s objectives. 

 
6. To protect the State’s other critical natural resources, including without limitation, wetlands, wildlife 

and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shorelands, scenic vistas and unique natural areas. 
 
While some Frye Island resources have been mapped, the GOP’s recognize the desirability of raising 
funds for additional surveys and seeking input from the Maine Natural Areas Program Office.  
Discussions continue with Town officials to appoint a Conservation Commission to negotiate 
strategies for the protection of these resources (habitat for rare plants, unique natural communities), 
and to protect wetlands, as defined by MNRPA, from filling. Deer yards, wildlife nesting areas and 
fish spawning areas, if identified, will be protected from adverse impacts of development.  Should 
such areas be identified, related proposals will be referred to Maine Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. 
Shoreland protection from erosion and sedimentation is a regional issue dominated by regulation of 
lake water levels and local preventive actions.  Enforcing speed limits, which reduce the generation of 
wakes by powered watercraft is also a positive action. 

 
7. To protect the State’s marine resources industry, ports and harbors, from incompatible development 

and to promote access to the shore from commercial fishermen and the public; 
 

This is considered to apply to coastal areas only.  For public access measures see below under #10. 
 
8.  To safeguard the State’s agricultural and forest resources from development which threatens those 

resources; 
 

This is not deemed to apply to the Town of Frye Island as there are no commercial agricultural or 
forestry resource operations on the Island nor is there a potential for such.  However, the town is 
committed to maintaining it’s green space and rural environment. 

 
9. To preserve the State’s historic and archaeological resources;  
 

The GOPs take into consideration the continuing residential development predicted for the Town, in 
many places with a lower density than that existing in the current most densely developed areas.  This 
will preserve the rural/vacation character, which has attracted people to the island.  Restriction of 
commercial activity to the small existing districts will be a necessary element to achieve this result.  

 
The intent to prepare an Archaeological Resources Protection Plan will be a major step toward Town 
efforts to conserve the past.  The key will be the cooperation of the Maine Historic Preservation 
Commission to identify and map Archaeological Resource Potential Areas, particularly in 
conjunction with the relicensing studies for the Eel Weir Dam. 

 
10. To promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for all Maine citizens, 

including access to surface waters; 
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The GOPs clearly address this goal as the entire focus of the Town and its environment is to address 
recreation, relaxation and access to the pristine resource known as Lake Sebago.  Without this 
emphasis there would be no Town of Frye Island. 

 
 
Plan Goals and Objectives (Noted sections): 
 

3.2  Local Economy 

Goal:  Establish a local census program to facilitate Town planning and operations. 
Objective:  To have adequate demographic data on the Town and it’s inhabitants so as to facilitate 
planning and fiscal management. (A)  

 
 
Goal:  To investigate the desirability/need to increase commercial growth on Frye Island. 

Objective:  Determine if there is a need for a limited amount of light, clean commercial  
growth. (A) 

 

3.3  Housing 

Goal:  All housing should be safe, durable, economical and energy efficient. 
Objective:  Apply safety, appearance, quality, and energy efficient standards to new construction 
and additions to existing structures. (A) 

 
Goal:  Establish the requirements and need for affordable housing in the Town. 

Objective:  Clarify how state statutes apply to the part-time character of the Town. (A) 
 
Goal:  Maintain the part time seasonal quality of the Town. 

Objective: To define the Town and property owners obligations and liabilities during off-season 
usage, when the Island is closed. (A) 

 
Goal:  Promote better and safer building maintenance standards. 

Objective: Improve control over the landscaping and appearance of yards. (A) 
 

Goal:  Review the housing needs of Frye Island and the region every five years. 
Objective: Maintain a proactive posture regarding construction of new homes and the impact on 
the Town infrastructure and regional involvement. (A/F) 

 

3.4  Natural Resources 

 3.4.1 Water Resources 

Goal - Protect and preserve ground and surface water as well as quality drinking water  
Objective - Maintain Sebago Lake drinking water supply so that it exceeds the water quality 
mentioned in the State of Maine Water Quality classification System, GPA  
 (See 38 MRSA, Section 465-A.) (A/F) 
Objective - Devise plan for long term run off management. (A/F) 
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 3.4.2 Critical Resources 

Goal: Protect and preserve quality of existing streams 
Objective: Follow standards of 38 MRSA, Sec.465 ……”The habitat shall be characterized as 
free flowing and natural”. (A) 
Objective: Protect and preserve wetlands, wildlife habitat and unique natural communities. (A) 

 Objective: Prevent the loss of public or private shoreland due to lake induced erosion. (A/F) 
     Objective: Preserve significant natural and scenic areas. (A) 
 

3.5   Agricultural and Forest Resources 

Goal: Protect and preserve forest resources. 
 Objective:  Maintain our current forest resources on undeveloped land. (A) 
 
Goal:  Conserve the Town’s forest resources during development. 
 Objective:  Promote environmentally safe forest management. (A) 
 

3.6   Transportation 

 3.6.1  Ferry System 

Goal:  Insure adequate, safe, well maintained and cost effective ferry service to the Town of Frye 
Island. 

Objective:  Consider acquiring by asset transfer from FII, the leased ferry system to insure 
complete Town management and control of this critical asset. (A/F) 

 

 3.6.2  Roads 

Goal:  Insure that adequate mainland and Island roads are available and maintained to safely 
accommodate Town of Frye Island traffic. 
 

Objective:  Monitor mainland road planning and maintenance to insure safe transit to  
the Island. (A/F) 
Objective:  While retaining Island roads as Public Easements, develop, maintain and execute a 
“rolling” five year Town Road Upgrade and Maintenance Plan, considering increased traffic 
congestion, safety, water runoff control and public parking. (A/F) 

 

3.7    Public Facilities and Services 

 3.7.1   Utilities  

Goal:  Insure adequate Public Utilities are maintained to and in the Island town. 
Objective:  Monitor, through the related utilities, the electric and telephone cable service capacity 
to the Island and insure timely increase by the utilities to meet increased demands. (A) 
Objective:  Consider acquiring by asset transfer from FII and upgrading the Town water treatment 
and distribution system.  (In the upgrade insure that safe water is available in adequate quantity 
and quality.) (A/F) 
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Objective:  Prevent environmental or aesthetic damage due to improperly installed or maintained 
septic systems. (A) 

 
 3.7.2   Solid Waste Management and Disposal 

Goal:  Provide for waste disposal in a cost-effective, environmentally sound manner that meets all 
DEP and other state requirements. 

Objective:  Jointly with FII, verify the adequacy of the current waste transfer station and brush 
dump and then consider transfer to the Town. (A/F) 

 
Goal:  Provide appropriate local control over all waste disposal activity. 
 Objective:  Prevent environmental or aesthetic damage due to illegal waste disposal. (A) 
 
 3.7.3   Fire, Emergency Rescue and Police Protection 

Goal:  Provide the needed, cost effective level of fire protection that is necessary for public safety 
within the Town of Frye Island. 
 Objective: To have adequate trained personnel to fight structure and wild fires. (A/F)  
 Objective: To have adequate trucks and equipment to fight structure and wild fires. (A/F) 

Objective: To operate an adequate fire service at the lowest reasonable cost.  To include obtaining 
trucks and equipment from other sources so as to have minimal impact on the town budget. (A/F) 

 
Goal: To seek appropriate public safety assistance from state and local agencies. 
 Objective: To continue current contractual services. (A/F) 

Objective:  Maintain routine coordination with State Forestry and Maine Warden agencies. (A) 
 

Goal: To provide a continuing training program for volunteer fire fighters so as to maintain and 
enhance the department’s services. 

Objective: The department will continue its medical emergency training program so that members 
can arrive at a medical emergency and provide First Responder services to aid the victim while 
awaiting the arrival of Raymond Rescue. (A/F) 

 
 3.7.4 Ferry Operations, Servicing and Replacement 

  See Section 3.6.1 Ferry System in Section 3.6 Transportation. 
 

 3.7.5 Emergency Planning, Communications and Evacuation Planning 

Goal: To provide a viable Emergency Management function in the Town of Frye Island. 
Objective: To maintain an organization of volunteers led by the Town Director of Emergency 
Management (Town Manager) that will plan and coordinate, any emergency programs to include 
hazard mitigation considerations. (A) 

 
Goal: The Town of Frye Island shall develop and maintain an emergency evacuation plan. 

Objective: To have a plan for the evacuation of Frye Island residents for any life-threatening 
emergency (Such as a hurricane or wild fire). (A) 

 
 

 3.7.6   Town Operations 

Goal:  To provide adequate staff, equipment and contract services to meet Town operational needs.  
(See also Section 3.6 Transportation and related comments this section 3.7.) 
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Objective:  Annually assess and budget for adequate staff and equipment with emphasis on the 
health and safety of Town residents. (A/F) 
Objective:  To maintain a rolling five-year Capital Improvements Plan for major systems, 
facilities and equipment. (A/F) 

 
 
Goal:  To consider and act on, in partnership with FII, the transfer of appropriate FII assets to the 
Town. 

Objective:  To develop a phased plan with FII for the transfer of acceptable FII assets to the 
Town.  Emphasis to be on ferry and water systems followed by selected land and facilities. (A/F) 

 
Goal:  In time, develop an electronic statistical database to facilitate Town planning, operations and 
fiscal management. 
 

Objective:  Organize, inventory, purge and in time computerize all Town records including those 
inherited from Standish. (A/F) 

 Objective:  Develop and implement a census system for Town residents. (A) 
 
 3.7.7 Commercial Services 

Goal:  Provide Town services in the best operational and cost effective manner. 
Objective:  Where practical, contract services and take advantage of operational cost savings by 
using/contracting with regional and commercial facilities and services. (A/F) 

 
 3.7.8 Education 

Goal:  To provide and maintain a high quality, cost effective Town education system despite the 
Town’s unique seasonal occupancy. 

Objective:  To insure that a cost effective, high quality Town education system exists in the event 
year around residents with children inhabit the Town, while also providing support to state and 
local education. (A/F) 

 

3.8  Historic and Archeological Resources 

 3.8.1 Historic Resources 

Goal:  Preserve the stone walls and any remains, that represent the rural history and character of 
Frye Island. 

 Objective:   Create an inventory of all historic structures and objects, and a plan for reasonable 
preservation. (A) 

 
 3.8.2 Archaeological Resources 

Goal:  Protect historic archaeological and prehistoric archaeological sites from  
destruction by erosion, land use and/or development. 
    Objective: Prepare an Archaeological Resources Protection Plan. (A) 
 

3.9   Recreation and Public Access  

Goal:  Obtain more participation by townspeople in recreational planning and development. 
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 Objective:  Develop a Town Plan for existing recreational open space. (A) 
 
Goal: Provide adequate recreational facilities and access to Island open space opportunities to 
include Sebago Lake. 
 Objective:  Allow and encourage use of all recreational facilities. (A) 

Objective:  Develop available recreation areas as needed for open space and access. (A) 
 

3.10  Fiscal Capacity 

Goal:  Find and utilize new revenue sources for Town government. 
Objective: Identify and secure revenues from alternative sources beyond the only present sources 
(property and excise taxes.) (A/F) 
Objective:  Provide a means to offset the residential property tax burden. (A) 
Objective:  While maintaining support to the State and local education system, initiate steps to 
achieve a more fiscally responsible posture for the Town of Frye Island. (A/F) 

 
Goal:   Manage and plan the Town’s capital and operating expenditures to maximize cost-
effectiveness, accountability, and the timely and efficient delivery of  
services. 
 Objective:   Minimize long term costs and maximize cost-effectiveness of 
             capital expenditures. (A) 

Objective:   Establish a clear and consistent record of Town operational and capital  
expenditures. (A) 
Objective:   Where practical, take advantage of potential cost savings and/or operational 
advantages from regional facilities, services and policies. (A/F) 

 

3.11  Future Land Use Plan 

Goal: Encourage orderly growth and development in the Town. 

Objective:  Continue to discuss and implement zoning, which will ensure controlled development 
of the south end of the Island and encourage compatibility of low density use. (A) 

 
Goal: Protect the Natural Environment and Rural Character of Frye Island. 

Objective:  Review current zoning ordinances to help maintain the rural character of   
the Town. (A)  
Objective:  Continue to discuss and implement Ordinances, which encourage recreational use  
of town land, which does not interfere with the enjoyment of its natural beauty and character.   
Objective:  Insure appropriate phosphorus review criteria is included in the Town Subdivision 
Ordinance.(A) 
Objective:  Continue minimum lot size management for buildable two or more contiguous lots 
under one owner. (A) 
See Section 3.9 for related Goals, Objectives and Policies. (A)  
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INTRODUCTION 

0.1  Background 

The Town of Frye Island is perhaps the most unique town in the state of Maine.  Founded on 
July 1, 1998, after the State Legislature  (See Appendix 5.1) approved its secession from the 
town of Standish, the Town is a 1000-acre island in Sebago Lake.  Its current voting resident 
population is 74 with a total of approximately 400 cottages.  In 2000, full habitation is estimated 
at approximately 1400 with holiday weekend peaks at approximately 2800.  The Town is 
seasonal in its physical occupancy, and annual in its administration.  95% of the land in the 
Town was platted and developed by a development company in the 1960s.  It’s successor, Frye 
Island Incorporated, owns most of the undeveloped land, and all of the amenities, such as 
beaches, golf course, marina, pool and tennis courts.  The Corporation also owns, and leases to 
the Town, the water system, ferry system and most of the municipal buildings. The details on 
how this relationship evolved and currently functions is presented in Section 1.1, Community 
Character/History and Section 5.3.1, Town Historical Background 
 
Seasonal access to the Town is provided by a Town operated two-boat ferry system with docks 
in Raymond and on the Island.  The ferries run from May until the end of October.  In the winter, 
access to the island is limited to those wishing to cross the ice, when, and if, it is safe..  There are 
no services provided by the Town during the winter.  The water system is shut off and drained, 
the roads are not maintained and all Town employees are relocated to the mainland.  The public 
utilities, (electricity and telephone) remain unless interrupted by weather conditions.  Repairs are 
not made until the Island reopens in the Spring. 
 
0.2  Purpose, Legal Context, Process 

0.2.1 Purpose: 

The Comprehensive Plan is a document, required by the State of Maine’s 1988 Comprehensive 
Planning and Land Use Regulation Act (amended 1992), in towns that wish to have a zoning 
ordinance, rate of growth ordinance, or impact fee ordinance. Its intention is to identify 
community values, local and regional concerns, community goals and Town objectives, and 
strategies for implementing the objectives necessary to reach those goals.  Specifically, seven 
topics must be included: Inventory and Analysis; Goals; Policies; Implementation Strategies; 
Future Land Use and Capital Investment Plan. 
 
Broadly speaking, this comprehensive plan is a statement of what the Town of Frye Island 
citizens would like its future to be, and how they intend to make that desired future a reality. 
 
When adopted by a vote of the Town Meeting, the comprehensive plan will serve as a broad, 
philosophical guide for local officials and citizens to use in the provision of municipal services 
and facilities, and in the development of local regulations to include land use.  The 
comprehensive plan can also serve as a guide for voluntary actions by interested citizens, civic 
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organizations, and businesses that will work toward the community’s desired future as expressed 
within the plan. 
 
Although the comprehensive plan recommends certain actions, capital expenditures, and the 
adoption of ordinances, the plan’s adoption alone is merely a public policy basis for the Town to 
consider and, as appropriate, carry out these actions through the normal town meeting process.  
 
0.2.2 Legal Context: 

Comprehensive plans play two important legal roles in enhancing a town’s ability to shape its 
own future. 
 
First, the courts in Maine (and in many other states around the nation) have rendered decisions in 
recent years which effectively and consistently require that if land use regulations (including, but 
not limited to, subdivision, land use, site plan, and impact fee ordinances) are to be legally 
defensible, they must have a ‘rational basis’ in public policy, intended to protect the public 
health, safety and general welfare.  The courts have held that this rational basis must be clearly 
identifiable and based on the findings and policies of the local comprehensive plan.  Ordinances, 
which are not based on the policy contained in a town’s comprehensive plan, are often 
successfully challenged and overturned by the courts. 
 
Second, before 1988, towns and cities in Maine drafted and adopted comprehensive plans only if 
they chose to do so.  Following the years of rapid growth and development in Maine during the 
mid-1980’s, when many towns, especially in the southern and coastal regions of Maine, found 
themselves struggling to keep pace with the environmental, economic, and local governmental 
fiscal impacts of these years, the State Legislature approved, and the Governor signed, the 
“Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act of 1988.” 
 
0.2.3 Process: 

Volunteer effort, Town administrative staff time and labor, coordination with representatives of 
Greater Portland Council of Governments (PCOG) and a grant from the State Office of Planning 
(SPO) have been used to develop this Plan.  The Plan is in conformance with the Comprehensive 
Planning and Land Use Regulation Act (Title 30 M.R.S.A. Sec. 4326). 
 
Throughout the history of the Island, from its inception as a resort development to its founding 
and operation as a town, self-rule and citizen participation in island affairs has been critical.  The 
secession effort itself was successful because of citizen dedication and commitment. 
 
Before the Town was founded, the residents held elections to establish a Board of Selectmen to 
prepare for the transition from subdivision to town status.  In February of 1998, a five- member 
Board of Selectmen was elected and the Land Use and Shoreland Zoning Ordinances of the 
Town of Standish were adopted.  The Island did not want to come into town status without 
zoning on record. 
 
During the Town’s first year of operations, a Charter was adopted (See Appendix 5.2) and a 
Planning Board appointed. The Planning Board’s first objective was to review the adopted 
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Ordinances and make recommendations to the town.  The Planning Board realized that a 
Comprehensive Plan did not legally support the Ordinances.  Responding to this situation and to 
be in compliance with the Maine Growth Management Act, the Planning Board, as assigned by 
the Town Charter, initiated the Comprehensive Planning process in the summer of 1999. 
 
The Comprehensive Plan process, which began with the review of Ordinances, continued with a 
Community Survey.  On Labor Day Weekend of 1999, the Planning Board and other volunteers 
hand delivered a Community Survey to each occupied house on the Island and spoke with 
individuals who were present.  A survey was mailed to all homeowners who were not reached in 
person.  390 surveys were distributed and 202 were returned to Town Hall.  Compilation of the 
survey answers and written comments were made over the winter of 1999-2000 with the use of a 
software program provided by PCOG. (See Section 5.3.2.2) 
 
During the winter of 1999-2000 Town Manager, Vic Richards completed a first draft of the  
Comprehensive Plan.  This was forwarded to SPO and PCOG in spring 2000 for informal 
review. 
 
In the spring and summer of 2000 a Comprehensive Plan Committee was formed under the 
Planning Board.  Specific assignments for plan development were made and regular work 
sessions established.  Results of the SPO and PCOG reviews detailed the need for extensive 
rework.  This was initiated in June 2000 and an interim draft plan submitted to SPO and PCOG 
in 10 October 2000.  The goal for Town approval of the Plan was set for July 2002.  The three 
plus years process included the following steps: 
 
Citizen Survey – Summer 1999 as described above. and included, with a Summary, at Section 
5.3.2.1. 
 
Public Workshops –Three major public workshops were held.  The first (August 19, 2000) was 
with all  elected officials and board members  of the Town.  (See summarized report at Section 
5.4,Outreach Documents)  This was followed  by a public workshop for all townspeople on 
September 30.  In each case, visions and related obstacles to achievement were solicited and 
recorded.  In August 2001 an additional public workshop was held to present the Plan prior to 
submission for a final SPO and COG review. 
 
Public Outreach Meetings – During Plan development, small group outreach efforts were made 
to unique Town interest groups.  They included the Garden Club, Book Club, Appeals Board, 
Fire Department and Golf Club.  Again, visions for the Town and related obstacles were 
emphasized. (A sample report from the Book Club is at Section 5.4.) 
 
Plan Components – The Inventory and Analysis task was completed in October 2000 and initial 
development of Goals, Objectives and Policies begun.  During the winter of 2000-2001, the 
Implementation Strategies and related components were developed.  As the Comprehensive Plan 
Committee was geographically separated this work was  managed through electronic means, 
which added to the difficulty of Plan completion.  In all instances, Future Land Use was a 
primary focus of Town residents.  They emphasized the desire to maintain a “Rural, Rustic and 
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Recreational environment” with no interest in year round occupancy. The Capital Investment 
Plan (Section 4.3)was completed during the summer of 2001. 
   
Submittal of final Comprehensive Plan to the State- Because of the unique limited annual 
habitation of the Town, Plan completion and submission for State agencies review was 
constrained by timing.  To achieve Town Meeting approval in 2002, this plan wase submitted to 
the State Office of Comprehensive Planning in August 2001, and approved for consistency 20 
February 2002.  (See Appendix 5.16).  A Town Public Hearing on the Plan was scheduled for 
June with a Town Meeting vote in July 2002. 
 
0.3  Public Participation in the Process 

The town is unique as to the involvement of its inhabitants.  As reflected in the survey results, 
many people view their involvement as only leisure time and recreation.  Despite the Islanders 
positive involvement for secession and good attendance at annual Town Meetings, it is difficult 
to attract them to a committee meeting, or public workshop.  However, continuing efforts are 
made to inform, and receive input, from all Island property owners. 
 
The Town has its own news bulletin (Frye Island News Service – FINS), which is published 
weekly from May to November.  All meeting times, dates and locations are published and 
attendance by all is encouraged.  Periodic status reports are also included as exemplified by a 
number of notices enclosed in Section 5.4 Outreach Documents. 
 
Periodic verbal update/discussions are held with Town Selectmen and other Town Boards and 
Committees.  As noted in the previous section, Public Workshops and Outreach Meetings have 
been held and the results documented.  Examples are the August 14, 2000 and August 25, 2000 
reports enclosed in Section 5.4. 
 
For the 2001 Season a Committee Office was opened in the Town Hall and staffed 9 AM – 1 PM 
on Fridays in an effort to attract interested parties.  Also the public was reminded to attend 
regular monthly Committee meetings held on scheduled Friday evenings in the Town 
Community Center.  See Section 5.4 for related examples of outreach efforts. 
 
0.4  Summary of Survey Results 

The Comprehensive Plan identifies major issues and concerns of the inhabitants of the Town. 
Because the Town is an Island with unique residency, regional issues were less important to the 
inhabitants. However, the financial impact of the schools budget gained new importance in 2000. 
 
Commercial and industrial development and residential development issues are also unique to 
the Town. The entire 1000 acres of the Town  are privately owned and surveyed into buildable 
lots.  One 12 acre lot and some adjacent lots at the south end of the Island are the only areas for 
significant new growth. The Town is one residential zone which covers the Island except for one 
rural agricultural zone, which is the 12 acres parcel at the south end of the Island and two 
commercial zones. One commercial zone is dedicated to the already existing Marina and the 
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other has limited development potential because of its size, individual lot sizes within the zone, 
and its proximity to the Island ferry landing. 
 
During the 1992 comprehensive planning process for the Town of Standish, of which Frye Island 
was a part, a community workshop was held on Frye Island. Results of that workshop were 
summarized as follows in the Standish Comprehensive Plan.  
 
“Frye Island residents had some specific interests, which were unique to their particular lifestyle 
and their unique status as an independent association within the Town of Standish. Specifically: 
 

*gaining year round access to the island (the ferry is a seasonal operations only) 
*increased pollution from development on the island and on the main land 
*boating safety 
*improving basic services such as police, fire, garbage (need more access to Town dump)  
*preservation of the Frye Island beaches for Frye Island residents   
*stopping commercial development such as restaurants and inns on the island 
*basic communication with the Town (sic Standish) 
*keeping the character of the island, and 
*regulating noise” 

 
The 1999 Town of Frye Island Survey yielded, not surprisingly, similar results with emphasis on: 
 Ferry service 
 Natural environment 
 Tax level 
 Outdoor recreation 
 Rural character 
 Provision for public safety. 
 
A Summary of the  Town 1999 Survey at Section 5.3.2.1 addresses eight areas of questions: 
General Character of Frye Island; Community Involvement; Land Use; Natural and Cultural 
Resources; Town Services; Transportation; Background Information; and Ferry. There were a 
total of fifty-five questions, which required yes/ no answers; subjective ratings of importance; 
objective/quantitative input; and opinion. 
 
The survey questions and a frequency distribution for answers to the questions are at Section 
5.3.2.2.  Also all written comments are  summarized in that Section. 
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SECTION 1:   INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

1.1  Community Character/History 

1.1.0 Introduction 

Frye Island is located in Lake Sebago, closer to the east side of the lake than the west, 
just off Raymond Cape. The Island is approximately 1000 acres, 3 miles long, running north 
south, and a mile wide at its mid-line. Highest elevation on the Island is 385 feet above sea level. 
 

As of 2000, the Island with seven miles of shorefront had approximately 400 cottages and 
a store and café.  Recreation facilities include 16 beaches, a nine-hole golf course with club 
house, a swimming pool with cabana, four tennis courts, a Community Center with pool tables, 
ping pong tables, a football table and an air hockey table, a Marina with 68 slips (expandable to 
120 slips), and an 80 boat tie up area.  Construction of a ball-field/park was initiated in July 
2001.  Two, 1960-70’s vintage ferryboats, which are owned by Frye Island Incorporated (FII) 
and operated by the Town, provide access to the Island on a seasonal basis.  The boats are 65 feet 
long and 24 feet wide. 

 
1.1.1 Development 1949 – 2000 

For many decades before 1949, the Island was unoccupied and owned as one tract of 
land.  Modern development started after the forest fires of 1947.  The Island was purchased by 
John P. Porell, who sold a number lots to others and 100 acres for the Frye’s Leap Sailing Camp.  
But in 1964 Porell sold his remaining property to Leisure Living Inc. and the major development 
of a resort community began. 

 
The intervening years saw growth of this resort community, legal actions over the 

development and ultimately the demise of Leisure Living Inc.  This led to to the establishment of 
two new entities to administer the Island community.  (Frye Island Inc. and the Municipal 
Services Corporation).  Because of deteriorating relations with the Town of Standish, to which 
the Island belonged, the Island petitioned, and the State Legislature approved the formation of 
the Town of Frye Island on 1 July 1998. 

 
A detailed Town Historical Background is at Section 5.3.1 
 

 
1.2  Population 

1.2.0 Introduction:   

Development of a Town Comprehensive Plan must depend on an understanding of the town’s 
past history and “… demographic data describing the municipality and the region in which it is 
located.”  While the state law requiring comprehensive plans doesn’t specify a state goal on 
Population, it does include the noted quote.  The impacts/needs of the town’s inhabitants must be 
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understood if a viable plan is to be developed.  This section will address past population growth 
through the Town’s unique development from a generally uninhabited island to a vacation resort, 
which on 1 July 1998 became Maine’s newest town.  This unique progression will be used to 
predict the future growth trends needed to develop a viable Comprehensive Plan for the Town of 
Frye Island, Maine. 
 
1.2.1 Characteristics of Frye Island Inhabitants: 

The 1999 town survey results and summary included in this plan well document the very unique 
aspects of the Town of Frye Island as a vacation/second home community.  Located in the south 
end of Sebago Lake, the approximately 1000-acre town complements and reflects the lake 
vacation ambiance of the Lakes Region and the communities of Sebago, Naples, Raymond and 
Windham.  This region’s attractiveness as an inland waters oriented summer vacation area is 
reflected in regional growth while also drawing attention to Frye Island as a unique community. 
 
In 1964, Frye Island began its development as a resort community.  However, it was viewed as 
an isolated island attracting a limited number of vacation/second home inhabitants “from away”.  
Records reveal a cottage/camp community that in 37 years (1964-2001) has grown from 
basically zero to approximately 400 cottages with a locally assessed value in excess of 31 million 
dollars and a state assessed value in SAD#6 calculations in excess of $41 million.  Figure 1:  
Frye Island Cottage Growth & Projection highlights the trends of slow growth, as well as peak 
periods of growth such as 1984-87. 

Figure 1:  Frye Island Cottage Growth & Projection 
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Since July 1997, there has been increased public awareness of the island community since it has 
taken actions to become a self sufficient Maine town.  This was further nurtured by a strong 
national and local economy, which allowed renewed interest in vacation/second homes.  This 
was especially evident from the 1999 existing cottage sales and construction permits for 
improvements and new construction.  However, such growth is attributed to a select clientele 
who are attracted to a town administered on a year around basis and inhabited each year only 
from the end of April through the first week in November.  Such owners also accept that 
electrical and phone service are commercially provided and remain active on the Island in the 
winter (unless suspended till spring by weather conditions), but all other services are local 
(Town) and cease.  Despite these conditions, some of the more adventuresome owners may visit 
by snowmobile and/or skis, if the lake freezes over.  
 
The Town property owners are a diverse group as documented in the Town Survey.  While there 
are only 74 registered Frye Island voters and a 2000 national census count of zero, current local 
estimates indicate a population of over 1400 when all existing cottages are occupied.  (This is 
based on the results of survey question #43.)  Adding guests and renters, it is believed the 
population could double to 2800 on a peak holiday weekend such as 4 July.  In the past “day 
trippers” have generally been golfers and/or house guests.  While at present no data exists to 
validate this belief, additional “day trippers” now include the occasional bikers.  To obtain such 
data and facilitate future plan updates a local census process should be developed. 
 
To better understand the demographics of the Town inhabitants the following selected data, as 
extracted from the Town Survey, are emphasized. It is assumed that the respondents generally 
represent the total Town population. 
 
• The “from away” population dominates the Town inhabitants. 

Massachusetts  36.8% 
Maine   14.2% 
Connecticut   11.7% 
New Hampshire 10.8% 
Florida     9.8% 
All others  16.7%  
Note:  The 5 New England states account for 74% of the Town property owners. 

 
• Town resident time: 

57% of the survey respondents consider themselves “seasonal residents”.  A majority of 
the respondents spend over 100 nights per year on the Island.  As noted in Figure 2, the 
greatest number of respondents, 24% have been on the Island for 11 to 16 years.  This 
agrees with the major growth period shown on the “Frye Island Cottage Growth & 
Projection Curve”.  The next significant period of residency is 1 to 5 years.  This 
corresponds with cottage resales and limited new construction.  The original “resort” 
inhabitants are found in the 30 to 33 year category.  However, as owners age, a tendency 
for longer stays on the Island is noted.  This conclusion is supported by an increase in 
mail deliveries.  Again there is a lack of statistical data to validate these statements, 
which are based on verbal contacts. 
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Figure 2:  Years on Frye Island 

 
• Occupations and education: 

Approximately 50% of the household adults are fulltime employees at their primary 
residences.  Approximately 28% are retired.  Approximately 60% of the household adults 
have a college or graduate degree.  Another 18% have some college education.  However 
there are no Town children attending the local school district, which serves Frye Island 
(SAD#6). 
 

• Cottage rental: 
Of the cottage owners reporting, 83% do not rent their cottages.  This does not reflect use 
by family and friends, however.  Of the 17% of owners who rent their cottages, 24% rent 
for 2 to 3 weeks a season, 17% rent for 5 to 6 weeks, and 13% rent for 6 to 7 weeks.  
Thus, considering that there is no industrial or agricultural activity in the Town, vacation 
rentals are one of the few aspects impacting the Town economy.  Rental income helps 
owners to keep up with their property tax payments while also providing a continuing 
customer base for the Island store/restaurant and the golf course.  This rental activity also 
clearly defines the Town’s high season as 1 July through Labor Day.  These data are 
based on the records of the predominant rental agent on the Island. 
 

• Demographic Representation by Age: 
The age distribution displayed in Figure 5 is also a reflection of Island development 
trends. The dominance of the 40-59 year group meshes well with the major growth on the 
Island in the 1980s. Now, as these owners age they may extend their stays on the Island 
and ultimately stay for the season. But they may also decide to sell, as was demonstrated 
in 1998 and 1999 by increased property sales 

 
• Regional Aspects: 

The Town of Frye Island’s regional ambiance is based on Sebago Lake and it’s 
recreational environment.  The Town’s unique rural surroundings, gravel roads, private 
beaches (owned by FII and leased to the Town) and wildlife attract a class of people from 
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all walks of life in Maine and “away”.  This Island environment, on an inland lake, seems 
to provide an experience not readily available in many mainland communities. 

 
Positive national and regional economies facilitate an interest in Frye Island.  The part 
time habitation of the Town is unique and offers a certain security to property owners 
when they are away for the winter.  But during May-October the inhabitants impact the 
local and regional economies by subsistence purchases, maintenance and new cottage 
construction contracts and Town contracts for services such as fire, emergency rescue, 
police and solid waste disposal.  Though the Town is fully supportive to state and 
regional education programs, none of the Town’s children attend the School 
Administrative District (SAD) #6.  This due to the seasonal status of the Town’s 
residency.  The growing impact of membership in SAD#6 on the Town’s fiscal capacity 
has resulted in a referendum-initiated withdrawal movement, which was endorsed by the 
Town voters in the October 2000 Town Meeting.  Subsequent progress was stymied in 
the fall of 2000 by a state legislative action to preclude withdrawal from SAD#6 without 
specific legislative action.  At this writing new options are under development.    

 
These selected population characteristics reflect the broad diversity of the Town’s inhabitants 
and support the findings outlined in the Town survey.  These findings emphasize a desire for a 
rural community in a natural environment, while protecting the quality of that environment and 
Sebago Lake.  These findings also indicate a desire for public safety and a viable recreational 
experience at a reasonable cost. 

 
1.2.2 Trends of Town Growth 

As outlined above, the Island and now Town growth is only documented by land sales and 
increased cottage/home construction.  True historical records are scattered between the three and 
now four entities involved in development on the Island.  Growth prediction is controlled by the 
national and local economies and the public’s interest in acquiring a seasonal second/vacation 
home.  Growth on the Island is further constrained by the PWD court decision, which limits 
Island “build-out” to no more than 750 septic systems.  This may not translate to 750 homes as 
septic system equivalents have also been applied to recreation and other Town and FII facilities.  
There is also no comprehensive population data.  

Population: 

The lack of any formal, local, “full-time resident” population data is further complicated by the 
lack of any National Census results. The only census number is a 1990 tract number from 
Standish that shows a population of one for Frye Island.  This was only an anecdotal entry as, at 
that time, Frye Island was part of Standish and seasonal.  The 2000 Census, while recognizing 
the Town’s existence, collected no data from the Town, as the island is closed on 1 April.  
Further, Census forms were not delivered to island property owners, and no door to door follow 
up was conducted.  Figure 3, Cumberland County Population Forecast by Community: 1995-
2025 was obtained from the Greater Portland Council of Governments and was considered in 
developing Town of Frye Island growth trends.  None of the listed communities are occupied 
part time. While many of the towns do enjoy the impact of the seasons, the communities of 
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Sebago, Raymond and Naples were given specific consideration due to their proximity to Frye 
Island and Sebago Lake. 
 

 

Figure 3  Cumberland County Population Forecast by Community: 1995-2025 

 
To arrive at a reasonable estimate for current population and future growth trends, it was decided 
to use the Frye Island Cottage Growth & Projection curve in conjunction with the results of the 
Town survey.  Also considered was the average number of new home construction permits 
issued over the last five years.  Details for 1998-2000 are enclosed on the next two pages as a 
reflection of recent enhanced activity. 

 

Community 1995 Change '95 - 
'25

Population 
2025 % Change  1995 YR 

Units 
Change 95 to 

2025
2025 YR 

Units
% 

Change

Average 
Forecasted 
New Units 

/Year

Average 
Units/Year 
in 1990's 

Differe
nce

Brunswick 20,684 3,553 24,237 17% 8,294 1,909 10,203 23% 64 55 -9
Portland 62,979 4,047 67,026 6% 30,521 3,206 33,727 11% 107 103 -4

S. Portland 22,923 1,698 24,621 7% 9,869 1,148 11,017 12% 38 45 7
Westbrook 16,385 3,588 19,973 22% 6,847 1,797 8,644 26% 60 51 -9

Urban Communities 122,971 12,886 135,857 10% 55,531 8,060 63,591 15% 269 254 -15
  -        -        -        -        -      

Cape Elizabeth 8,959 1,743 10,702 19% 3,499 847 4,346 24% 28 26 -2
Cumberland 6,320 3,391 9,711 54% 2,335 1,403 3,738 60% 47 51 4

Falmouth 8,077 4,704 12,781 58% 3,501 2,248 5,749 64% 75 78 3
Freeport 7,216 3,144 10,360 44% 2,920 1,440 4,360 49% 48 41 -7
Gorham 12,725 5,763 18,488 45% 4,440 2,411 6,851 54% 80 83 2

Gray 6,348 3,790 10,138 60% 2,547 1,680 4,227 66% 56 54 -2
Scarborough 13,754 8,321 22,075 61% 5,532 3,669 9,201 66% 122 146 24

Standish 8,472 4,289 12,761 51% 2,846 1,790 4,636 63% 60 63 3
Windham 13,771 7,079 20,850 51% 5,154 3,061 8,215 59% 102 103 1
Yarmouth 8,036 2,365 10,401 29% 3,380 1,177 4,557 35% 39 34 -5

Suburban Communities 93,678 44,588 138,266 48% 36,154 19,728 55,882 55% 658 678 20
  -        -        -      

Baldwin 1,284 341 1,625 27% 467 146 613 31% 5 5 0
Bridgton 4,504 2,320 6,824 52% 2,059 1,192 3,251 58% 40 32 -8

Casco 3,157 1,660 4,817 53% 1,240 727 1,967 59% 24 19 -5
Harpswell 5,066 1,929 6,995 38% 2,337 1,002 3,339 43% 33 45 11

Harrison 2,106 1,092 3,198 52% 841 481 1,322 57% 16 16 0
Naples 3,085 2,096 5,181 68% 1,333 982 2,315 74% 33 25 -8

New Gloucester 4,259 2,422 6,681 57% 1,446 969 2,415 67% 32 38 5
N. Yarmouth 2,772 2,059 4,831 74% 953 768 1,721 81% 26 28 2

Pownal 1,273 185 1,458 15% 447 83 530 19% 3 3 1
Raymond 3,507 2,270 5,777 65% 1,399 990 2,389 71% 33 35 2

Sebago 1,248 481 1,729 39% 562 244 806 43% 8 5 -3
Long Island 201 -1 200 -1% 81 -3 78 -4% 0 0 1

Rural Communities 32,462 16,853 49,315 52% 13,165 7,581 20,746 58% 253 251 -2

Total 
Cumberland County 249,111 74,327 323,438 30% 104,850 35,369 140,219 34% 1,179 1,077 -102
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1998 Building Permits 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4:  Building Permits – 1998 - 2000 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF PERMIT EST. VALUE PRMT CST
storage shed 650.00$         
storage shed 1,800.00$      
2 car garage 18,000.00$    
new foundation/frost wall 16,695.00$    
replace existing deck 800.00$         
repair deck & framing of bldg 2,000.00$      
new camp/cottage 24x32 80,000.00$    500.00$       
extend existing deck 10,000.00$    25.00$         
deck & screened in porch 1,500.00$      5.00$           
window replacement 2,000.00$      25.00$         
deck 2,000.00$      25.00$         
sliding door, 5ft deck, & repairs 8,000.00$      140.00$       
8x10 wooden shed 1,000.00$      25.00$         
8x24 deck 3,000.00$      25.00$         
Fire Barn 17,000.00$    85.00$         
construct 32x24 camp 45,000.00$    325.00$       
Addition to existing house 7,000.00$      35.00$         
Screened Porch 8,000.00$      40.00$         
Erect a foundation for 30x40 bldg 80,000.00$    131.00$       
12x12 Screened Porch 6,940.00$      35.00$         
28x28 foundation only 5,000.00$      125.00$       
10x12 Storage Shed 1,500.00$      50.00$         
8x12 shed 1,000.00$      

1,596.00$    

 

1999 FRYE ISLAND BUILDING PERMITS
PERMIT DESCRIPTION EST. VALUE COST
Foundation Permit 80,000.00$         225.00$        

Remove & replace dry walls 2,000.00$           25.00$          
Screen Porch 5,000.00$           25.00$          
Floor for existing porch 2,000.00$           25.00$          
Add Fireplace 12,000.00$         60.00$          
office space 1,000.00$           25.00$          

Shed Roof over deck 1,500.00$           25.00$          
Family Room 19,000.00$         95.00$          
Family office storage room 6,000.00$           30.00$          
Storage Shed 2,000.00$           25.00$          
Replace sona tubes & deck 10,000.00$         50.00$          
12 x 26 deck 6,300.00$           35.00$          

Storage Shed 2,700.00$           25.00$          
Car Port 10 x 22 1,600.00$           25.00$          
Storage Shed 8 x 12 1,415.00$           25.00$          
replace existing deck 8,000.00$           40.00$          
Erect Metal Shed 300.00$              25.00$          
add addition 10' x 12' 3,000.00$           25.00$          

4' x 24' addition 1,500.00$           25.00$          
12' x 24' addition 15,000.00$         45.00$          
8' x 16' shed 800.00$              25.00$          
new home 140,000.00$       700.00$        
damage repair to cottage 7,000.00$           35.00$          
new house 85,000.00$         525.00$        

8' x 12'shed 1,000.00$           25.00$          
30" antenna/tower 1,500.00$           25.00$          
12' x 14' storage shed 2,390.00$           25.00$          
Erect Garage 24' x 28' 8,000.00$           40.00$          
Erect Foundation 5,000.00$           25.00$          
Erect Foundation 5,000.00$           25.00$          

Erect Addition 8' x 35' 30,000.00$         150.00$        
Repair & replace Deck 5,000.00$           25.00$          
8 x 10 Shed 1,000.00$           25.00$          
new house 70,000.00$         350.00$        
new house 45,000.00$         225.00$        
Erect Garage 20' x 22' 4,200.00$           25.00$          

Remodel Bathroom 3,200.00$           25.00$          
10' x 16' Deck 4,000.00$           25.00$          
6'x12' Addition 4,000.00$           25.00$          
26'x36' new house & garage 65,000.00$         325.00$        
new house 24'x32' 70,000.00$         350.00$        

new house 24'x54' 50,000.00$         250.00$        

Total 787,405.00$       4,130.00$     
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2000 TOWN OF FRYE ISLAND BUILDING PERMITS 
   

PERMIT DESCRIPTION EST. VALUE COST 
new house $32,000.00 $160.00 
shed $1,200.00 $25.00 
addition $10,000.00 $100.00 
fin. basement $4,000.00 $40.00 
carport&porch $4,000.00 $40.00 
new house fndtn) $5,000.00 $25.00 
porch $3,500.00 $40.00 
shed $800.00 $25.00 
addition $1,220.00 $25.00 
deck $3,500.00 $35.00 
deck $2,500.00 $25.00 
shed $300.00 $25.00 
shed $1,200.00 $25.00 
deck replace $3,000.00 $25.00 
shed $800.00 $25.00 
shed&porch $5,000.00 $50.00 
deck $500.00 $25.00 
new house $30,000.00 $300.00 
new house (foundation) $4,000.00 $40.00 
porch&deck $3,500.00 $35.00 
addition $25,000.00 $250.00 
new house $55,000.00 $550.00 
addition&porch $8,000.00 $80.00 
new house $115,000.00 $1,150.00 
new house $100,000.00 $1,000.00 
shed $1,450.00 $25.00 
repair/replace $15,000.00 $50.00 
shed $2,300.00 $25.00 
porch $18,000.00 $180.00 
new house $120,000.00 $1,200.00 
new house $110,000.00 $1,100.00 
after/repair $8,000.00 $60.00 
new house $70,000.00 $700.00 
new house $150,000.00 $1,500.00 
   
Total $913,770.00 $8,960.00 
 
 
The Community Survey at Question 43 yielded a count of 729 inhabitants for the 205 households 
that responded to the Survey.  In 1999, there were approximately 390 cottages on the Island.  The 
reported numbers would indicate an average household of 3.55 inhabitants.  Thus, the population 
for 400 cottages, if all were simultaneously occupied, is estimated at 1420. As previously noted, 
on a peak holiday weekend it is conceivable that the population could double to 2800.  To 
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validate these estimates a special weekend survey would be needed.  Also, for a better household 
estimate consideration might be given to including a Town Statistics questionnaire in the annual 
property tax bills. 
 

Cottage Growth: 

Analysis of the “Cottage Growth Curve” (Figure 1) reveals the historical growth pattern of a 
vacation resort that became a Maine Town.  It reflects the following cottage per year growth for 
the periods noted. 
 Full period   (1964-2000)  11 cottages/year 
 Initial growth  (1964-1971)  20 cottages/year 
 Problem years  (1971-1986)  6 cottages/year 

This period includes a number of impacts, such as a growing concern by the 
Portland Water District  (PWD) over septic systems impact on the Lake.  A court 
order in 1974 had placed a limit of 750 cottages with septic systems on the Island 
development.  This was also the period during which the resort developer (Leisure 
Living) chose to abandon the development and sold the Island to Frye Island 
Incorporated, a new company made up of Island property owners.  The initial 
years proved to be lean for development as the new management/owners took on 
their task. 

 Major growth      (1986-1988) 35 cottages/year 
 Recent 12 years  (1988-2000)  8 cottages/year 
 Recent   6 years  (1994-2000)  6 cottages/year 
 Recent   3 years  (1998-2000)  8 cottages/year 
 
Data for the most recent period, 1999-2000, shows an increase in building activity on the Island, 
corresponding with a strong regional/national economy.  At that time, a building boom for 2001 
was predicted approaching the “boom “ years of the mid-80’s.  A potential for 27 new 
foundations/homes was estimated.  The intervening economic change into 2001, complicated by 
fuel and gas prices may have a negative impact. 
 
1.2.3 Projections of Town Growth 

Considering the above trends, national and local economy factors, and the continued interest in 
vacation/second homes a 10-year projection using the last five year trend is deemed logical. 
However, the inhabitants’ desires that no condominium or campground developments occur must 
also be remembered.  Also, growth may be tempered by the limited number of remaining 
waterfront lots.  Thus, the future growth may rely on development of shoreline one back lots, or 
lots around the golf course. 
 
After a careful review of the various data and the projection options shown on the “Cabin 
Growth & Projection Curve”, a 10 year projection of 6 to 10 new cottages per year appears to be 
reasonable.  Assuming a worst case of 10 per year, it would result in 100 new cottages for a new 
total of 500 in 2011.  This is still well under the PWD 750 limit.  This imposed limit must, 
however, be a continuing consideration.  How quickly it could result in a moratorium on 
construction will depend on changes in subsurface disposal technology acceptable to the proper 
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authorities and the rate of  construction of cottages on lots already in private ownership.  New lot 
sales by Frye Island Incorporated (FII) are generally restricted to privacy or septic pump back 
lots which have no impact on the 750-lot limit, or to buildable lots within the 750 septic system 
limit.  In 2001 FII initiated a land use / real estate study on all its holdings. 
 
Applying the current derived factor of 3.55 inhabitants per household the 2011 population is 
projected at 1575 before peak holiday impact.  Using the holiday doubling assumption 3000 is 
possible.  The 10 year (2001-2011) population increase attributed to cottage growth is 355 and an 
annual growth rate of approximately of 2.5 % per year.  While this appears lower than the local 
lake community estimates for Sebago, Naples and Raymond, it appears reasonable based on the 
unique aspects of the Town of Frye Island. 
 
1.3  Local Economy 

A Town of only second/vacation homes, a six-month occupancy per year and with no industrial 
or commercial basis except tourism, tends to show no strong economic base.  This is reflected in 
the property tax rate required to operate the Town.  If a year around occupancy were pursued the 
associated costs to achieve it appear cost prohibitive and contrary to the Town’s present focus.   
Even if year around living were possible, there would be no major employment increase except 
possibly for home based businesses.  
 
Within the Town of Frye Island’s 1000 acres there are 823 privately owned lots, 512 lots owned 
by Frye Island Incorporated (FII).  One 1-acre parcel and one 11-acre parcel have not been 
previously subdivided.  Frye Island has 74 registered voters and at full occupancy, it is estimated 
there would be 1400 inhabitants.  Since Town occupancy does not occur at National Census 
time, there is a distinct need for a local census program.  These data could have a viable impact 
on State and Federal grants and the Town economy.  In recent years, a slight increase in fall 
season occupants has been noted.  Employment opportunities on the Island remain very limited, 
as there is no industry and very little commercial activity. This mirrors the employment interests 
of the Town inhabitants.  Of the residents who stay for the season and might consider 
employment, many are retired and their wage income may be limited due to pensions.  Other 
residents, who stay for varying periods, are employed off Island.  There are also a small number 
who are self-employed as home maintenance contractors and limit their activity to work on the 
Island. 
 
The provision of Town services provides year round employment for 3 people and seasonal 
wages for an additional 15.  None of these personnel can live on the Island year around.  The 
Frye Island Golf Course provides seasonal employment for approximately 7 people.  The only 
other employment opportunity on the Island is the general store/café, which employs 
approximately 8-12 people.  These jobs provide no significant revenues toward sustaining the 
Town.  The revenue stream generated by the town’s inhabitants is more significant to the 
regional economy (food, fuel, home repair, maintenance and construction). 
 
The Town of Frye Island adopted the Grand List on properties from the Town of Standish when 
Frye Island became a town in 1998.  The last complete outside revaluation of the Island 
properties was in 1983.  In subsequent years, the Standish tax assessor kept the Island tax 
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valuation comparable to the States valuation.  After becoming a Town, July 1, 1998, the Town of 
Frye Island’s ratio of local valuation to State valuation has dropped to 70.5%, necessitating a re-
evaluation in the near future, based on State standards. 
 
There is no fiscal database to further substantiate this narrative other than the previous MSC and 
now Town budgets.  Additional research might consider previous State sales tax information and 
employee wages.     
 
1.4  Housing 

The town of Frye Island is a full-time town with part-time residency. The Island generally opens 
the last week in April and closes about November 1 with the cessation of all municipal services 
except for administration.  Property owners do not have access to their property via the car ferry, 
the entire Island water system is drained, fire and police services cease (except for emergency 
services), and the administration offices move off the Island.  Maintenance crews continue to 
work for one or two months after closing and begin work again about a month before opening to 
prepare the roads and water systems for owners to arrive. 
 
The seasonal nature of the Town’s residency has a major impact on how the Comprehensive Plan 
must consider housing.  In addition, there is the added factor that the Island is under a 1974 court 
order that restricts the number of lots with septic systems to a maximum of 750.  The Court 
Order also provides that each septic system must meet the State Plumbing Code and that no 
dangerous phosphate concentrations will result to the Lake. 
 
From its inception, the Island has been considered as a recreational and, for some, a retirement 
haven. As a result, all homeowners have second homes in other locations throughout the United 
States, and generally spend more time at these other locations than in the Town.  37% of survey 
respondents listed Massachusetts as their winter home, while 14% are from elsewhere in Maine, 
12% from Connecticut, and 11% from New Hampshire.  Florida was listed by 10% of the 
respondents.  Figure 5 shows the distribution of the population by age and supports calculations 
that almost 20% of the Town survey respondents fall in the retired age range of 60 and older.  
Also approximately 57% of the respondents, ages 18-59, fall in the employment range. 
 
The Comprehensive Plan survey conducted in September 1999 indicated the owners wanted to 
maintain the rural and recreational character of the Town.  They did not want townhouses or 
condominiums to be constructed, nor did they want bed and breakfasts or any significant 
commercial development to occur. 
 
The court ordered limit of 750 septic systems has had and will continue to have an impact on 
housing development in the Town.  Currently 831 lots are held by private owners and about 350 
of them remain as buildable.  511 lots are owned by Frye Island, Inc.  There are nearly 400 
homes and if all the remaining 350 lots met the perk conditions for septic systems, then the limit 
of 750 systems would be reached.  Some lots on which homes have been built did not pass the  
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Figure 5:  Demographic Representation by Age 

septic seepage tests.  Back lots have been purchased for septic fields thus reducing the total 
available lot inventory.  Some privacy lots that have been purchased can not be built on, thus 
reducingthe inventory even further.  The zoning ordinances require a minimum lot size of 20,000 
square feet and as shown in Figure 6, only 15% of the lots satisfy this requirement.  

 

Figure 6:  Frye Island Lot Sizes 

Single non-conforming lots may be developed due to grandfathering regulations, but if two or 
more non-conforming contiguous lots are held in common ownership they must be combined to 
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satisfy State regulations.  This applies to the privately owned lots as well as to lots owned by 
Frye Island, Inc., who is giving this careful consideration in their ongoing land use study.  
Shoreland frontage requirements that reflect State Statutes must also be applied.  Therefore, 
zoning regulations further reduce the available inventory of lots.  The combination of these 
factors significantly limits the possibility of housing development in the Town and warrants 
continued monitoring. 
 
Nevertheless, homes are being built.  As discussed in the section dealing with population, the 
rate is between 6 and 10 homes per year.  To an appreciable degree, the rate of building varies 
with the national economy.  The quality of housing being built has increased as well and 
distribution of costs of homes has shifted toward being more expensive.  Regardless of costs, the 
impact of 60 to 100 more homes over the next 10 years will have a major impact on the 
infrastructure of the Town, particularly the water system, ferry usage and the environment.  
These issues were discussed in Section 1.2.2.  Given the small lot sizes, it is important that 
consideration be given to controlling the footprint area of new construction and additions.  
Current ordinances do not address this concern and for environmental as well as aesthetic 
reasons the size of homes should be addressed. 
 
Affordable Housing. 
 
The issue of affordable housing must be addressed.  It is particularly difficult to apply the State 
Statutes to the part time usage of the Town of Frye Island.  It is hard to imagine a situation in 
which a low income family whose income can not support an affordable year round home, could 
afford second home that has as its purpose a recreational use and is accessible only for six 
months per year. 
 
Affordable housing can be discussed based on median income and the definition of what 
constitutes affordable for very low, low and moderate income households.  The median family 
income for 1999 in the Greater Portland Municipal District that contains the Town of Frye Island 
was $47,400.  Under state guidelines, it is assumed that a family can not afford more than 30% 
of its income for rental housing, and no more than 28% for home ownership costs including 
mortgage and utility costs.  Figure 7 shows the affordable housing costs for the three income 
groups. 
 

Figure 7:  Affordable Housing costs 

Family Income 
Group 

Annual Income Affordable Monthly 
Ren8 

Affordable Selling 
Price 

Very low  up to $23,700 up to $595 up to $52,140 
Low $23,700 to $37,920 up to $950 up to $83,425 
Moderate  $37,920 to $71,100 up to $1780 up to $156,420 
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Figure 8 shows the distribution of the market value of the existing homes in the Town. 
 

Figure 8:  Market Value of Frye Island Cottages 

 

The distribution of affordable selling prices is given in Figure 9. 

Figure 9:  Distribution of Affordable Housing Prices 

Family Income Group Annual Income Number of Affordable Homes Percentage 
Very Low up to $23,700 25 6.6 
Low $23,700 to $37,920 150 39.9 
Moderate $37,920 to $71,100 176 46.8 
 
This would indicate that there is a substantial inventory of affordable homes in the Town if they 
were available for sale.  However, as noted previously, all of these homes are accessible only for 
the months of May through October and not for year around occupancy.  The meaning of 
affordable housing in this context is misleading.  It is doubtful that very many families falling in 
the lower two income groups could consider a second home, and even the moderate income 
group families would find it difficult to afford a second home. 
 
Affordable rentals are an even more difficult situation.   In 1999, approximately 38 cottages were 
rented through the most active real estate office handling Frye Island properties.  In 2000, this 
same real estate office had 34 rental properties.  The average rental was $3916 per month.  
Inland rentals were somewhat less expensive but the average was $3080 per month. Waterfront 
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rentals would have been significantly more than the average.  These rental costs are set by the 
owners and depend on demand and the economy.  It is obvious that none of the rentals satisfy the 
definition of affordable for any income group.  Given the small inventory of rentals and the 
recreational use of these homes, it is unlikely this situation will change over the next 5, or even 
20 years. 
 
The relevant land use ordinances as of October 2000 do not allow mobile homes but this is 
expected to be corrected at the July 2002 Town meeting. However, the deed covenants (see 
Section 5.5) that pertain to every lot, except for those few not contained in the properties 
transferred from Leisure Living to Frye Island, Inc., do not permit mobile homes.  This is a 
matter of a contract between buyer and seller and has nothing to do with the provision in the 
ordinances for an area for mobile homes. 
 
The State requires that towns “seek to achieve that at least 10% of the new housing units 
constructed in the municipality in the 5 years after plan adoption be affordable housing”.  
However, the State does not require that this criterion be met for second homes serving only part 
of a year and primarily for recreational or retirement purposes.  Over the next 5 years, it is 
possible that homes will be built in the Town that satisfy the State definition of affordable but 
these homes will not be affordable when considered as second homes. 
 
In discussions with the Portland Council of Government it would appear there are no regional 
affordable housing plans.  The Town of Frye Island must continue to monitor any changes in 
regional plans 
1.5  Natural Resources    

   1.5.1 Water Resources 

The Town of Frye Island is ever mindful of the importance of groundwater and surface water 
quality.  The Town relies on water from Sebago Lake as its source of drinking water, as does the 
Portland Water District (PWD) who serves 10 Greater Portland communities.  Also impacted are 
the six shoreland towns surrounding the Lake.  This section will present an overview of the 
Town of Frye Island’s water resources and their related management and use. 

 
Water Resource Management 

 
The 2001 PWD “Sebago Lake State of the Lake Report” sets the standard to be maintained by 
any user or neighbor to the Lake.  The following is quoted from the report. 
 

“The lake is revered for its cleanliness.  The quality of the trillion gallons of water 
in Sebago Lake is outstanding.  This fact is demonstrated by almost all scientific 
measures of water quality – transparency, nutrient levels, dissolved oxygen, and 
the amount of attached and floating algae, among others.  But one does not need 
to be a scientist to see that the lake is unusually clean – any first time visitor to the 
lake will immediately notice that you can see the bottom in 20 or 30 feet of water.  
This is true of few other lakes in Maine or anywhere in the country.” 
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The PWD Report also included data on water quality based on scientific measurement using 
Secchi Disk Transparency and the Carlsen Index to calculate the Trophic State Index (TSI).  The 
results classify the Lake as “oligotropic” with transparency greater than 7 meters (actual 8-12 
meters) and TSI less than 40 (actual for 1990-2000 ranged from a low of 21 to a high of 40).  TSI 
is a calculation of the productivity of a lake using total phosphorus concentration, chlorophyll a 
concentration, or the Secchi readings.  For the noted 10 year period, phosphorus readings ranged 
from 21 to 32, chlorophyll from 33 to 40 and Secchi 25 to 31.   All the readings average below 
40 indicating an Oligotropic lake. “Oligotropic” means the lake has few nutrients and thus low 
algae production potential.  It also reflects undeveloped watersheds and that PWD controls in 
lake watersheds such as Frye Island must be working. 
 
There is one area of concern in the Lakes health as related to aquatic plants.  The variety and 
density can change from lake to lake and place to place within a lake.  The appearance of non-
native plants can have a detrimental impact by out-competing native plants and spreading rapidly 
to choke shallow areas.  There are 11 plants identified as potentially harmful to Maine lakes.  
One, a “variable leaf watermilfoil (variable milfoil)” has been identified in the Lake.  A 2000 
survey identified 15 locations of the rooted plant.  At Frye Island, the only reported sighting was 
of plant “floating fragments” in the waters off Cocktail Beach.  Efforts should be made to 
educate Islanders about the plant and encourage their involvement in plant identification and 
control. 
  
The people of Frye Island treasure Sebago Lake.  The general sentiment is: “We drink it, we 
swim and fish in it, we boat on it, we feast our eyes on its pristine beauty and we must take steps 
to protect it.”  In 1989, in conjunction with a court case involving the PWD, the Island 
commissioned its own environmental impact analysis for phosphorus and nitrate export into the 
lake. (See Map 7, Town of Frye Island, Phosphorus Loading).  Literature about water resource 
protection is available free at the Town Offices.   There is a volunteer Watershed Committee.  
The Town Garden Club sponsors speakers from entities, to include the Portland Water District 
(PWD), who talk about ways to protect the lake by stabilizing its banks and maintaining 
vegetative buffer zone along shorelines and stream banks. But to insure that a continuing Island 
wide effort is maintained, an “official” Town of Frye Island Conservation Commission should be 
considered. 
 
Occasionally, the question arises regarding “housing developments” on the Island.  In the 1960’s 
the Leisure Living development was platted as “Sebago Shores” and deemed by Standish to be a 
development.  Issues arose regarding lot size and no development site plan was ever approved by 
Standish.  Before this was resolved the demise of Leisure Living occurred and the Island was 
transferred to FII.  The FII property has not been treated as a development, but as an island 
surveyed into lots.  Hence, there are currently no “housing developments” in the Town, but if 
any were developed they would now have to conform to the Town of Frye Island Subdivision 
Ordinance, as well as PWD and DEP review.  Routinely, each home built on the Island must 
meet the approval of the Town CEO, the DEP and the PWD. 
 
In assessing the Island’s water resources, consideration must be given to watersheds and their 
related impacts.  The 2001 PWD Report states:  “The Lake Sebago watershed comprises all, or 
parts, of 23 towns and covers 231,00 acres (346 square miles).  The 6 towns bordering the Lake 
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and Frye Island account for 86,440 acres, ranging from 862 acres in Frye Island to 20,452 acres 
in Naples.  However, when new construction building permits for 2000 are analyzed, Frye Island 
issued 9.2 per 1000 acres and the 6 mainland towns averaged only 1.55 per 1000 acres.  This 
tends to explain the attention PWD devotes to Island construction activity. 
 
The Portland Water District (PWD) maintains studies that provide effective phosphorous control 
levels for each municipality in the direct watershed of Sebago Lake.  These are also applied by 
the State DEP in their evaluation of any large projects.  Despite no large project/subdivision 
potential on Frye Island, island watersheds were evaluated as part of the 1989 Frye Island 
Phosphorus Study.  The study identified and addressed the development (existing and potential) 
in 20 watersheds. (See Map 9 Frye Island Watershed Boundaries, Portland Water District.)  
Construction in any of the watersheds requires a permit from PWD in accordance with a court 
order.  Normally PWD’s jurisdiction around the Lake extends only 200 feet inland along the 
shoreline.  However, by the 1974 court order ALL of Frye Island is subject to PWD 
permitting authority.  The Island’s topography, soils and wetlands maps when considered with 
the watersheds (See Maps Section 5.13) portray the runoff potential to the Lake. 
 
As detailed in the Community History (See Section 5.3.1, {Development 1964-1989}), {Growth 
1989-1995}) and in Appendix 5.6, Court Findings and Background, Portland Water District vs. 
Leisure Living Communities Inc. the number of septic systems to be allowed on Frye Island was 
challenged in court.  As a result of this action, the Island was limited to 750 lots, each with a 
septic system.  The initial finding was made in 1974.  Subsequently, PWD reopened the issue in 
the 1980s in an attempt to reduce the limit to approximately 600 systems.  After phosphorus and 
nitrate studies were each done by FII and PWD a “Consent Agreement” was negotiated and 
approved by the Court in 1990.  (Copies of the PWD, Robert G. Gerber INC. and FII, 
Normandeau Associates Inc. studies are on file in the Town Office.)  The Consent Agreement 
reaffirmed the 750 limit, pending mitigation through construction of a detention pond at the 
intersection of Birch Road and Leisure Lane.  This construction was promptly completed and the 
current Island septic system limit remains at 750.  A unique aspect of the initial Court decision is 
that either party may petition the court at any time, as the case remains open.  In conjunction 
with this settlement, during Island occupancy, May-October, PWD provides an inspector weekly 
on the Island to monitor compliance with lake watershed regulations.  All new home, or Town, 
construction requires a permit from PWD and septic system equivalents are assessed against the 
750 system limit. 
 
Beginning in 2001 for area disturbances such as playgrounds and golf course additions, PWD 
began accepting “remedial actions” such as conservation areas and detention ponds versus septic 
system equivalents.  Thus, PWD continues to monitor all activities on the Island for compliance 
with environmental and water resource protection considering runoff, wetlands, (See Wetlands, 
Map 3) and phosphorus loading (See Phosphorus Loading, Map 7).  In some respects this 
process appears more stringent for the Island than the Lake’s six shoreland communities, 
however it is the Town’s contribution to maintaining “Sebago Lake as one of Maine’s most 
impressive and important natural resources.” 
 
There are areas on the island where the groundwater table is generally within three feet of the 
surface and areas of swampy and organic soils.  The Zoning Map ( Map 5) shows the identified 
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flood plain that encircles the island and several small ponds and streams.  At the July 2000 Town 
Meeting, voters adopted a Flood Plain Management Ordinance tailored to FEMA standards.  On 
the Frye Island Shoreland Zoning Map (Map 6), stream protection district, resource protection 
districts and the upland edges of wetlands are also marked. 
There are a limited number of inland bodies of water and streams on the Island.  Some are 
detention ponds or hazards on the golf course.  Others are natural wetlands.  The mix and 
location of these resources are shown on the Town of Frye Island Wetlands Map (Map 3). 
 
There are no water wells in use on Frye Island.  There may have been in the past, but after 
interviewing homeowners, real estate agents and former Town Managers, the conclusion is that 
the lake is the only source of drinking water for the Island.   In the early 1990’s, Goodwin 
Drilling was hired to see if ground water could be a viable source of drinking water for the 
Island.  Several sites were drilled to a depth of 300 feet but could not produce enough water to 
serve as a viable source of potable water.  According to State geologists, there is no known 
aquifer under Frye Island. 
 
The Town funds efforts to protect Sebago Lake from septic and hazardous waste.  It assumes the 
cost of ferrying trucks from the mainland to pump out homeowners’ septic tanks.  To validate the 
value of this approach, consideration should be given to an ordinance requiring pump out every 6 
years and proof to the Town office of compliance.  If approved this may also require re-
negotiation of the existing PWD Municipal Septage Agreement from the present annual limit of 
25,000 gallons per year.  In 2000, 23,388 gallons were accepted from Frye Island.  This 
agreement complies with a State requirement.   Free and readily available lavatory facilities are 
provided at the Marina for sanitary waste from boaters.  Future consideration should be given to 
a pump out facility at the marina for marine toilets. The Town also promotes and pays the fees 
associated with hazardous household waste disposal for all homeowners who participate in an 
annual regional (Casco, Naples, Raymond) collection effort.  There are concrete self contained 
bunkers for paint cans, etc at the town waste transfer station.  Another concrete self contained 
bunker exists in the Public Works Area to guard against contamination. 
 
All but three Island homes use septic systems for wastewater disposal. One property on the south 
end of the Island and a double lot with two houses on the east side, which were not part of the 
original Leisure Living development, have outhouses 
 
Storm water runoff from roads is diverted into shallow ditches and culverts, which eventually 
connect to natural streams. Natural plant and tree growth help with water control.  The areas of 
concern are where trees and brush have been cleared and water is allowed to run toward the lake 
over non-wooded areas.   Road maintenance (See Section 1.8.2 Roads) also focuses on improved 
ditching, culvert placement and maintenance.  This will minimize improper diversion of runoff. 
 
Town ferry crews are trained to respond quickly and effectively to any ferry related hazardous 
leakage into the lake.  During the summer of 2000, they were called upon and demonstrated their 
proficiency in this type of emergency by responding to a diesel fuel leak from one of the ferries.   
 

Town Water Supply 
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Untreated water is pumped out of the lake on the east side of the Island for exclusive delivery to 
a nine hole golf course situated in the middle of the Island and surrounded by buffer areas 
consisting of undeveloped land and homes.  These buffer zones minimize the golf course’s 
pesticide and nutrient impact on the lake.  Course treatment is generally limited to use of 
fungicides and fertilizer on the greens.  Better documentation of this program seems warranted.  
However numerous water hazards on the course serve as detention ponds. 
 
The Town of Frye Island, except for the southeast corner of the Island, is presently served by a 
filtered surface water supply utilizing Sebago Lake as its source.  This system operates from late 
April to November and is considered a non-transient, non-community public water supply under 
the Federal Safe Drinking Water Regulations.  The system serves approximately 400 seasonal 
homes, municipal facilities, the golf course pro shop and lounge, and the Frye’s Leap Store/Café 
and is intended to serve a maximum of 750 dwellings if the island were developed to capacity.  
(See also Section 1.9.1.2 Water, in Section 1.9 Public Facilities and Services.) 
 
On July 25,2001 the Town was notified of modifications to the State Act to improve public water 
supply protection.  Included in the notice was a map reflecting the required Source Water 
Protection Area (SWPA) at the Town pump station.  This is shown on the Shoreland Zoning 
Map (Map 6).  The act also stipulates that the SWPA will be treated as an abutter under 
definitions set forth in Town ordinances.  The act also addresses controls over underground fuel 
storage tanks and septic systems, existing or contemplated, for the impacted area.  Town related 
ordinances will be modified in 2002. 
 
In the spring and fall, there are approximately 200 residents drawing on the system. During July 
and August, the population could swell to between 2000 to 2500 people.  Every spring the 
system is purged and recharged.  Every fall, when the island closes, the system is drained and 
winterized. 
 
In 1993, a series of pressurized bag filters were installed to meet the filtration requirement of the 
Safe Drinking Water Act.  Water is pumped from the lake by one of two 10 hp pumps to the 
Public Works garage where the filtration system is located.  Two pre- filters using coarse bags 
and four filters with fine bags comprise the system.  After filtration, sodium hypochlorite is 
added and the treated water flows to a 54,430 gallon steel standpipe.  After treatment, the water 
is pumped to homes through surface and shallow plastic pipe.  During 2000, the system delivered 
an average of 72,275 gallons of treated water per day with a maximum day, on 31 August, of 
130,890 gallons. 
 
In the fall of 2000, the Town hired Pine Tree Engineering to evaluate the water system, with a 
goal of upgrading the treatment and storage system and capacity to meet changing water quality 
standards.  An additional goal was to also insure a more cost effective and lower maintenance 
operation.  As of June 2001 draft reports have been received and remain under consideration.     
 
    1.5.2 Natural Critical Resources 

 
As an island the Town of Frye Island is in effect a natural critical resource.  In the Town Survey, 
95% of respondents agreed that scenic and natural areas should be protected and preserved.  79% 
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considered the protection of natural resources “most important” another 19% think it is 
“important”.  49% valued the island’s rural character as “most important” with another 43% 
rating it “important”.  55% of the answers supported the establishment of a “Land Trust” to buy 
or receive land to protect it.  Another 32% indicated that it would “maybe” be a good idea.  As 
already outlined under Water Resources, there is a need for a Town Conservation Committee 
which could have as one of it’s tasks the management of a “Frye Island Land Trust”.  The 
following aspects highlight the Island as a critical resource. 
 

Marina Conservation Area 
The 13 acres of land bordering the Marina on the south side of the island have been conserved 
with a Conservation Easement.  ( See Map 1, Land Use) as part of the DEP approval of the Frye 
Island Marina.  A comprehensive environmental impact study of the south end of the island was 
completed and filed with the State Department of Environmental Protection in preparation for 
the permit which allowed the construction of the Marina. 
 

Streams, Wetlands, Soils and Shorelands   
The integrity of wetlands and streams is protected on a case by case basis by Town Ordinances 
and related field inspections.  At Map 3 is the Frye Island Wetlands Map W/Legend.  Major 
wetlands and streams are shown.  The need for continuing watershed management is further 
enhanced by reviewing the Island Topography (See Map 2) and Soil Types (See Map 4 
W/Legend). There is continuing coordination between the Portland Water District, DEP and 
Town CEO in the permitting and inspection process for each lot as it is developed to control 
runoff as well as the phosphorus impact on the Lake (See Map 7, Potential Phosphorus 
Hotspots).  They provide additional oversight on the construction and maintenance of any Town 
facilities that might affect the watersheds on the Island and thus the water quality of the Lake.  
However, additional and continuing effort is warranted as build-out on the Island continues. 
 
Soils on Frye Island vary from sandy loam to exposed bedrock.  The Soils Type Map (See Map 
4) displays the  Islands soils.  Included with the map is a synopsis of soils data for the Island as 
extracted from the USDA, Natural Resources Conservation, Soil Survey Data For Growth 
Management, Cumberland County Maine dated March 2000.  Using this source, the map has 
been annotated to reflect areas with slopes greater than 15 percent and soils which “may” or 
“don’t support” installation of septic systems according to the Maine State Plumbing Code 
Criteria.  Any soil type not colored is considered as septic “permitted”.  In addition to soils type 
impact on septic disposal, the Code also prohibits subsurface disposal systems on slopes 
exceeding 20 percent  This overlay can then be considered in assessing the Towns future land 
use. However, it is recognized that field perc. tests and other onsite conditions will be the final 
determining factors for land use.  
   
Shoreland protection is another continuing concern.  The Island’s development has been from 
the shore inland.  Presently, there remains little vacant shoreland except at the south tip of the 
Island. (See Land Use Map 1).  The current Island Shoreland Zoning Map (See Map 6) displays 
resource protection districts, shoreland development overlay districts and stream protection 
districts.  Beach front damage occurs due to the high speed operation of motorized water craft 
close to shore.  Beginning in the early 1990s, high lake levels with westerly winds have caused 
beach front damage particularly along a section of the Island’s southwestern bluffs and the 
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Island’s Beach 6.  At the southwestern bluffs, approximately 500 feet of shoreline has eroded up 
to 3-6 feet exposing a major clay layer.  The exposed layer is now a continuing source of high 
turbidity and negative impact on the Lake’s water quality.  In 1997 an application for a 319 DEP 
fund grant was submitted on this area and not funded. 
 
The Lake level is controlled by the Eel Weir Dam as managed by the S. D. Warren Co. which is 
owned by South Africa Pulp and Paper Company.  Because the dam is used to generate 
hydroelectric power, the Federal Energy Regulation Commission (FERC) licenses operation of 
the dam.  Beginning in the 1990s, FERC began receiving comments on lake level operations due 
to high, as well as low, water complaints.  Key participants in this dispute are the Friends of 
Sebago Lake to which a number of Islanders belong.  The result has been the 1997 development, 
in coordination with State DEP, of a lake level management plan, which set target date 
elevations of 265.17 feet above MSL for 1 August and 262.5 +/-.5 feet MSL for 1 November.  
To reduce winter storm bank erosion, the lake is to be lowered to 261.0 feet MSL, two times in 
every nine year period.  The theory is that this should build back shorelines that may have eroded 
during high water years.  At Appendix 5.6 is the 1997 State Department of Conservation, 
“Summary of Sebago Lake Shoreline Change Studies, 1990-1997” which includes Frye Island as 
one of the problem sites.  It provides insights and recommendations and was completed before 
the 1997 Lake Management Plan was implemented.  But in 2000, due to continuing public 
comments and in an attempt to mitigate the impact of weather events from August to November, 
FERC lowered the Fall Management Lake Levels (ranges).  To date, the periodic Lake lowering 
to 261 feet MSL has not been exercised and there has been no positive effect on the Frye Island 
western bluffs problem.  In fact, the 1999 Fall/Winter impacts were severe and the exposed clay 
layer is now a continuing problem throughout the year.  By letter 23 September 2000, the Friends 
of Sebago Lake challenged the most recent FERC action and requested a “State of Emergency” 
be declared for many beaches and shorelines of Sebago Lake.  That letter included the following 
statement for Frye Island’s southwestern bluffs. 
 

“Along southwestern Frye Island cohesive embankments are rapidly eroding into 
the lake causing almost continuous clay pluming. One stretch of property with an 
eight foot high phosphate rich clay bank suffered a three foot loss of land this past 
year.  This property has been permanently damaged.  These embankments before 
1989 were stable with sand protective berms, and had 6 inch oak trees growing on 
the bluff face.  The damage and shoreline reconfiguration is accelerating.”  

 
The debate continues as to the cause.  Is it a lake level problem, weather problem or combination 
of both?  Irrespective, it is a Town, PWD, State Department of Conservation, DEP and property 
owners’ problem that merits attention to facilitate corrective action. 
 

Scenic Areas and Vistas 
Island residents and their guests have access to 15 strategically placed beaches and waterfront 
recreation areas, which ring the Island.  The most prevalent interest seems to focus on sunrise 
and sunsets.  Western beaches and waterfronts are the common gathering spots for a view of the 
western mountains, to include Mt. Washington, as the sun sets.  Moon lit and star filled nights 
are also considered a special treat in the Island environment. 
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Wildlife and Endangered Species 
To date, no animals on the Maine Endangered Species List, obtained from the State, have been 
identified on the Island.  The deer population, water fowl and other wildlife who entertain home 
owners on the south and south west end of the Island are valued by islanders as part of the 
attractive natural setting which enhances Frye Island’s charming rural character.  They live 
untended and unhampered.  An occasional moose swims over to graze in island ponds.  Locally, 
it is considered a praiseworthy deed to capture one of these visitors on film.  Bird life is abundant 
on the Island including water birds, song birds and raptors.  The thrill of Loon calls is always a 
delight.  Raccoons, squirrels, and the occasional ferret are also Island inhabitants.  But  
construction efforts by beavers do pose the occasional problem.  However, with the help of the 
Maine Inland Fisheries and Wildlife staff, they are humanely relocated. 
 
Lake fishery is a major attraction to Islanders as “Sebago Lake is famous for it’s outstanding cold 
water fisheries.”  In assessing this topic the recommendations in the 1999 Maine Department of 
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Sebago Lake Fishery Management Report were considered.  
However the PWD, “2001 Sebago Lake State of the Lake Report” provides the latest review of 
this important resource.  The following are extracts from that report. 

• Sebago Lake is a classic oligotropic lake with excellent water quality. 
• Sebago Lake’s primary fisheries include landlocked salmon, lake trout, brook trout, 

small mouth bass and large mouth bass. 
• The introduction of lake trout in the early 1970s has added even more opportunity for 

anglers.  These fish have demonstrated their ability to grow and reproduce well in the 
Lake. 

• From 1988-2000 the total catch of legal lake trout has been increasing while the total 
catch for landlocked salmon has declined. 

• Average weight of legal lake trout caught during season has declined from 5.1 
pounds in 1988 to 3.4 pounds in 2000.  However, during this period the salmon 
weight has remained fairly constant at about 2.4 pounds. 

• The opposing trends in total catch for the two species illustrate an interaction 
dynamic occurring between the lake trout and landlocked salmon.  For example, the 
lake trout seem to reproduce well in the Lake habitat.  But the salmon is much more 
dependent on ecological factors such as water quality of spawning tributaries, access 
to spawning areas, and predation as they travel to and from the spawning areas.  
(Frye Island has no streams that would provide such habitat, but makes its 
contribution to the Lake fishery by watershed protection and runoff controls.) 

 
 Unique Natural Areas 
The 1978 state Critical Areas Program, which no longer exists, included a Frye Island 10 acre 
conservation area in which Tupelo Trees grow. It is inland on Birch Road on the western side of 
the Island.  (See Land Use Map, Map 5.6.1)  Although Tupelo trees are no longer considered rare 
in Maine or included in the state Natural Areas program, it is believed the area merits retention 
as green space around a key Island detention pond.  This will ultimately rest with the landowner 
(FII) and their willingness to donate the land to the Town or establish their own conservation 
area.  In addition to this Island area an “exceptional natural habitat” area was confirmed in 
November 2000 by the State Department of Conservation.  It is located on the mainland ferry 
landing property (Raymond, ME)“…in the woods on either side of the small utility line, which is 
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on the southeast side of the lane into the ferry service and adjacent to Raymond Cape Road” and 
“supports the rare plant nodding pogonia (Triphora trianthophora).”  It was also noted that 
although the Maine Natural Areas Program relies on voluntary stewardship, retention of forest in 
the vicinity of the plant is important.  For planning purposes, the Town should coordinate with 
the Town of Raymond on protecting this plant.According to local informants, the Maine 1947 
Forest Fires included Frye Island and did considerable damage to Island woods and wildlife.  As 
a result, the natural environment of the island is one of a young woodland with slim trees.  As 
shown on the Frye Island Soil Types Map and Legend (See Map 4) there is not much arable soil 
on the island.  Nor is there timber of a commercial value. 

 
 Identified and Potential Threat to the Natural Critical Resources 
 
Proper management of the Island as a natural resource is of primary concern.  As will be 
presented in Section 1.7 Existing Land Use and Section 3.11 Future Land Use, natural resource 
management and protection should play a key role in the Island Town’s efforts to maintain it’s 
desired Rustic, Rural and Recreational environment.  Increased construction with no view toward 
environmental resource protection is viewed the paramount threat to the 1000 acre island.  A true 
inventory of the Island’s environment is warranted to map all critical resources.  This should 
include natural and historic features.  Areas to be protected and those not usable as building lots 
should be identified and steps taken to set them aside.  Once accomplished, the remaining 
"buildable" property should be assessed against the existing PWD limit of 750 cottages with 
septic systems.  This will result in the drafting of needed ordinances and the details of the Future 
Land use Plan. 
 

Existing Measures to Protect and Preserve Noted Natural Critical Resources 
 
When considering the primary threat to the Island’s natural resources as increased construction 
coupled with inadequate resource management, land use planning is the key issue and it is 
currently controlled by Town Ordinances.  Another existing land use control is exercised through 
FII who owns all property not held by individual owners.  Their prudent action to insure sale of 
their lots only when buildable, (Must meet PWD criteria.) and to recover non-buildable lots from 
private owners have proven successful.  In 2000 FII initiated a major inventory of all their Island 
properties in an attempt to define the land use potential of these holdings.  
 
Land Trusts can take several shapes, including land for preservation, historic preservation, 
trail/recreation development, agricultural preservation, etc.  Generally, a trust accepts fee 
ownership, or some form of a conservation easement, for a tract of land that meets the trust’s 
tailored pre-set criteria.  Assuming it is set up correctly, the donations of fee ownership, or a 
conservation easement can be tax deductible, based on the value of the land or easement as 
donated.  Thus a land trust is a good mechanism for a property owner (FII or private) to dispose 
of un-buildable (low value) or even buildable (high value) land. But equally, it could be donated 
to a municipality.  It is recognized there may be some prejudice against municipal ownership.  
However, FII and the Town should consider a Land Trust administered by FII, a private entity or 
the Town with the ultimate goal of Island land and environment management and protection.   
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A new option is through the Land for Maine’s Future Board.  The Board will consider proposals 
for grants to preserve lands.  A Proposal Workbook, dated July 1, 2001 should be obtained and 
considered in the Town's future actions on land conservation.  The Board'’ web address is  
http://www.state.me.us/spo/lmf/index.1.htm. 
 
1.6  Agriculture and Forest Resources 

Agriculture 
 
The existing soil conditions on Frye Island are primarily comprised of sand, clay and rock. (See 
Map 4 Frye Island Soil Types w/soils legend.)  This soil coupled with the fact the Island is 
basically fully platted for cottage lots negates commercial agriculture in the Town.  There is, 
however, an increasing number of home gardens. 
 
Despite the lack of arable soil, there are a few limited areas of the Island, owned by FII, that 
possess soil types that may be conducive to gardening.  Should there be sufficient interest, FII 
could be approached to transfer selected areas to the Town for community garden plots. 
 
Forest Lands 
 
The Island’s forest resources have not been specifically identified on the Town Land Use Map 
(See Map 1).  The Island’s forest areas are a valuable natural resource from an environmental, 
aesthetic point of view but have no commercial value due to age, limited amount of marketable 
timber and cost to harvest. 
 
Forests occupy many tracts of land on Frye Island and are composed mainly of young soft woods 
including Balsam fir, white pine, spruce, hemlock and hard woods including maples, beech, 
birch and oak.  There is also a 10 acre, locally protected area containing tupelo trees.  It should 
be retained in conservation as it is adjacent a major detention pond. 
 
Town forests provide ideal habitat for plants and animals and serve important environmental 
functions such as protecting soils, filtering water and supplying oxygen.  And they add to the 
scenic and recreational value of the Island. 
 
The Town, in conjunction with FII, may wish to plan now to reserve land for recreational and 
other municipal uses, before valuable tracts of unused land are bought or land values increase to 
the point where a municipal purchase would become prohibitive.  Where land is deemed 
nonbuildable due to slope, wetlands or non acceptable for septic systems, transfer to a Town 
Land Trust should be considered.  As previously noted in other sections and on the Land Use 
Map 2000 (Map 1), FII also maintains a 13 acre conservation easement, including a detention 
pond, adjacent to the Long Beach Marina.  A land use ordinance should be considered to control 
tree removal to limit environmental as well as aesthetic impacts.  Road buffers are a good 
example for consideration. 
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1.7  Existing Land Use 

1.7.1 Current 

The Town of Frye Island Land Use Map (Section 5.13 Map1) details the uses of all of the Island 
land.  Volunteers checked most of the lots during the summer of 1999.  Input and corrections 
were solicited from Islanders at the July 1, 2000 Town Meeting, the July 7, 2001 Town Meeting, 
and during the summers of 2000 and 2001 at the Town Office. 
 
The Land Use Map dated August 1, 2000, updated in August and September 2001, shows the 
following land uses in the Town: 
 
   2000  2001 
Cottages   383  388 
Foundations     16   18 
Private Lots    341  332 
Private Lots with Septic      7   10 
Total Cottages and Private lots  747  748 
 
The following lots cannot be built on because of Deed Restrictions (Privacy Lots) or the State 
required merger of non-conforming lots (Next to Lots) 
   2000  2001 
Next to Lots     73   69 
Privacy Lots     11   13 
Total not to be built    84   82 

Total Private Lots   831  830 
 
 
Frye Island Inc. owned lots  2000  2001 Non designated  454 
 442 
 Ferry Landing      2     2 
 Conservation Easement   23    33 
 Critical Area (trees)    11    11 
 Municipal Storage     6     6 
 Recycle Area      9     9 
 Lots with private septics    6     8 
Total FII owned lots   511  511 
 
Owned by Town of Frye Island      1 
 
Some of the changes from 2000 to 2001 were a result of zoning changes and a better 
understanding of the Maine State Law requiring merger of non-conforming lots. 
  
It is possible that the Cottage count is low for several reasons. 

1. There has been increased building during 2000 and 2001 and not all new cottages have 
been counted. 

2. Some people live in foundations or accessory buildings while their house is built. 
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3. Several lots, which were not part of the platted subdivision, may have more than one 
dwelling on them. 

4. In some cases, tax bills, for more than one property, have been combined.  It is possible 
that some cottages were missed. 

 
We have used a cottage count of 400 for the year 2000.  This reflects those families living in 
partially constructed houses, and new houses being built during the summer. 
 
While the above figures indicate that the Town will be under the 750 limit if all private lots are 
built on, they do not take into account three areas: 

1. There are 6 septic systems for current Town Buildings 
2. Undeveloped land may be subdivided, adding to the number of private lots. 
3. Some potential recreational development may be counted as a septic system, as was 

the expansion of the golf course parking lot.  However, the PWD has recently allowed 
mitigation and conservation easements to be used, instead. 

Therefore, building in the Town needs to be monitored in view of the 750 septic limit discussed 
elsewhere. 
 
1.7.2 Trends 

Based on the above section and Section 1.2.3, Projections of Town Growth, a base amount of 
approximately 400 cottages existed by the end of year 2000.  Then an average growth of 6-10 
cottages/per year has been derived for the next ten years.  As can be seen from the Land Use 
Map, there are very few privately owned waterfront lots available for building.  During the 
building boom in the mid to late 80’s, the majority of the new houses were waterfronts.  Beyond 
the year 2000, new construction is expected to be on inland, one-back from the water, lots. 
 
In the future, most of the available lots will be inland.  Those who wish to build on the water will 
find it hard to do so.  A July 4, 2001 Land Use Map showed about 20 privately owned waterfront 
lots that do not have cottages.  Several of those, if soils tests are passed, will have houses on 
them, next year.  In fact, the replacement of existing older waterfront cottages with new, larger, 
more modern ones has already begun. 
 
Frye Island Inc. also owns a number of waterfront lots.  There is increasing interest in purchasing 
or swapping for those lots in the future.  In 2000, FII sold two waterfront lots - a double lot and a 
single.  Closing on the second was delayed until 2001. 
 
1.8  Transportation 

1.8.0  Introduction 

The transportation net to and of the Town of Frye Island includes the regional and local elements 
of roads and a ferry.  The mainland, regional road net includes US Rt. 302 and from it, the 
Raymond Cape Road of the Town of Raymond, which runs to the Town of Frye Island mainland 
ferry landing at Rubbs Cove.  The Island roads total approximately 17 miles and are the local 
element of the Town’s transportation net.  While access to the Island is possible by private boat, 
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it is not an appropriate transportation element in the Town Comprehensive Plan but is addressed 
under recreation and Town facilities. However, the ferry system, currently owned by FII and 
operated and maintained by the Town, is the most critical element as it provides the key access to 
and from the island community and warrants extensive attention in this Plan.  The element of 
transportation will be addressed in three (3) subsections, 1.8.1 Ferry System, 1.8.2 Roads, and 
1.8.3 Warranted Actions. One unique aspect of Town transportation warrants highlighting in this 
Introduction.  It is related to  the possibility of Island year around inhabitants with children who 
might need conveyance to school.  There is currently no plan for year around occupancy of the 
Town; in fact it is discouraged.  However, the law that established the Town (See Section 5.1) 
and the Town Charter (Article IV, Section 4 in Section 5.2) make it clear that families on the 
island with children enrolled in the schools of neighboring towns will be responsible for 
transportation between the Island and the mainland point of pickup/drop off.  Should the need 
arise it is deemed an administrative matter and at thus is not addressed in the Comprehensive 
Plan.  
 
The Town staff involved in transportation are the Department of Public Works (DPW) and the 
Ferry Department.  The ferry crew aspect is self-evident. The DPW has a unique requirement in 
addition to their responsibility of maintaining the Island roads.  They are responsible for the 
safety of the ferries during the winter months by snow plowing the mainland ferry landing and 
insuring the ferry boats bubbler system is functioning for hull protection.  Additional staff details 
are in Section 1.9.6.1 Town Staffing. 
 
1.8.1 Ferry System: 

     Background:  

Beginning in 1964, during the development of Frye Island by Leisure Living Communities, an 
old Casco Bay Lines ferry was used as the link from the mainland to the Island.  As Island 
development progressed, a new ferry was procured in 1968 from Blount Marine in Rhode Island.  
It was called Leisure Lady I and later renamed the Ellie Corliss in honor of a long term Island 
maintenance man.  In 1970, a second ferry was purchased from Blount Marine and named 
Leisure Lady II.  Both ferries remain in operation today.  When the Island was transferred to FII 
in February 1976, the real property included the ferry system. (See Historical Background, 
Section 5.3.1)  From 1976 to the present the ferry system (facilities and equipment) has been 
leased by FII to MSC and now the Town, which staffs, operates and maintains the system.  Ferry 
operations have always had a goal of becoming self supporting.  Though not achieved, a reserve 
fund exists and is subsidized from tax revenues.  The legislation creating the Town (See Section 
5.1) included language transferring any remaining MSC assets to the Town and dissolved the 
MSC.  The MSC liabilities including the FII lease (See Section 5.8) were also transferred to the 
Town.  As FII is assessing its real property assets, including the ferry system, for possible 
transfer to the Town a revised lease may result.  The ferry system transfer warrants serious 
consideration and action at appropriate FII and Town meetings. 
 
A key element in transfer of the ferries to the Town is Insurance and Liability. For the ferries, 
hull insurance issued by Clark Associates Portland, Maine as an Ocean Marine Policy is $73,000 
for the Ellie Corliss and $83,000 for the Leisure Lady II.  The basis for the difference is unclear 
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but may be due to initial construction costs.  A joint  (Town and FII) liability coverage on both 
boats is maintained at $1,000,000.   Although Maine municipalities are limited in their liability to 
$400,000 based on the Maine Tort Claim Act, FII and the Town both carry $3,000,000 general 
liability coverage. This potentially opens the Town up to a higher liability level and is a point 
warranting future assessment. 
 

 
Operations: 

 
Staffing and Training:   
The ferries are staffed with four full time crews, which insure three full time shifts of operation.  
Each crew includes a captain and a mate.  Crew qualifications are not extensive.  Emphasis is 
placed on the Captain as the responsible individual.  His job description includes the following. 
“Qualifications: Mature, responsible with good interpersonal skills.  Previous nautical skill 
desirable. 
Licensing Requirement:  State of Maine Commercial Boat operators License or Federal 
Operators License- U. S. Coast Guard.” 
For the Mate there is no license requirement.  His Qualifications are shown as:  “Mature, 
responsible with good interpersonal skill.  Must work well under pressure and use sound 
judgment. Previous nautical experience helpful.”  His primary duties are dock operations and 
ferry loading and unloading.  Historically, training has been “on the job” utilizing the Frye Island 
Ferry Handbook that is updated annually by the Department Director. It includes Ferry Policy 
and Guidelines; Personnel Policy; Job Descriptions; and the related seasonal operating schedule.  
While this has been adequate with the seasonal return of experienced people, an increase in ferry 
usage and the need to replace or add crews warrant a more structured training program.  A 
review of the existing Handbook reveals the need for a better approach to maintenance and 
related training as well as periodic safety and ferry emergency drills. 
 
Ferry boats:   
Both boats are over 30 years old and of a similar design aimed at nine (9) cars and a 40 ton 
operating capacity.  The boats are powered by twin John Deere diesel engines, which were all 
replaced in the 1990s.  Examples of recent routine repairs are the 1999 starboard transmission 
rebuild including oil cooler unit for the Ellie Corliss and a new starboard engine water pump port 
and rudder repair for the Leisure Lady II.  The current design allows only a minimum number of 
walk-on passengers.  There are no lifeboats although 50 personal flotation devices (PFD) are 
carried on each boat in a box on the starboard side of the deck.  As these are inland water vessels, 
annual registration and any safety inspection is the responsibility of the State Department of 
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IFW).  The U S Coast Guard has no responsibility, as Sebago 
Lake is a closed inland system.  IFW uses USCG inspection standards.  
 
Ferry landings:   
The ferry system includes two landings (mainland and Island) with ramps operated with gantry 
counterweights using electrical chain-falls.  Mechanical chain-fall operation is possible in a 
power outage.  The distance between the two landings is approximately .5 mile. This is the 
shortest distance between the mainland and the Island and requires approximately 20 minutes for 
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a round trip.  Any use restriction is primarily related to Lake level and weather conditions.  Late 
season levels have precluded heavy equipment load operations.  
 
The current mainland landing was rebuilt the winter/spring of 1985-86.  It is located in the Town 
of Raymond, in Rubbs Cove off the Raymond Cape Road, Extended.  It is designed to 
accommodate both ferries for all months of the year and is the winter storage site for both ferries. 
An air bubbler system is available for winter operation to protect the boat hulls from ice damage.  
During the winter the Public Works Director, who lives near the mainland landing, is responsible 
for site access and surveillance to include snow removal. The ferry office (an old house trailer) 
with limited parking is located at the landing.  As the traffic to the Island increases so will 
congestion at the ferry landing to include unsafe traffic backups out to the public road.  This 
problem merits review and correction. 
 
The current Island landing was constructed the winter/spring of 1989-90 and is located at the 
east-end of Sunset road adjacent to the Town Office complex and general store.  In 1999 due to 
ice damage, an underwater repair was required to the main horizontal support beam so as to 
stabilize the gantry, vertical load bearing structure.  This area already suffers from major 
congestion for parking and ferry access.  It is especially bad on “high Season” Saturdays when 
cabin rentals change hands.  The situation warrants attention. 
 
Policy and Procedures:   
As already described, the Ferry Department Director annually updates and issues The Frye Island 
Ferry Handbook.  This document is the basis for the Captains and Mates Manuals, which detail 
for them the policy, training and maintenance procedures for ferry system operations.  These 
manuals also dictate scheduling and loading/unloading procedures.  Extracts are taken from the 
manuals and published in an annual Ferry Schedule/Calendar available to all ferry users. (See the 
2001 Schedule/Calendar, Section 5.9).  The Handbook is also the reference for ferry information 
available on the Frye Island web page at http://www.fryeisland.com/ferry.htm. 
 
Fees, Scheduling and Usage: 
The Town Charter stipulates that the cost of ferry tickets be established by the Executive 
Committee of the Board of Island Trustees; (See Section 5.2, Article VIII, Section 1). For the tax 
years 2000 and 2001, the Blue tickets for property owners in good standing (all town taxes paid) 
are $7.00 each. All other vehicles, contingent on the number of axles are charged $16.00 per Red 
ticket.  Contractors pay additional fees depending on the nature of their vehicle.  There are 
delivery and service exceptions for use of the ferry, one example is the transport of the septic 
system service vehicles.  There is no charge for these vehicles, as it encourages property owners 
to maintain their septic systems and reduces the possibility of pollution.  Walk-on passengers are 
charged $5.00.  At the end of 2000, with that year’s ferry ticket increase to include one dollar per 
ticket to the ferry reserve, that fund grew by over $24,000 to $65,000.  
 
Seasonal operations are normally from the end of April to the end of October.  However the 
period, last weekend in June through the September Labor Day weekend is deemed “high 
season”. Thus ferry operations are scheduled accordingly as noted in the 2001 
Schedule/Calendar.  The calendar lists the daily departure times for the first and last ferry from 
the mainland.  “Routine season” trips are scheduled on the hour and half-hour at 30 minute 
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intervals.  If one run is insufficient to transport all vehicles waiting to cross, the ferry shuttles. 
That is, it comes back to pickup those left behind without waiting for the thirty-minute mark.  
During the “high season” and high visit weekends a second ferry is added and runs are on the 
quarter hour.   
 
Load configuration is a continuing safety concern especially as the ferries age.  The following 
related policies are quoted for ease of reference from the Ferry Policy & Guidelines. 
 

 
“Weight & Size Limitations 

1. Cement trucks = Limit one per trip.  Maximum of 4.5 yards of concrete. 
2.  Dump trucks = Limit two per trip.  Maximum of 7 yards sand, gravel or stone. 
3. No more than two of the above type vehicles may be on the ferry at any one time (only one 

of which may be a concrete truck.) 
4. General weight limit all vehicles = 40 tons. 
5. Eighteen wheel tractor-trailers = Gross total weight limit of 40 tons.  A special fare of $80.00 

may be applicable for any vehicle requiring special loading due to size and weight (mass). 
 

Oversized Loads 
Vehicles which are larger than a standard body pick-up or truck are not permitted use of the 
ferry unless prior clearance per trip has been granted and for a commercial operator a special fee 
of $45.00 plus a ticket has been paid: Fridays after 5:00 P.M., Saturdays, Sundays, & holidays 
during the “high season” beginning on the date designated in the current year ferry schedule and 
enforced up to and including Labor Day.  Number of trips per season may be limited.  Exception:  
Homeowners can bring oversized vehicles over to the Island during times when both boats are 
operating or at the direction of the Captain.”  
 
Normal Ferry usage varies during the season with the most severe during the “high season” when 
there are a significant number of renters and golfers.  Weekend and holidays are the worst times.  
A major impact in recent years has been new-construction traffic.  Hence, oversized and mixed 
loads concerns have been heightened and are expected to continue based on the population 
estimates found in Section 1.2.  In an effort to project ferry traffic, use records for 1998 – 2000 
have been assessed considering tickets collected on the ferries.  It is recognized that this 
assessment only addresses the traffic going to the Island.  Return traffic data though not 
addressed impacts total ferry use and related congestion.  Such details are being included in the 
2001 season record keeping.  Except for the exceptions, three types of tickets are used: Walk-on, 
Blue tickets for Island property owners and Red tickets for all others.  There is also a No Fare 
category of users which include Public Utilities trucks, septic pump-out trucks, vendors 
supplying goods and services to Town operations, Island and store employees going to work and 
all security, fire and rescue vehicles.  Unfortunately, ticket numbers do not reflect type of vehicle 
as the number of axles defines how many tickets must be used for an oversized vehicle. This type 
of data is also being collected in the 2001 season.  The One-way Ferry Usage Data for 1998-
2000 are shown in Figure 10 and provide a reasonable indication of usage change from 1998 –
2000 
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Figure 10:  1998 - 2000 Ferry Usage Ticket 
Data 

Year/month Walk-on Blue Red 
1998 - April 1 279 43 

May 22 1,679 570 
June 28 2,040 817 
July 155 4,094 1739 

August 124 3,624 1714 
September 54 1,976 854 

October/November 12 1,695 493 
1998 Totals 396 15,387 6,306 

    
    
    
    

1999 - April 2 462 131 
May 25 1,953 741 
June 40 2,382 1,081 
July 147 4,571 1,532 

August 119 3,827 1,355 
September 32 2,073 956 

October/November 1 1,742 756 
1999 Totals 366 17,010 6,552 

    
    
    
    

2000 - April 0 360 74 
May 18 2,114 888 
June 55 2,943 907 
July 123 4,302 1,515 

August 131 4,056 1,785 
September 29 2,163 1,316 

October 8 1,769 850 
2000 Totals 364 17,707 7,335 
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An assessment of the data produces the following conclusions.  
• Ferry traffic backup:  The written records give no indication of backup of vehicles awaiting 

transport on either the mainland or the Island.  These data are required to assess system 
capacity, the need for operational changes or acquisition of an additional ferry.  On rainy 
days, weekends and holidays there are periods of backup and congestion at both landings.   

• Usage Data:  Red ticket usage reflects a 17.9% increase from 1998 through 2000 and a 12% 
increase for 1999 through 2000.  But, Red ticket usage increase for 1998 through 1999 was 
only 3.9%.  The year 2000 increase appears attributable to more cottage renters and the 
significant increase in cottage construction initiated that year.  July and August are clearly 
the “high season”.  Walk-on traffic is basically stable year to year.  However, Blue ticket 
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usage was up 10.5% from 1998 through 1999.  The year 2000 Blue tickets reflect a 15.1% 
increase from 1998 but only a 4.1% increase from 1999.  The total 2000 growth was 15.2% 
from 1998 and 6.2% from 1999.  This could indicate a plateau had been reached in 2000.  
Analysis of 2001 data may clarify this aspect. 

• Although not detailed in Figure 11, some holiday ticket data were analyzed.  The 4 July 
weekend normally reflects the highest usage with over 1100-1300 tickets in a 4 – 5 day 
period.  Memorial Day and Labor Day weekends normally averages 700- 800 tickets and 
Columbus Day is 500-600 tickets for a similar period.  These periods would appear to 
include some congestion and backups at the ferry landings.   

• The anticipated usage for the over 30-year-old ferries can be expected to increase as the 
Town grows and thus place additional stress on the system and it’s operating equipment.  
More detailed usage surveys appear warranted to assess full ferry operations and traffic 
congestion. 

 
Emergency Operations: 
Having addressed Normal ferry operations, it is appropriate to highlight Emergency operations.  
There are two types.  Island Emergencies and Ferry Emergencies.   The former applies to 
emergency runs for security, medical and or fire emergencies.  Procedures exist that give priority 
to such needs and all Normal operation is suspended until the emergency is resolved.  Additional 
discussion of such operations is found in Section 1.9.3 Fire, Emergency Rescue and Police 
Protection.  Ferry Emergencies apply to a ferry being disabled and requiring emergency 
assistance and /or passenger evacuation.  While this is normally viewed as unlikely, increased 
use of the fleet warrants training and preparation for such an occurrence.  As both ferries have 
dual engines, a single engine loss can normally be managed except in high seas.  Competent 
assessment of lake and weather conditions combined with prudent load management are critical 
skills required from ferry crews to insure safe operations.  In an event where all steerage is lost, 
radio communications for assistance is to be made to the Town office, Island Fire Department, 
Raymond Rescue and an on-call Ferry Captain (for second ferry assistance).  A drill of this 
procedure should be developed and exercised once or twice during the season to insure timely 
response can be achieved.  
 
Maintenance and Inspections: 
FII, MSC and Town records are limited with regard to ferry maintenance and inspections.  Daily 
maintenance is left to the crew as described in the Captain’s Manual under “Start-up and Shut-
down Procedure.”  While results are to be recorded into the daily log, this is limited to engine oil 
and water fluid checks, cold and hot.  These include crankcase engine oil, marine gear oil, water 
in engine expansion tanks and “periodically” battery fluid levels.  Safety equipment checks are 
listed in the Captain’s Manual but not included in the “Start-up and Shut-down Procedure.”  
Daily boat maintenance seems limited to housekeeping, i.e. “maintain the deck in neat order; 
clear of spills and debris”.  No mention is made of daily dock/ramp maintenance except that 
during operations mate is to “…carefully observe conditions of all safety chains and cables, as 
well as ramp apron while loading and unloading.”  
 
A check with the Ferry Department Director reveals, “Periodic Maintenance is performed every 
250 hours of running time for each ferry.  This routine maintenance includes oil and filter 
changes on the engines, air and coolant filters, and fuel filter replacements.  The boats are 
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switched in a rotation throughout the season to distribute the running hours evenly.”  Indications 
are that “annually” sludge and oil film is pumped from boat bilges.  While it might be assumed 
that a competent crew will routinely check bilges, electrical connections, steerage, etc., there is 
no documentation unless an entry is made in a daily journal (?).  Thus, a more detailed 
maintenance program, including boats, docks, and safety equipment, warrants development and 
implementation, especially considering the age of the boats and anticipated increased usage. 
 
Inspections are a key aspect in ferry maintenance because of the age of equipment and usage.  
Records indicate that some inspections have occurred on a routine and/or requested basis.  
Routinely, the boats are inspected by the State Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Department using 
US Coast Guard standards.  The inspections on a periodic basis with one anticipated in 2001.  In 
March/April 2000, the Ocean Marine Insurance Policy carrier completed a survey of both boats.  
The results were satisfactory with six minor recommendations (4 Leisure Lady II and 2 Ellie 
Corliss.)  All recommendations were implemented.  The most detailed inspection dates from 22 
November 1999 when Associated Marine Surveyors, Inc. did thickness tests (audiogauge) of 
selected areas of the Ellie Corliss structure while afloat.  As the first boat acquired, the Ellie 
Corliss was tested, and, because the results were good, a similar survey of Leisure Lady II was 
not scheduled by the Town.  The report included the following key comments:  

“The vessel’s structure remains in good structural condition with only two (2) small areas 
of any significant wastage noted.  Surrounding areas support no need for any renewals at this 
time.  The visible portions of the vessel’s exterior underwater body appear to require attention 
(cleaning and refinishing.)” 
The report recommendations were:  

1.  Renew the deteriorated hatch gaskets for the two (2) forward compartments.   
2. Reconnect/service/provide vessel’s bilge pumping system where 

discontinued/broken/unusable.  Reinstall strum boxes.   
3. Apply interior cosmetics as required.   
4.  Dry dock vessel for survey of vessel’s underwater body and running gear.” 

 
With the increased usage experienced in 2000 and the FII asset transfer potential, increased 
“heavy maintenance” of the boats again becomes an issue.  On 28 April 2001, a representative of 
Blount Barker Marine (the boats’ manufacturer) inspected both boats in the water.  The 
representative has been a Blount employee since the boats were built and was in an excellent 
position to assess their condition.  The following is a summary of his verbal report and 
recommendations. 
  
Results: 
 

Both boats are in very good shape.  No signs of any significant deterioration were noted.  
The decks have been kept up and maintained in a good manner.  The inside of the hulls 
are in good shape with no signs of corrosion.  There were no visible signs of deterioration 
in the welds visibly inspected.  A takeout railway for hull maintenance makes sense and 
can easily be designed and constructed.  Blount may still have copies of the boat designs 
and construction drawings.  If available, copies will be provided the Town.  
Overall, the boats are structurally sound and can accommodate heavy and mixed 
loads safely up to the design capacity.  
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Recommendations: 
1.The interior of both boat hulls should be pumped (winter water accumulation. This was 
accomplished at season opening.), scraped and painted where flaking was noted. 
2. To satisfy a lingering structural concern another round of ultrasounding of both boat 
hulls should be scheduled. 

 
Boat Maintenance Facility: 
At present there is no Frye Island ferry boat maintenance facility.  Over the years it has become 
increasingly apparent that a “takeout railway” for boat maintenance was needed.  A hull 
inspection of the Ellie Corliss in 1999 was limited to above the waterline.  The report noted the 
desirability of boat removal for inspection and maintenance.  This capital improvement warrants 
prompt attention and should be considered jointly by the Town with FII in their Assets 
Assessment.  
 

   Future Ferry Considerations and Fiscal Capacity 

Future Considerations: 
The ferry service is one of the most critical and stressed services that the Town provides and is 
leased from FII. It requires critical continuing attention for maintenance and improvement of 
operations. This situation is expected to deteriorate even with a modest Town growth. (The 
growth comes from two sources: new home construction and more intense use (more renting) of 
existing cottages.  Maintenance is basically an operational and fiscal problem with hull 
ultrasounding a priority item. The current top capital item is a takeout railway.  With the limited 
space at the mainland landing, an Island site appears best.  The improvement of operations is 
more complex. It warrants an operations assessment to more clearly define appropriate actions.  
These would seem to range from adding second boat runs and thus another crew up to the 
extreme of adding a third ferry and additional landings.  Impact on landings could be a problem, 
especially at the mainland due to space, abutting property owners and Town of Raymond zoning 
requirements.  A greater capacity ferry might be a better consideration contingent on lake water 
levels.  This could facilitate high season operations with current boats used at lower water levels 
to include capacity restrictions.  In any event, a ferry replacement will in time be needed and a 
strong increase in the ferry reserve fund must be maintained. 
 
Fiscal Capacity 
The ferry reserve (as per the 2001 budget) is approximately $65,000. One dollar from the cost of 
each ferry ticket goes to this dedicated reserve. During the 2000 season, reserve income was over 
$24,000.  While this reserve might be adequate for performing minor heavy maintenance or a 
limited capital project, it currently falls short for a capital project such as the takeout railway 
while retaining an emergency repair capability.  Discussions with Blount Marine indicate the 
cost of replacing an existing ferry can range up to $700,000 for a new boat or $500.000 for a 
used boat if an acceptable one were available.  Assuming FII chooses to transfer the ferry system 
to the Town, fiscal preparations must be made.  The Town must establish a sound program for 
building up the ferry reserve while also investigating conservative investments and it’s capacity 
to obtain substantial loans and issuance of municipal bonds. 
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1.8.2 Roads 

 Mainland Roads 
Mainland road access to Frye Island is from US Route 302, 4.3 miles down the Town of 
Raymond, Cape Road to the Town’s Ferry Landing.  “302 Corridor and You” is a project of the 
Lakes Region Development Council concerning transportation and economic development 
matters in the corridor.  The project’s first phase is focusing on projects such as safety 
improvements, turning lanes, intersections, merging improvements, etc.  Of significance and 
worthy of support by the Town of Frye Island would be turning movements to Cape Road and 
Hawthorne Road off Rt. 302.  An assessment of Frye Island traffic in the 302 Corridor may be of 
value.  It could be based on Island ferry usage as described in Figure 10.  Involvement and 
coordination with this 302 Corridor Committee should be maintained. 
 
Likewise, coordination with the Town of Raymond should continue over maintenance of the 4.3 
miles of Cape Road.  Support for continued efforts to obtain State maintenance is warranted.  
The current State position is that there is insufficient year around traffic on this town way to 
achieve “collector” status.  By letter dated December 4, 2000, the MDOT specifically stated, 
“our review determined this road functions primarily as a local road for the residential population 
of Raymond and Frye Island…..the review of any road is based on present year round usage not 
seasonal or future usage.  Use by Frye Island resident/visitors is nonexistent based on the fact 
there are no year round residents on the Island.”   
 
Irrespective, Frye Island support to Raymond should be maintained to secure state maintenance 
of the Cape Road. 
 
 Island Roads 
Background: 
The Town of Frye Island maintains approximately 17 miles of roads on the Island. These roads 
are an asset of the Frye Island Inc. (FII), (See Section 2, Article VIII of the Town Charter, 
Section 5.2).  FII in July 1999 granted an easement interest in the roads to the Town.  The Town 
then voted to accept the easement and established the roads as Public Easements.  (See Section 
5.10, 1999 Town Warrant on the Public Easement)  In addition, there is the mainland ferry 
landing access road, which is considered a private access road in Raymond as owned by FII.  
However, it is maintained by the Town as part of the leased ferry landing.  The Island roads 
which receive the most traffic are Ferry Access, Sunset Road, Leisure Lane, High Point, Ridge, 
and Birch roads. For locations see Land Use Map (Map1). 

 
The Town of Standish never accepted any of the Island roads as town roads while Frye Island 
belonged to Standish. Therefore, Island roads have never been brought up to the standards for 
normal public ways.  Some minor roads are much narrower than major roads, but they can all 
accommodate two-way traffic. No Island roads are paved. The only exception is the mainland 
ferry access road. 
 
Roads, Lot Numbers and Fire Lanes: 
Except for a few small areas, the entire Island was divided into lots when the Island was first 
opened for development in 1964. The lot numbering is an island wide system with numbers 
progressing along the shoreline and then inland based on proximity to the shoreline.  Lots in 
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ownership before the developer’s action have been integrated with 500 series numbers.  
However, lot numbers have now been combined with road names and, with a few exceptions, 
satisfy emergency 911 requirements. In compliance with state fire lane marking requirements 
and to aid in responding to fire and other emergency calls, the Fire Department has posted one or 
more Fire Lane designators on each road. (See  Section 5.11, Frye Island Street Directory and 
Fire Lane Designations.) 
 
Legal Aspects including Liability: 
All Island named roads shown on the Land Use Map (Map1) are assets of FII. The Town could 
not legally maintain private roads even though they are leased to the Town.  Therefore, as 
previously noted, FII offered and the Town accepted the roads as “Public Easements”. 
A public easement is defined in 23 MRSA 3021 as “an easement held by a municipality for 
purposes of public access to land, or water, not otherwise connected to a public way.”  However, 
by 23 MRSA 3022 “…the municipality does not have the obligation to maintain or repair a 
public easement.  A municipality’s legislative body may authorize the repair and maintenance of 
public easements, but is not required to do so.  If maintenance is authorized, the standards set are 
discretionary and left to the legislative body.  Thus for Frye Island, the roads can be maintained 
to the same standards as before Frye Island became a Town.  From a liability standpoint, the 
Town has no liability for “defects” in public easements per 23 MRSA 754.  But, they can be held 
liable for claims resulting from negligence during construction, maintenance and repair and/or 
negligent operation of Town vehicles and equipment. The town liability for accidents on Island 
Roads is capped by the state law at $400,000.  The Town and FII each carry $3,000,000 in 
general liability insurance.  This may warrant review for the Town.  The liability related to 
accidents on the Mainland ferry access road is uncertain because of its status as part of the leased 
ferry system from a private party (FII).  However, in the ongoing FII assets review, it appears to 
be in the Town’s best interest to retain the Public Easement approach.  But, the establishment of 
specific Town road standards should be initiated. 
 
Special Provisions:  Through the Town Charter, (Section 5.2, Article VIII, Section 3), and town 
ordinances the use of golf carts is expressly permitted on Town roads. A similar provision for All 
Terrain Vehicles (ATVs) was denied by the Cumberland County Sheriff Office based on state 
law.  There is also a provision in Maine Law that allows registration of cars, or pickup trucks, as 
Island Vehicles.  Such vehicles can be registered only for island use. They do not require 
inspections but must be island registered and be insured.  Golf carts fall in this category and must 
have safety devices for on-road travel.  The Town of Frye Island has implemented such a 
program. 
 
 
Speed Limits: 
In 1964, the Island developer posted a speed limit of 20 mile per hour. This speed limit applied 
to the entire Island and remained in effect until the 1999 transfer of control of the roads to the 
Town. In 1999, the Town requested the State Department of Transportation (DOT) to determine 
and set speed limits on Town roads.  Representatives of DOT toured the Island in September of 
2000 and inspected all major roads.  By letter dated 21 November 2000, Town speed limits were 
set at 20MPH for all major roads. (See Section 5.12, Town Speed Limits).  This, along with the 
Public Easement designation allows appropriate traffic law enforcement.   
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Traffic Congestion: 
During peak use periods (weekends and holidays), road traffic needs to be controlled to the speed 
limit and cautious driving encouraged due to walkers, bikers and golf carts. The places in the 
Town that routinely experience congested traffic are the two ferry landings.  The mainland ferry 
landing is often congested because of lack of parking spaces and travelers awaiting the ferry.  
Golfers also complicate the parking problem as they will meet at the landing and consolidate 
travel to one vehicle. There is only a small area off the access road reserved for employee 
parking. Thus, the only available parking spaces are on the soft shoulders of the access road. Too 
often parked cars violate the rule: “Vehicles parked on the mainland side access road must be 
completely off the blacktop.” This practice creates safety hazards and more congestion.  The 
access road is very short and occasionally the line of cars waiting for the ferry may back up all 
the way to and onto the Cape Road.  This constitutes a traffic violation as vehicles are prohibited 
from parking on a public road. At the island-side landing, congestion is complicated by ferry 
traffic and a concentration of facilities including the Town Office, Store and Restaurant, Post 
Office, Fire Station # 2, Boat Ramp. This area becomes a real safety hazard when all parking 
spaces are taken and a long line of vehicles (often more than two-ferry loads) is waiting for the 
ferry.  For weekends, Saturdays are the worst days when renters change over.  For weekdays, 
early morning departures and arrivals, plus afternoon contractor departures are the peak times.  
This area warrants first priority for more parking spaces.  
 
Maintenance: 
As already discussed, maintenance of the Public Easement roads is at the Town’s discretion.  
But, the island dirt roads require periodic maintenance.  This should be done based on an 
approved set of standards considering runoff and erosion control.  The practice of using Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) during maintenance and construction should be a priority.  
Likewise the non-use of herbicides and defoliants should be maintained.  The Island is opened to 
the public in spring only after roads are firm enough to bear the traffic and have been brought up 
to good repair. During the season, some roads get severely damaged by rainwater runoff.  Road 
maintenance costs are reflected in the budget as material costs with labor accounted for in the 
total personnel budget.  In 1999, $15,179 was spent on crushed stone and culvert material and in 
2000 the budget was approximately $20,000.  In 2001, the budget was $23,200.  Since becoming 
a Town, Frye Island has received state aid in the amount of $5,000 in 2000 and $11,000 in 2001.   
These moneys are included in the noted totals for years 2000 and 2001  
 
With the continuing emphasis on watershed protection and runoff control for the Lake’s 
protection, Town road maintenance is a priority matter.  Ditches and other drainage 
improvements warrant continuing careful attention.  As already emphasized, use of BMPs 
deserves special attention.  DPW personnel should receive adequate training and the appropriate 
materials to employ these techniques. 
 

Future Road Considerations and Fiscal Capacity 
 
Future Considerations: 
On the mainland, the Town should continue to be involved in the Route 302 Corridor project.  
Likewise, joint efforts should continue with the Town of Raymond to secure State maintenance 
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of the Cape Road.  The major Island road concerns for the future are twofold: solving present 
day problems and anticipating the impact of Town growth on road, parking and related 
construction and maintenance. The first category includes solving the traffic congestion at the 
ferry landings and upgrading roads to reduce erosion due to water runoff.  There is also a limited 
potential for new road construction if there is development at the south end of the Island.  The 
second category might result from any major changes in or location of ferry landings.  In any 
event, adequate equipment and personnel, to meet changing needs will depend on the Town’s 
fiscal capacity.  There may also be a benefit in using outsourcing contracts where timely effort 
isn’t possible with the Town DPW. 
 
Fiscal Capacity: 
The fiscal capacity for routine road maintenance must rest with the municipal budget process and 
increased taxes or some reasonable fiscal relief from existing commitments.  However, any new 
road construction or major upgrades such as parking facilities warrant inclusion in a Capital 
Improvements Plan but must compete with other priorities. 
 
1.8.3 Warranted Transportation Actions 

Based on the forgoing sections the following summary of Warranted Transportation Actions is 
presented. 
 
 Ferry System: 
 
• Ferry operations should be assessed considering peak periods of operation and how to 

improve scheduling, second boat usage, load mixing and need for a new (larger or additional) 
boat. 

 
• Ferry crew training should be assessed and, as appropriate, updated to include operations, 

maintenance and emergency skills. 
 
• A more complete periodic boat and landing system maintenance program should be 

developed and implemented.  Commercial aspects should also be considered. 
 
• Boats interior maintenance is lacking and requires prompt attention.  This should become 

part of the periodic maintenance plan. 
 
• Ultrasounding of both boat hulls should be scheduled for late spring and fall 2002. 
 
• A boat take-out railway should be considered, designed and constructed at a site on the Island 

by 2002.  Both boats should be pulled and hull maintenance performed as soon as this facility 
is available. 

 
• The fiscal capacity of the ferry system to achieve a self supporting status should be addressed 

when considering ferry system long term needs and the potential of Town traffic increase. 
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Roads 
 
• The Town should continue it’s involvement in the regional “302 Corridor and You” project. 
 
• The Town should continue a joint effort with the Town of Raymond regarding State 

maintenance of the Cape Road. 
 
• A survey and design should be initiated for the new roads in the vacant parcel at the south 

end of the Island. 
 
• Survey and design solutions for traffic management at both ferry landings.  Consider 

construction of additional parking at both locations. 
 
• Develop a long range Town road maintenance plan to include design standards, phased 

upgrading and fiscal estimates.  Potential contract maintenance and construction projects 
should be identified. 

 
• Insure PWD personnel have adequate equipment and training to include BMPs. Consider use 

of contracts to supplement Town capabilities. 
 
1.9   Public Facilities and Services 

The Town is unique in that it has virtually no owned real  assets (excluding the Central Fire 
station, rest rooms at the marina and one lot adjacent the new ballfield park) that are necessary to 
provide the essential public services to its inhabitants.  The Town has obtained its roads as a 
public easement  from  Frye Island Incorporated (FII), from whom the Town also leases  the 
ferries, water system,  Public Works building,  Community Center,  Town Administration 
Building, and certain recreational amenities – beaches, tennis courts, pool and Cabana.  Certain 
other, primarily recreational, amenities are owned and operated by FII for the private use of 
corporate stockholders, who are town landowners, and their guests.  These include a public golf 
course; a  marina and a boat tie up area.  The current 1991 FII lease (See Section 5.8) was 
assumed, by the Town, from the Municipal Services Corporation, in accordance with the 
legislation that created the town in 1998.  This lease may be revised as a result of the outcome of 
the ongoing FII assets Review.  In 2000 the FII initiated a major review of all its assets with the 
goal of determining what, if any, should be transferred/sold to the Town.  Where appropriate 
such assets will be highlighted in the text of this section. 
 

1.9.1. Utilities 

 1.9.1.1.  Electricity 

Central Maine Power Company (CMP) serves the island Town with 3-phase power, via an 
underwater cable. This arrives at the island just north of the ferry landing. At landfall, the power 
goes overhead in three directions.  To the south, three-phase power is carried to the water 
system pump house. From the pump house, single-phase power serves the southern end of the 
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island.  The second and third legs of the distribution lines are single-phase and go from the 
landfall site to the middle and northern parts of the island. 
 
As for capacity, there are currently approximately 200 KVA still available. Individual 10KVA 
transformers placed for each to serve up to three homes distribute power to island homes.  This 
translates to a capacity for approximately 60 new homes, depending on the spread or fill-in of 
new construction.   If the new homes are spread out and new transformers are required, there 
could be a reduction in the overall number of new homes that could be served before power 
capacity to the island must be increased.  However, CMP annually monitors the usage on the 
Island - in July - and as capacity is approached, they will upgrade the service to provide for the 
additional need.  With increasing construction on the island, available power capacity impact 
should also be monitored by the Town, through the utilities.  This is significant due to the 
potential impact on municipal facilities as well as the need for additional services to currently 
unserved areas.. 
 

1.9.1.2.  Water 
 
Sebago Lake is a regional water supply including the Town of Frye Island.  A discussion of this 
natural resource was previously presented in Section 1.5.1, Water Resources. 
 
The Town water system, which is leased from FII, includes a bag-filtration system, supply intake 
and pumps, distribution pumps, a 60,000 – gallon storage tank, with 54,500 gallons usable 
storage and approximately 12 miles of distribution lines, generally located near or above ground 
level.  The system is purged and recharged every spring and is drained every fall.  Daily testing 
is done to insure all Federal and State water quality standards are maintained.  A capital 
improvement program for the water system envisions  an upgrade from the current bag-filtration 
system and construction of an additional  standpipe for storage.  Enhancement and improved 
maintenance  of distribution lines remain a continuing operational necessity. 
 
As a trend in increased average day usage was noted in 2000 (See Figure 11.), the storage issue 
takes on more importance in regard to meeting water quality standards through chlorine contact-
time with the stored treated water.    An engineering study with Pine Tree Engineering is 
currently underway to determine a more cost-effective approach to treatment and to address the 
need for additional storage.  Costs of options under consideration range from $190,000 to 
$390,000. 

Figure 11:  Water Usage 

 1997 1998 1999 Note 2 2000 
PEAK GALLONS 
PER DAY Note 1 

   161,000 193,000 144,760 130,890 

AVERAGE 
GALLONS PER 
DAY 

85,000 101,000 70,808 72,276 
 

TOTAL GALLONS 
PER YEAR 

15,719,000 20,136,000 14,558,636 13,515,618 
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Note 1:  In 1998 peak usage was caused by a blowout in a 3 inch line at 3:00 AM that was not 
discovered until 9:15 AM. 
 
Note 2:  In 1999 system pressure was lowered and the number of pressure relief valves were 
increased resulting in reduction in the number of leaks and blowouts. 
 
While the data in Figure 11 indicate a reduction in overall water usage during the  4 year period, 
it is felt that without the 1999 changes to the water system (See Note 2) , there would have been 
a significant increase in total water consumption.  As previously noted there is an increase in 
annual Average Gallons Per Day consumption noted from 1999 to 2000.  This is  attributed to 
new construction, increased usage of existing homes, and possibly watering of new lawns and 
gardens.  This is supported by an analysis of the Towns daily water production records for 2000. 
 
The 2000 analysis confirms “high-season” as July and August and that weekends and holidays 
are the peak use periods.  August is the peak month with an average of 106,484 gallons/day 
followed by July at 101,978 gallons /day.  This is almost double the existing system storage 
capacity and raises the issue of adequate chlorine contact time.  For the remaining months of the 
Town’s 2000 occupancy, consumption averaged only 53,928 gallons/day, which  “appears” 
safely within the contact-time capability of the existing storage standpipe.  However, this must 
be tempered by peak day usage during that period.  A peak day analysis shows it tends to occur 
on weekends and holidays with Sundays a dominant day.  For example: Sunday 13 August 2000 
was the year’s peak day at 130,890 gallons and 2.4 times the system storage capacity.  
Additional examples in descending order were Monday 3 July (4 July weekend) at 126,610 
gallons; Sunday 3 September (Labor Day weekend) at 113,222 gallons; Sunday 25 June at 
102,330 gallons; Monday 29 May (Memorial Day weekend) at 86,360 gallons and Sunday 8 
October (Columbus Day weekend) at 78,100 gallons.  The storage contact time issue warrants 
continuing attention. 
 
The water system is one of the key FII assets under consideration for transfer to the Town.  Since 
FII received the system from Leisure Living Communities in 1974, it has been fully funded, 
maintained and operated by the MSC and now the Town.  The transfer should be seriously 
considered. 
 
 
 1.9.1.3.  Sewerage 

There is no central sewage treatment facility in the Town.  All sewerage is processed in 
individual septic systems.  The Portland Water District’s (PWD) standard for mainland homes is 
180 gallons of septage per day for a two bedroom home with a family of four.  However, the 
PWD standard for similar homes on Frye Island is 120 gallons per day.  This assumes lower 
usage for the Island homes and potentially smaller septic systems.  This aspect warrants 
clarification with PWD.  According to PWD records there are 352 assorted septic tanks on the 
Island.  
 
The Town maintains a Municipal Septage Agreement with Portland Water District (PWD) for up 
to 25,000 gallons per year of septage effluent originating from Island residential or commercial 
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sources.  For 2000, PWD reports 23,833 gallons of septage were accepted from Frye Island.  
They suggest septic tanks at year around homes occupied by four people be pumped every 3 – 5 
years.  Similar seasonal homes on the Island would appear to warrant pump out every 5 – 6 
years.   
 
The state plumbing code is adhered to regarding appropriate soils for such systems.  Further, 
there are additional stringent phosphorous controls in place as dictated by the Portland Water 
District stemming from related court orders.  Additional details are in Section 5.3.1, Historical 
Background and  Section 1.5.1, Water Resources.  See also Section 5.6 for the Court findings 
and decisions on Island septic system limits.  To facilitate maintenance of individual septic 
systems a Town ordinance for mandatory periodic maintenance warrants consideration.  To 
facilitate this change, the current no ferry charge should be continued for septic system service 
vehicles. 
 

 1.9.1.4.  Telephone 

Telephone service is provided by Maine Telephone via an underwater cable to the Island with 
overhead distribution within the town.  Capacity of the cable and associated overhead grid is 575 
circuits.  The number of telephone circuits used by the Town has grown from 254 in 1994  to 358 
in 2000, leaving a 217 reserve for future growth.  Should more circuits be required, a new cable 
would be laid from the mainland to the Island. 
 

 1.9.1.5.  Mail Service 

Mail service is provided by the US Post Office in Raymond, Maine.  Mail is delivered to and 
picked up, from the Island once a day, 6 days a week. The Town has provided, at Town expense, 
a postal mailbox facility for residents. The building housing the mail facility is leased from FII 
and will be considered for transfer to the Town in the ongoing assets review.  Access to the 
facility and the individual mailboxes is by individual key. Commercial parcel deliverers are also 
able to leave packages for town residences in the facility.  In addition, the Town provides mail 
slots in the post office for local distribution of information.  As the mailboxes are assigned based 
on individual requests, they represent a source for determining the number of full-time seasonal 
residents in the Town.  An annual survey of box users warrants consideration. 
  
1.9.2. Solid Waste Management and Disposal 

 
Solid waste management is a Department of Public Works activity which includes weekly 
roadside pickup (Sundays during low season.  Saturday and Sunday during high season.) with a 
20 cu. yard compactor truck and operation of a recycling center for returnable paper, cardboard, 
demolition debris, white and brown goods, glass, plastics, and metal.  Household solid waste is 
transported to the Maine Energy Recovery Company (MERC) facility in Biddeford, ME. under a 
three-year contract, which was renewed for five years effective July 1, 2001.  Tipping fees have 
risen  from $48 per ton in 2000 to $76 per ton in 2001, see figures 12 and 13.  Before accepting 
the 2001 contract, other options were investigated without success due to the seasonal impact of 
Town waste.  Dumpsters are rented from Pine Tree Waste Recycling, Windham, ME. and waste 
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is removed at cost, with no revenue for recyclables.  Contract construction debris must be 
removed from the Island at the owner’s expense.  In assessing the decrease in Pine Tree costs 
versus tonnage for 2000 against 1999 figures no explanation was found.  Possibly the number of 
trips were less despite the increase in tonnage.  The company charges to haul, but not for 
disposal. 
 

Figure 12:  Cost of Solid Waste Disposal 

 MERC Pine Tree Total % Change 
1998 $4,754 $8,145 $12,899  
1999 $5,372 $16,795 $22,167 +72% 
2000 $6,031 $11,229 $17,260 -22% 

 

Figure 13:  Solid Waste Tonnage 

 MERC Pine Tree 
Demo 

Pine Tree 
Metal 

Pine Tree 
Recycling 

Total % Change 

1998 115 33 9 7 164  
1999 118 51 8.5 3.5 181 +10% 
2000 127 62 12 6 207 +14% 

 
 
1.9.3 Fire, Emergency Rescue and Police Protection 

 Introduction 

One of the basic tenets of government is the need to provide for the safety and well being of its 
citizens.  During the move by the citizens of Frye Island to secede from the Town of Standish, 
the lack of public safety services was emphasized.  Since becoming the Town of Frye Island, the 
citizens have been active in filling this void.  The Community Survey clearly identified that the 
residents  recognized public safety as a critical issue.  The primary funding source for fire, rescue 
and emergency medical services is the Town budget.  The budgeted funds are supplemented by  
grants and donations of money and equipment by citizens of Maine and the Town. 
 

 Fire Department: 

  Organization:   

The Frye Island Volunteer Fire Department is a private, not for profit corporation, that was 
formed by a group of island residents with the support of the governing body of the Town, at the 
time (7-1-98) that Frye Island seceded from the Town of Standish.  There are no paid 
professionals on the staff.  The Department is augmented by a backup agreement with the Town 
of Raymond to include emergency medical response and a contract for emergency dispatch 
services.  The Department had its beginning in an earlier and more informal effort by island 
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residents to provide  basic fire response while awaiting the arrival of an organized fire 
department from off the Island.  As public safety, and specifically fire safety, was one of the 
driving forces in Frye Island becoming a town, the formation of an organized fire department 
was the necessary follow-up to becoming a municipality.  The need was quickly supported in the 
1999 season when the Department responded to 11 incidents, 7 fire related and 4 emergency 
medical calls.  During the 2000 season the Department responded to 22 calls, 6 fire related, 11 
emergency medical and 5 water, or police, assists.  
 
 Facilities: 
 
Frye Island has two (2) fire stations.  A small one vehicle garage (Station 2) is leased from FII 
and located at the Island ferry landing. This is the same building which houses the Town postal 
facility. It was the fire barn for the previous effort at fire protection, and is still used to house a 
fire vehicle and equipment.  A modern, Town owned, 40 feet by 60 feet Central Station  was 
built on land leased from FII in 1998 by members of the Department with the help of  Town 
residents.  Many residents contributed time and talent to construct the fire barn, while many 
more such as Craig and Cami Rosen who donated $7,000 for the concrete floor, donated items or 
money.  This building, which contains three (3) vehicle bays, office, bathroom, storage and an 
unfinished second floor classroom and kitchen, is used to house fire vehicles, equipment, 
protective clothing and department records.  It is located very near  the center of the Island with 
road access in every direction.  Since Station 2 at the ferry landing is owned by FII, as is the land 
under the Town owned Central Station, these properties are to be addressed for transfer to the 
Town in the ongoing FII assets study.  Such a transfer is desirable. 
 
 Vehicles: 
 
The  Department operates five vehicles. Two fire engines are owned by the Town.  The other 
vehicles are on loan to the  Department by the State and a private citizen.  The five vehicles are: 
 
1.  Engine 6, a 1969 Howe/International Fleetstar 2010A.  It has a 1000 GPM front mounted 
Hale pump and a 2000 gallon poly tank.  This vehicle is owned by the Town.  
 
2.  Utility 2, a 1977 Dodge 3/4 ton 4 wheel drive Power Wagon.  This vehicle is on loan to the 
department by the State of Maine Bureau of Forestry. 
 
3.  Tanker 1, a 1953 Reo 2-1/2 ton 4 wheel drive 6X6.  It has a 250 GPM side mounted pump 
and a 1,200 gallon metal tank.  This vehicle is on loan to the Department by Brian Hogan, a 
private citizen and collector. 
 
4.  Engine 4, a 1968 Mack CF600.  It has a 1250 GPM front mounted Hale pump and a 700 
gallon poly tank.  This vehicle was acquired in 2000. The vehicle is on loan to the Department by 
collector Brian Hogan. 
 
5.  Engine 5, a 1969 FWD (Four Wheel Drive) diesel.  It has a 1000 GPM Darle pump and an 
800 gallon poly tank.  This is the latest acquisition by the Town.  It was purchased from Hudson 
MA in July 2001 and will be outfitted as funds permit. 
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Support Equipment: 

 
Presently, the Department has 13 portable radios, working through a repeater, to provide 
notification to its members when an alarm is received and for communications on scene.  
Providing water at a fire scene is a critical element of fire suppression.  In addition to the water 
carried on the fire trucks, there are several ways in which additional water is obtained.  There are 
three dry hydrants, one at the mainland ferry landing, a second at the Island ferry landing and the 
third at the intersection of Leisure Lane and Birch Road near Quail Circle.  There is a need to 
place an additional dry hydrant at the north end of the island.  While the residential water system 
is not adequate for fire fighting, there could be an additional source obtained by putting a valve 
on the water storage tank located in the center of the island adjacent to the fire barn.  Also, the 
trucks can go to the Marina ramp at the south end of the island and draft water.  However, an 
additional dry hydrant at that location will facilitate operations.  The department has three (3) 
portable pumps; a large trailer mounted pump, a floating pump that can be hand carried to any 
water source and  another hand carried portable pump that can be attached to a small truck 
mounted water tank. This third unit can be used in conjunction with a foam injector, which is 
available for wild fire suppression.  The department has other basic equipment, such as hoses, 
protective clothing, tools and ladders.  However, much of this, except for a limited supply of 
forestry gear, is old and requires ongoing repairs and replacement as the annual budget permits. 

 
Personnel: 

 
At present, there are thirteen (13) volunteer fire fighters and four (4) fire police.  Of these, 
fourteen (14) are full time seasonal residents {ten (10) firefighters and four (4) fire police}.  The 
others are weekend and vacation residents.  Alarms are dispatched under a contract with the 
Town of Raymond Fire and Rescue Dispatch.  Twelve (12) members are CPR and defibulater 
trained.  First Responder Training is scheduled for September 2001.  The  Department recognizes 
the need to add additional members and maintains a continuing recruitment effort. 
 

 Police Protection 

The town does not have a police department.  Before there was a Town of Frye Island the Island 
Municipal Services Corporation contracted with the Cumberland County Sheriff’s Department 
for police patrol services using summer reserve officers.  Since becoming a town the Board of 
Selectmen have continued that contract on an annual renewal basis..  These contracted patrol 
units work various hours during the season and have had Town provided overnight 
accommodations available to facilitate off duty emergency calls.   
 
For 2001, the cost for two (2) part time deputies was projected to be $16,500. A third shift 
deputy was requested, but was not available.  This was an increased cost over previous years and 
would have negated availability of overnight accommodations.  The contract also stipulated the 
service would be limited to two shifts daily from May 26 through October 9.  However, should a 
designated deputy terminate employment and a trained, part time replacement not be available, 
the Town would have to bear the additional cost of a full time employee.  Also, all vehicle 
maintenance and operational costs for the Sheriff’s vehicle would be born by the Town.  Finally, 
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if dedicated coverage did not exist, the only option would be to contact the Cumberland County 
Sheriff’s Department and suffer the response time.  This would be hampered at night if the Island 
ferry is not running.   
 
Unfortunately, in April 2001 word was received that only one sheriff could be provided to the 
Town for the 2001 season. The reason: It seems that of the 20 applicant's for summer reserve 
officers, only 3 passed the testing required (mainly background checks). That resulted in the 
Cumberland County Sheriff's Dept. providing less coverage to contract towns than in the past.  
Naples was reduced from four to one officer and Frye Island from two to one.  This is an 
unsatisfactory situation for both communities.  
 
While the past arrangement had been generally satisfactory, increased activity on the Island and 
the lack of an overnight rapid response will create an unsatisfactory environment.  Weekends and 
holidays have proven to be high incident times. One shift coverage will only allow late afternoon 
to evening daily coverage; no real emergency response and then only coverage five days a week.  
This is a major issue to resolve.  However, due to the unsatisfactory situation, the Town, at its 
July 7, 2001 meeting, voted to establish a position of Town Constable. 

 Emergency Rescue Service 

Search and rescue is divided into two separate, but related, areas, land and water. In Maine 
searches for lost or missing persons is by state law, under the authority of the Maine Warden 
Service.  There are normally three wardens in the Sebago Lake region.  The Frye Island Fire 
Department assists the warden service by an on-call supply of manpower, vehicles, private boats 
and communications equipment for emergency search and rescue.  Members of the Fire 
Department maintain a basic level of training by the warden service in how they may be of 
assistance. 
 
 Emergency Medical Services 
 
The Town maintains an agreement with the Town of Raymond to provide this service to the 
Island.  The town and/or the person in need of this service is billed by the Raymond Rescue 
Squad.  Members of the Fire Department are also notified of any request for this service.  
Presently there are twelve (12) members who have been trained in the use of the Defibrillator 
and CPR.  Because of the time it takes Raymond Rescue to arrive at the Island it is critical that 
there be timely response to calls. A system is in place to secure the ferry for transportation of the 
ambulance to the island, and return to the mainland, so that no time is lost awaiting the ferry’s 
arrival.  As Department members receive additional “first responder training” they will be better 
trained and equipped to stabilize an injured person as they await the arrival of the rescue squad.  
The  Department has also received instruction, as well as an Island visit, from Life Flight of 
Maine, which provides helicopter emergency medical transportation to area hospitals.   

 
1.9.4. Ferry Operations, Servicing, Replacement 

Because of the Ferry System’s significant transportation role, a detailed discussion and analysis 
is included at Section 1.8.1 Ferry System.  The following brief summary is included here for ease 
of reference.  The Town operates 2 ferry boats between landings located on the southern tip of 
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the Raymond Cape and the northeast corner of the Town in the vicinity of the Town 
administration building.  The ferries are leased by the Town from FII and are operated on a 
round trip fee basis and maintained by the Town.  The ferries operate on a single boat schedule 
during the 3-1/2 month off-season and on a double boat schedule during the 2-1/2 month mid-
summer high season.  The ferry system is a FII asset under consideration for transfer to the 
Town. 
 
1.9.5. Emergency Planning, Communications and Evacuation Planning 

 Emergency Planning 

The Selectmen have appointed the Town Manager as Director of Emergency Management, and 
as an Assistant Director, one of the officers in the Town fire department.  In 2000, both met with 
the Cumberland County Director of Emergency Management.  This meeting initiated the process 
of Emergency Planning for the Town of Frye Island.  The County Director provided information 
regarding the role of the town and the many resources available to it.  He also provided a generic 
evacuation plan. In 2001 a Town Citizens Committee for Emergency Planning will be 
established and further coordination with Cumberland County and surrounding communities 
initiated.  As this is a critical element for an island town, it is also emphasized below under 
Evacuation Planning.  In conjunction with this planning effort, hazard mitigation should be 
included.  This aspect could help coordinate land use and public facility planning so as to reduce 
potential hazards (such as fire and flood) to lives and property.    
 

 Communications 

At the present time, there are three radio communications systems on Frye Island.  They are the 
Fire Department, Department of Public Works and the Ferry System.  The Fire Department is 
capable of monitoring all systems and has all three systems on its radios.  Also, the Fire 
Department has a repeater system that provides complete radio coverage on the Island and nets 
with the State and local fire channels.  This provides the needed capability for emergency 
dispatch operations..  These three Island radio nets include 18 portable radios.  While these 
radios are used for the day to day business of each department, should an emergency develop on 
the island, all radios can be on a common frequency. 
 
In 1998, Maine voters approved the statewide deployment of an enhanced 911 service.  In fall 
2000 the Town initiated the collection of the needed data from Island owners to allow the 
Town’s participation in the system.  In 2001, the collected material was provided to the State 
Emergency Services Communications Bureau for system activation. 
 
 Evacuation Planning   

At present, there is no Island emergency evacuation plan except for a generic one provided by 
the Cumberland County Office of Emergency Management.  Many long time residents realize 
that if a wild fire occurs on the Island, their best chance to find safety would be to go to a beach 
or other shore line area and enter the water.  Residents with boats could use them to evacuate the 
Island as well as assist others.  However, many people would think that going to the ferry 
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landing would be the proper solution.  With adequate lead time for events, such as a hurricane, 
using the ferries to evacuate would serve the Island’s needs. However, once the wind and waves 
reach a certain degree of strength the ferries will not be able to run.  With other emergencies, the 
most likely being a wild fire, going to the ferry landing is not practicable and will have a serious 
negative effect on the ability to fight and contain an island fire.  The ferries will be committed to 
shuttling fire fighting equipment and personnel to the Island.  It will not be able to load vehicles 
to get them off the island due to the critical time factor of getting away from the ferry landing to 
allow the other ferry to berth and unload.  Also, departing vehicles would create congestion at 
the Island ferry landing, blocking roads and intersections that must be kept clear for emergency 
vehicle use.  The Citizens Committee for Emergency Planning to be created in 2001, will need to 
give a high priority to the evacuation plan including: how to evacuate the Island; were the 
evacuees will be housed and a recovery plan after a disaster.  Interlocal coordination will be 
paramount. 
 
1.9.6. Town Operations 

As previously described the Town operates under a Town Charter, which was adopted in 
October 1998. The form of government is a Selectmen, Town Meeting, Town Manager.  There is 
a Planning Board and a Zoning Board of Appeals.  The Selectmen also serve as the Tax Board of 
Appeals.  By Town Charter, there is also a Board of Island Trustees, which consists of all home 
owners in the Town.  The Board is represented by an Executive Committee, which includes the 
three (3) elected Selectmen and four (4) other home owners elected by the BIT.  This Committee 
acts to review all town business, to include the Town budget, and provides advice to the Town 
Meeting including warrant actions.  
 
 Town Staffing – personnel and costs 

The Town management and administrative staff consists of three full-time personnel, (Town 
Manager, Town Clerk, and the Deputy Town Clerk) and one part-time Office Clerk.   Part time 
services for Code Enforcement, Tax Assessing and Animal Control are contracted.  During June 
to September a Recreation Director and Assistant Director are employed.  The Town Ferry 
Department consists of Eight (8) personnel who operate multiple shifts on the two ferries.  The 
Town Department of Public Works consists of four (4) personnel to collect solid waste and 
maintain Town roads and facilities.  The Town contracts for police services with the Cumberland 
County Sheriff Department, which, as outlined above, has proven to be unsatisfactory for 2001.  
Town Fire and Rescue Services are initially provided by Island volunteer personnel backed up by 
the Town of Raymond.  Staff, duration and budgeted 2001 department costs are shown in Figure 
14.  

 
 Town Facilities and Equipment  

Listings of Town facilities and major equipment items are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 
respectively.  All Town facilities except the Central Fire Station are leased from FII.  The 
ongoing FII assets study will determine the potential for transfer of some or all of these facilities 
to the Town. Currently routine maintenance is normally a Town expense.  The marina, Quail 
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Circle boat tie up area and golf course are owned and operated by FII and likely to be retained by 
FII.   

Figure 14:  Staffing, Duration, Departmental Cost 

Position/Annual duration 2001 Personnel Departmental Budgets 
(salary and benefits) 

Town Management $80,556 
Town Manager     12 months  
Town Clerk          12 months  
Deputy Town Clerk  10 months (40hr/wk)  
Office Clerk   6 months (20hr/wk)  

  
Public Works (PW) $98,746 

PW Director     12 months  
PW Ass’t. Director  10 months (40hr/wk)  
PW Laborers (2)   6 months 40hr/wk)  

  
Ferry Service (FS) $163,730 

FS Director    10 months (40hr/wk)  
FS Captains (3)  6 months (40hr/wk)  
FS Mates (4)      6months (40hr/wk)  
  

Recreation (REC) $7200 
REC Director      3 months (40hr/wk)  
REC Ass’t. Director  3 months (24hr/wk)  
  

TOTALS $350,232 
 
 

Figure 15:  Town Facilities 

FACILITY USES CAPACITY 
USED % 

STATUS CAPITAL FUND 

Admin Bldg. Town Admin, 
records; meetings  

80 Lease (FII) on 
island in 

summer season  

Yes, if replacement 
required 

Admin Bldg. Town Admin, 
records; meetings  

100 Lease off island 
in winter 
season 

Yes, permanent 
facility under 
negotiation. 

Old Fire Barn 
(Station 2) 

1-Fire/Emerg 
Vehicle 

100 FII lease No 

Central Fire 
Station 

4-Fire Vehicles, 
Training, 

Equipment & 

80, Kitchen 
& classroom 
incomplete.  

Own Bldg. 
Land FII lease. 

None at present 
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Supplies Storage 
DPW Bldg. Joint with golf 

course 
100 FII Lease Yes for water system 

upgrade. 
Ferry Landings Transportation 95 FII Lease Yes, Maintenance & 

upgrade 
Water System Domestic water 

supply 
Varies, 50 - 

100 
FII Lease Yes, w/State grant & 

local $ 
Community 

Center 
Recreation, 

church, town 
meetings 

50 FII Lease Yes, depends on FII 
transfer. 

Swimming Pool Recreation 20 FII lease No, Maint.only. FII 
transfer to be 
considered. 

Tennis Courts Recreation 40 FII lease No, Maint.only. FII 
transfer to be 
considered 

Golf Course Recreation 30 -75 Private No, private 
Beaches Recreation 40 FII lease  No, Maint.only. 

FII transfer to be 
considered. 

Marina & boat 
tie up area 

Recreation 100 Private No, private 

  
 

Figure 16:  Major Equipment 

ITEM QUANT
. 

USE OWN/LEASE ADEQUAT
E? 

CAPITA
L FUND 

Ferry Boats  2 Transportation Currently lease. 
Assess for 
transfer. 

Needs 
assessment 

Yes, 
Major 
maint & 
replaceme
nt 

Fire Engine 2 Emergency Own Yes Yes, LT  
Fire Engine 2 Emergency On loan Yes Yes, LT 
1950 Road 

Grader 
1 Maintenance Own No Yes, Soon 

1986 Back Hoe 1 Maint/constr Own Yes Yes, LT 
1992Compactor 
Waste Truck 

1 Waste Disposal Own Yes Not at 
present 

1982 Pickup 
truck 

1 Emergency On loan No No 

Pickup truck 1 Maintenance Own Marginal Yes 
1988Dump 

truck 4.5 CY 
1 Maintenance Own Marginal Yes, LT 
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Brush Chipper 1 Maintenance Own Yes No 
1987 Road rake 1 Road 

maintenance 
Own Yes No 

 
 Capital Improvements 

As noted in previous sections, capital improvements are and will be a continuing issue for the 
Town.  At present and in the short term the focus seems to be in three areas.  First is the water 
system due to the quality and quantity related needs of the Town.  Next, and as a parallel 
requirement, the 30 plus, year old ferries must be assessed and consideration given to a “take-out 
maintenance facility”.  Contingent upon the resulting evaluations and maintenance, ferry 
replacement is expected to be a long-term capital issue.  A ferry reserve fund was established in 
1999 to facilitate this action.  The third priority appears to be the road system. Town road 
maintenance equipment, particularly the road grader, are old and barely adequate to do the 
minimum job required.  Condition of roads was a major item in the town survey.  More reliable, 
larger equipment are a near term capital need.  However, operational funds for periodic contract 
maintenance may also be a viable option.  The final outcome of the ongoing FII assets review 
including Town buildings, will undoubtedly have an additional impact on the Town LT Capital 
Investment Plan. 
 

 Records Management 

A review of available Town records identified a need for improved file management and over 
time the development of a reasonable electronic statistical database to facilitate analysis of a 
variety of Town operations.  Such a database might incorporate statistics from the inception of 
the Leisure Living era, but at least from the inception of the Municipal Services Corporation, the 
first taxing authority to manage the Island community. 

 Record and Equipment Storage 

Record storage is currently only provided in the Town administrative office.   Storage areas are 
not secure and are susceptible to damage from fire or other major disasters or intentional actions.  
Space for storage is very limited.  Computer records are similarly susceptible to loss and/or 
damage.  The Town currently has no secure storage of computer records, nor a comprehensive 
backup mechanism.  Storage of paper records during the winter months is equally problematic.  
Storage during this “off-island” period changes from year to year depending on where the winter 
office is located and what storage facilities are available.  Improved records management and 
security is warranted during the on island season.  But, to provide for adequate long term storage 
and security, a permanent off island storage space is desirable. 
 
Secure, permanent records storage space should be included in the Town design in establishing 
the permanent, off island, winter office.  Beginning in 2000, negotiations were initiated for such 
an office with an occupancy goal of fall 2003. Depending on negotiations, a minimal use of 
capital funds is anticipated. 
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1.9.7 Commercial Services 

There are indications that the capital and operating costs associated with improvements to, or 
expansion of, existing town services over the next several years will be significant.  These, plus 
the costs associated with recapitalization of much of the aging and/or inadequate Town facilities 
and equipment may be higher than the tax base will support.  Because of these potential costs, 
and because the Town only operates most of the facilities and equipment on a seasonal basis, it 
may be feasible and more cost-effective to convert some town services to commercial contracts  
rather than continuing to perform those services with Town assets. 
 
1.9.8 Education 

Background. 
As a seasonal town, Frye Island has no school of its own.  There are no children living in the 
town during the school year.  When the Town was established 1 July 1998, the creating 
legislation contained the following language, "...Town of Frye Island....remains in the School 
Administrative District 6...unless or until such time as it withdraws from the school 
administrative district in accordance with applicable State law".  While this language clearly 
anticipated a future when the Town may leave SAD#6, the intention of the Town has always 
been, to support State and regional education as well as provide schooling for any year around 
Island residents that might occur.  
 

Fiscal Considerations. 
Though not the only issue with SAD#6 affiliation, cost allocation is a key concern.  In 1998, the 
Town’s assessment for education was $320,000.  It must be recognized that the SAD budget year 
is July – June and the Town fiscal year is calendar, January – December.  Thus the Town costs 
are a combination of two SAD budget years.  In calendar 2000, the Town’s assessment 
was$486,908, a 52.2% increase in the two years since Frye Island became a town.  For calendar 
2001 the SAD#6 allocation to the Town was $544,603 and another 11.8% increase.  For the first 
half of 2002 the Town’s assessment will be $291,735.  Assuming at least another 5% increase for 
the SAD 02-03 budget the Towns total for 2002 could be over $600,000 or a 87% increase since 
becoming a Town.  Assuming a 2002 Town budget equal to 2001 the SAD share would approach 
44%.  These significant increases are driven by SAD capital investments and operating costs.  
But of equal impact is the growing valuation of Frye Island as assigned by the State and upon 
which Frye Island SAD assessments are made.  For example our local valuation for 2001 was 
$31,323,786 while the SAD 2001-2002 Town valuation is $45,450,000.  For 2001-2002 SAD 
valuations Frye Island increased 6.32% versus the average SAD increase of 5.2% and a  4.38% 
in Standish.  It should be noted Standish carries over 42% of the cost with 4.21% assigned to 
Frye Island.  For a Town with no children in the SAD a more reasonable tax formula is justified 
 

Withdrawal Initiated. 
Driven by growing fiscal concerns and believing the Town formation legislation allowed a 
withdrawal action from SAD#6, in accordance with State laws, the Town initiated the 
administrative process in August 2000.  Unfortunately during the process, a challenge led by the 
Town of Standish claimed the withdrawal language in the secession legislation was contrary to 
previous Standish and Frye Island agreements and that the Island had agreed to remain in 
SAD#6.  Despite Town best efforts to include proceeding with the drafting and submission of a 
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proposed withdrawal agreement to the State Department of Education on 6 April 2001, 
emergency legislation was pushed through the State Legislature “To Clarify the Act of 
Separation of Frye Island from the Town of Standish.”  Signed by the Governor 11 April 2001, it 
deleted the previous withdrawal language and enacted the following language, which for Frye 
Island changes the SAD withdrawal process from an administrative process to a legislative 
authorization and negated the proposed withdrawal plan submitted on 6 April. 
 
 “Sec. 2. P&SL 1997, c. 41, Pt. A, 9 is enacted to read: 

9.   Authorization required.  Notwithstanding any withdrawal proceedings initiated or 
completed pursuant to the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 20-A, section 1405 prior to the 
effective date of this section, or any subsequent action taken by the Town of Frye Island, 
the Town of Frye Island is a part of and may not withdraw from School Administrative 
District 6 or its successor unless such withdrawal is first authorized by further 
amendment to this chapter.” 

     
 

Continuing Effort. 
 

In light of the new legislation that restricts Frye Island's ability to leave the voluntary SAD#6 
association, the Town's fiscal capacity to address its own capital needs will diminish as the 
SAD#6 share of the local budget continues to grow. The Town of Frye Island is continuing its 
effort to seek a more fair educational program for the Town while supporting State and local 
education programs.  Efforts will continue to actively investigate all options to secure this goal. 
 
1.10  Historic and Archeological Resources 

1.10.1 Historic Resources 

The Comprehensive Plan committee recommends Island volunteers complete a survey for 
historic objects.  There are no known historic buildings or visible remains of historic buildings.  
A number of stone walls, and part of a stone wall lining of a dug well, appear to date from the 
use of the island for farming in the nineteenth century. 
 
The oldest existing structures are believed to date from 1949 or the early 1950's.  The "Rec Hall" 
chimney stands on the site of the largest building from that era, a recreation building which was 
part of the Frye's Island Sailing Camp.  Except for the tall chimney, this building was completely 
destroyed by a fire in 1997. 
 
1.10.2 Archaeological Resources 

 Historic Archaeological Sites 
 
Historic archaeological sites include those sites, which relate to the tenant farming. 
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From 1802 to 1846, a number of people owned fractional shares of the island, but it does not 
appear that the island was divided as a result of any survey, or that there were any permanent 
buildings for most of that period. 
 
Standish Town records refer to a house and barn on the island at least as early as 1846. 
These may be the same buildings used by Noah Hooper in the late 1800's.  The house is shown 
in at least one photograph, standing on or near the Rec Hall site.  The barn, which was partially 
submerged when the lake level was raised about 1885, was probably near the site of the boat 
launching ramp, just north of the current ferry landing. 
 
Other Standish Town records refer to an 1860 school district of Frye's Island, having 7 students, 
with the number rising to 10 the following year.  These pupils were presumably the children of 
farmers resident on the island.  Thus, there may have been more than one farmhouse, owned by 
renters or tenant farmers.  Frye's Island school expenses were shown in Standish records until 
1882.  It appears that the island was not used for any regular farming, or residence, from about 
1885 until 1949. 
 
According to the Maine Historic Preservation Commission, no professional survey for historic 
archaeological sites has been conducted on Frye Island.  Future fieldwork could focus on sites 
relating to the earliest non Native American use of the island.  Items which might appear in such 
a survey could include foundations from the Hooper farmhouse, which may exist on, or near, the 
Rec Hall site, foundations from the barn which was near the water's edge before the lake level 
was raised, and the stone walls which still exist in a number of areas.  A mapping effort to show 
such walls may provide clues where other buildings may have existed. 
 
 
 
 Prehistoric Archaeological Sites 
 
These sites relate to non Native American activities on the Island.  The Maine Historic 
Preservation Commission has identified two prehistoric archaeological sites in Frye Island, on 
the east shore. See Map 10.  The Historic Commission will not release more specific information 
concerning the locations of these sites. 
 
Reports of various pre-revolutionary fights, or fears of attacks by Native Americans, and Captain 
Joseph Frye's leap from the Images rock formation in the winter of 1748-1749, suggest that 
Sebago Lake was on a route frequently used by them.  Because the eastern shore of Frye Island 
provided excellent protection for an overnight stay by groups traveling from the Songo River to 
the Presumpscot River, it seems likely that many artifacts may still exist.  However, any sites, 
which were used actively, and were within 5 feet elevation from the water, would now be 
submerged at least part of the time. 
 
An archaeological survey of the shoreline that might contain archaeological sites may be 
accomplished by others in 2000 or 2001, during relicensing studies for the Eel Weir Dam. 
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1.10.3 Threats to Historic and Archaeological Resources 

One threat to these resources is that their significance, or even their existence, is largely 
unknown.  Development, redevelopment, or failure to maintain these sites can diminish or 
destroy historic and archaeological resources.  However, widespread knowledge of 
archaeological sites can increase the likelihood that they will be disturbed or vandalized. 
 
Because the known, or suspected, historic resources may have no significant relationship to 
current or likely future uses or activities in Frye Island, it is questionable if they will play a role 
in determining or affecting the town character.  However, State guidelines call for municipalities 
to establish a mechanism for review of all construction or other ground disturbing activity within 
prehistoric archaeological sensitive and historic sensitive areas.  Frye Island's two prehistoric 
areas warrant review and appropriate coordination with the Maine Historic Preservation 
Commission as to area sensitivity.  See Map10.  Special attention is warranted for the noted 
undeveloped southeastern shoreland.  
 
1.11  Recreation    

1.11.0  Introduction 

The recreation facilities and sites are privately owned by Frye Island, Inc. (FII). Some of these 
recreation facilities have been leased to the Town of Frye Island, and are operated and 
maintained by the Town.  The Town Recreation Facilities include tennis courts, pool and cabana, 
basketball court, community center, two boat launching sites, walking trails, and some open 
recreational areas that could be developed.  The other FII privately owned & operated 
recreational facilities include many beaches, two marinas, and a golf course. Currently, an 
analysis is underway to consider transfer of some, or all, of these assets from FII to the Town. 
 
These facilities provide several types of recreation opportunities and points of access to Sebago 
Lake.  The list below names and describes the recreational facilities and the type of activities 
available at each site. 
 
1.11.1  Recreation 

Golf Course: This nine-hole golf course, owned & operated by FII, is available to both 
members and the public.  A special arrangement of the gold & silver tees allow players to 
play 18 holes of golf with a different setting for each hole. The clubhouse has a deck and 
contains a pro shop and a bar with tables and chairs.  There is acreage reserved for an 
additional nine holes to be developed, if and when feasible. 
 
Tennis Courts: There are two locations with two playable courts at each.  Located at the 
Community Center and adjacent the swimming pool, the courts are surrounded by high 
fences and have asphalt surfaces.  A pair of north courts have not been maintained for 
tennis and were used by children for biking, skate boarding, and roller-blading.  This area 
is now being converted to the new multi-purpose ball field.  There is also an abandoned 
court near the old Recreation Center site. 
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Ball field/Park: As noted under Tennis Courts a multi-purpose ball field is replacing the 
North Tennis Courts.  Joint Town and FII plans and financial arrangements have been 
completed.  The Planning Board approved the project June 30, 2001  Land use and 
watershed management technical aspects were considered and approved, by the Planning 
Board and PWD.  Construction was initiated in July. 
 
Community Center: This large two-story building has two meeting rooms, game room, 
lounge, library and kitchen.  A recreational director is available during the peak season.  
Arts and crafts class, educational talks, Book Club, Garden Club and tennis lessons are 
available on site.  There is a paved basketball court, picnic area, an equipped playground 
for small children, two of the four Island tennis courts, plus a large parking area.  An 
annual Frye Island Road Race and Walk starts and finishes at this location.  Also, dances, 
dinner dances and community meetings are held here. 
 
Lancaster Loop Recreational Area:  This site has an in-ground swimming pool and 
cabana with dressing rooms and restrooms.  Two of the four Island tennis courts are 
located at this facility. 
 

1.11.2  Public Access to Lake Sebago 

There are two marinas on Frye Island owned & operated by FII.  Slips at the two marinas are for 
the use by Frye Island lot owners; an annual usage fee is charged for the use of a slip. People 
renting cottages on Frye Island can rent a slip by the day, or week. 

 
Long Beach Marina is located on the south side of the Island.  Presently, there are sixty-
eight (68) slips with floating docks. There is room for expansion to one hundred twenty 
(120) boat slips and docks.  A boat launch ramp is located on the lagoon.  There are two 
parking areas and restrooms located on this site.  
  
Quail Circle Boat Moorage is located on the west side of the Island.  There are eighty- 
(80) boat tie up sites in place, without docks, and without room for expansion. Docks and 
tie up arrangements are provided by the users at their own cost. 
 
Ferry Landing Launch Ramp:  On the Island side of the ferry run there is a boat launch 
ramp. 
 

1.11.3 Beaches 

There are no public beaches on Frye Island. All of the beaches, though leased to the Town, are 
owned by FII, and the use is restricted to Frye Island property owners and their guests.  There are 
thirteen (13) numbered beaches with some parking. (See Land Use Map 1.)  Also, Long Beach is 
located on the south side of the Island.  There are two other FII beaches.  One is located at the 
Old Rec Hall recreation area and another on a recreation area on the southwest side of the Island 
between Lot 300 and Lot 1986.  Beach 13 may be closed due to its proximity to the Town water 
intake pump station 
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1.11.4 Access To Open Space 

The Island Roads are unpaved and used for walking, jogging and bicycle riding.  
Walking paths are located on the undeveloped golf course area but are not connected to 
other areas and thus could be improved and utilized more frequently. 
 
The Timbers Recreation Area: This large area is centrally located on the northern 
portion of the Island.  Formerly, this included a horse barn with bridle paths on the 
periphery, which extended behind lots on both sides of Beach View Drive.  These 
pathways could be developed into walking trails.  Recently the area was cited as a 
conservation area for the new ballfield park. 
 
The Old Rec Hall Recreation Area:  This valuable resource has not been developed since 
the 1997 fire that burned the Rec Hall to the ground.  The beach is used regularly and a 
path is maintained from the center of the area.  A high fence surrounds a site where two 
clay tennis courts previously existed.  Periodically, Country Fairs are held at this location 
and they attract large numbers of Islanders.  A plan should be designed to improve this 
resource. 
 
Beach View Road Recreation Area:  At the junction of Beach View Road and Leisure 
Lane, there are two corner lots designated as recreation areas.  Unfortunately, one of the 
lots (westerly side) has a septic system on it. 
 
Twin View Circle Recreational Area:  This wooded area is located below the northern 
side of the T shaped road pattern.  It is currently undeveloped.  A small portion is next to 
the undeveloped area of the golf course. 
 
Bulk Land:  Frye Island, Inc. owns 200+ acres of bulk land that could be made available 
for walking trails or other recreational purposes. 

 
Refer to the Land Use Map (Map 1) for the location of the areas listed above 

 
1.12  Fiscal Capacity   

Every municipal government has operating and capital expenses incurred to provide municipal 
services.  The fiscal capacity of the local government to meet or expand these services, acquire 
new or replace existing facilities and equipment depends on many factors.  Chief among those 
factors are revenues, expenditures, assessed valuation, tax rate, fund balance and acquisition 
policy. To give insight into the Towns capacity since it’s formation, attached at Section 5.14 are 
copies of the Towns Statement of Revenues and Expenditures for fiscal years 1998-2000.  It 
must be remembered the Towns fiscal year is calendar.  Therefore, for 1998 the statement only 
covers the first six months of the Towns existence. (1July-31 December).  For 2001 the 
Appendix includes a summary of the approved budget and estimated expenditures. 
 
The Citizen Survey has highlighted the needs and desires of Town property owners.  However, 
as noted in Section 5.3.2, the fiscal capacity of the Town rests solely with property tax revenues 
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and a continuing effort to reduce the existing tax rate.  The current rate at $32.50/$1000 is 
believed to be the highest in the State.  The following paragraphs summarize aspects impacting 
the Town current fiscal capacity. 
 
Real estate valuation went from $12 million in 1987 to an estimated $31.3 million in 2000.  
Reevaluation should be done in the next few years, as it was last done in 1983.  The cost of such 
an appraisal effort is not available.  Three hundred and ninety cottages plus 8 building permits 
was the construction status in 1999.  !0 permits were issues each year in 2000 and 2001.  Frye 
Island Inc. buildings would also be reassessed. 
 
Initially, 1334 lots were laid out by the Island developer.  Including all land on the Island, there 
are 1342 lots.  At present 831 are privately owned and 511 remain with Frye Island, Inc.  Not all 
the privately owned lots are buildable, and about two dozen may be taken over by the Town or 
acquired by  Frye Island, Inc. for back taxes. 
 
Ferry revenue was $159,000 in 1997 and $207,00 in 1999 with over 20,000 trips per season.  
Both ferries should be pulled out and thoroughly scraped and examined at a cost of 
approximately $300,000.  The current ferries were purchased in 1968 and 1970.  Current 
replacement cost is unknown. Estimates range from $500,00 to $700,000 per ferry. 
 
The water system has 12 miles of pipes and a 60,000-gallon stand-pipe storage tank besides 
filtration equipment.  Although the tank is fairly new, the pipes and filtration system will need 
extensive overhaul.  At present, and engineering study is underway to assess the system.  
Previous indications were that the filtration system could require overhaul within five years at a 
cost estimated to be $390,000.  The distribution system was estimated at an additional ten year 
life with a replacement cost of approximately $300,000. 
 
There are 16.66 miles of roads with limited gravel surfaces.  In time due to age and 
serviceability, the Department of Public Works will need to replace a backhoe ($45,000), pickup 
($25,000), a fifty (50) year old road grader and a 1988 dump truck. Limited road maintenance 
fund grants are provided by the state. 
 
The Community Center is used approximately 60 hours a week in high season.  Limited 
maintenance is routinely accomplished.  An assessment of the building appears warranted as to 
its future service life.  Dependent on the outcome major annual improvements may need to be 
budgeted.  Perhaps additional fee-paid use should be considered. 
 
A winter office, by State law, must be maintained within 25 miles of the Town.  Currently office 
space is rented each winter and negotiations are under way for a permanent office in Raymond.  
Since a mainland lot is already owned at the ferry landing, another winter office option might be 
at the landing, with space for ferry crews during the Island’s open season.  However this land 
could also competes for a ferry land maintenance area but must meet Raymond zoning 
requirements.  Analysis and a priority decision with cost analyses are warranted. 
 
While maintaining support to the State and local education system, the Town should initiate 
steps to achieve a more fiscally responsible posture that might result in a more stable schools 
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budget by 2006 Thus the Towns capital needs will depend on revenues from new construction 
taxes and reevaluation of existing property.  However, the capacity to support the education of 
children in Maine and any year around Town occupant must be maintained. 
 
The fire department has acquired much at no cost to the Town, but since there are five vehicles, 
ranging in age from 1953 to 1977, and only two are owned by the fire department, there is a 
large potential capital need.  Three of the current vehicles are on long-term loan with the 
department paying the cost of only limited maintenance.  A cash reserve for new equipment is 
warranted. 
 
No allowances for boating or golfing needs are needed from the Town, as both are deemed self-
sufficient. 
 
Currently, the Town’s only debt service is related to SAD#6 and it enjoys a cash reserve in 
excess of $300,000.  The 2001 budget was again balanced at $1,374,746 with no change in tax 
rate.  However, the future depends on new capital expenses and a more reasonable allocation of 
the Town’s school budget. 
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SECTION 2:   SUMMARY AND FINDINGS OF EXISTING CONDITIONS AND 
FUTURE LAND USE NEEDS 

2.1  Community Character 

The issues on the Island are complicated by its history. Originally it was a private development 
within the Town of Standish, and the Islanders have a strong tradition of self government. There 
is also a tradition that the Island is a place to get away from it all. It has a special place in each 
owners psyche as paradise--a problem less, perfect place. With this feeling of  “getting away 
from it all” goes a desire to keep the Island the way it is--quiet, rural, and rustic. 
 
There is also a bipolar feeling regarding development, that comes about from both its origins as a 
development and the Island’s unique geographic location within the drinking water supply for 
the greater Portland area. The Island went to court with the Portland Water District in 1970, 
agreed to a court ordered maximum of 750 lots with septic systems in 1974, and reached another 
agreement with the Water District in 1990 to maintain the 750 limit. The Islanders have 
maintained an attitude that every property owner has a right to build and that this right should be 
protected. 
 
The Islanders are on the Island to enjoy the Lake and take benefit from its water quality, but the 
Islanders have also paid to ensure this benefit--probably more so than any other Town on the 
Lake. Islanders welcome the Water Districts efforts to keep the quality of the Lake high, but 
sometimes question the Water District’s intentions towards the Island. 
 
Because of the history of the Island, major issues in Town, as documented in the 1999 
Community Survey, seem contradictory: water quality and the protection of the environment 
versus property rights; self rule and participation in Island affairs versus getting away from it all; 
recreation versus the hubbub of resort/vacation living; the quality of the roads versus traffic and 
speeding; the operation of the ferry as self funded versus tax supported; and property taxes which 
stay on the Island versus taxes and fees which go off Island for schools, county and other 
services.. 
 
As the Island writes it history, the demographics of the inhabitants reflect a bipolarity. As more 
owners retire to the Island, the debate over types of services and quality of services may focus 
more on adult activities. As new owners come onto the Island, the debate over quantity of 
services may emphasize more resort/vacation activities.  
 
Curiously, the issues on the Island have not really changed over the years. Self-rule, limiting of 
development to private residences, recreation, ferry, roads, and taxes were concerns in the 70's, 
80's and 90's and are reflected in the Community Survey. Growth and change are not really land 
use and school issues as in most Towns; but growth and change are quality and quantity of life 
issues in the Town of Frye Island. The owners want to keep the amenities of island living--rural, 
rustic, peaceful-- and, at the same time, have the amenities of the mainland--more recreation, 
smoother roads, more hours of ferry operation. Public safety--continuously improving fire 
protection, quicker emergency medical services, and more effective police- is also a priority.  
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2.2  Economic History 

Historically, the local economy of the seasonally occupied Town of Frye Island is solely based 
on the second home/vacation environment of the Island community.  However, local businesses 
or industries have not evolved beyond a single general store with café and the nine-hole golf 
course.  The Town economy is entirely dependent on its property tax income and limited, state 
and federal grants. 

 
Serving those who buy and/or build new second home/vacation cottages are a local realtor and 
only 2 to 3 island, cottage based, light maintenance contractors.  The one general store/café 
provides minimal supplies and service.  Thus, all food, automotive, financial (except for an ATM 
at the store), medical, construction, etc. services are on the mainland.  With its seasonal 
occupancy, no commercial or industrial enhancement is envisioned.  Survey respondents 
indicated that they do their shopping before short stays on the Island.  Seasonal residents 
frequent the local communities of Raymond, North Windham, Naples and, sometimes, the 
Portland area.  The entire workforce of the Town resides on the mainland since there are no year 
round residences on the Island 
 
2.3  Town Government 

The Town provides local public services through the Town Meeting form of government.  There 
are unique aspects in the government as outlined in Article 1, Section 6 of the Town Charter. 
(See Charter at Section 5.2)  The Town currently provides education, if required, through School 
Administrative District (SAD)#6, which also serves Buxton, Hollis, Limington and Standish.  
The Town provides several other services on its own, relying in many instances on volunteer 
assistance, private contractors and contracts with other public agencies.  Besides its elected 
officers, which include the Executive Committee of the Island Board of Trustees, it retains a very 
small administrative staff and is served by elected and appointed boards and committees. 
 
The range of services provided by, or assisted by, the Town includes local road maintenance, 
water supply, fire protection, limited rescue service and police protection.  The Town also 
assesses property and collects taxes while providing solid waste disposal, development review, 
shoreland zoning administration and code enforcement, comprehensive planning, a small honor 
based lending library and an assortment of recreational facilities. 
 
The cost of providing these services has historically been met by volunteer labor, impact of 
seasonal property renters and the use of outside contractors, public and private, who absorb some 
of the capital costs for a few services which the Town otherwise have to bear.  At present the 
Town’s only debt service is with SAD#6.  However, future capital expenditures, such as water 
system improvements or ferry replacement may require the need to borrow money.  The Town 
currently, and for the foreseeable future, derives most of its revenues from property taxes, with 
smaller amounts coming from Town ferry operations, automotive and boating excise taxes and 
from limited grants-in-aid from state and federal agencies.  
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2.4  10 Year Growth Considerations and Issues 

2.4.1 Scope: 

The following aspects are deemed critical to the growth of the Town of Frye Island in the next 10 
years. 
 
• Growth impact in the Town considering the court ordered 750 cottage / septic system limit, 

while maintaining the Island environment with a focus on Rural, Rustic and Recreation. 
• Public Facilities and Services.  Specifically road maintenance, water supply, waste disposal, 

ferry system as the lifeline between the mainland and island and all related staffing. 
• Fiscal Capacity with emphasis on the need to obtain a more reasonable funding formula for 

the schools budget. 
 
2.4.2 Overview: 

Growth in the town of Frye Island will continue as discussed in other sections of this Plan at a 
rate of about 6 to 10 homes per year.  For the next 10 years this is within the bounds of the 1974 
court order which limits the Island to 750 cottages / septic systems.  While the number of 
foundation and building permits were high for 2000 and 2001, this trend may not continue as the 
national economy vacillates.  Nevertheless, continued, even slow growth, will have an impact on 
the pattern of land use,  Sebago Lake and the rest of the regional natural environment.  The 
Town’s fiscal capacity must be able to meet the growth impact on: 
• the water supply system   
• the ferries and roads   
• maintaining the Island’s rural and rustic environment by open space and wildlife habitat.   
• increased and improved recreational facilities  
• public access to the Town  
• other public services and facilities.   
Clearly the fiscal capacity to respond to the needs of the Town will be severely curtailed if the 
Town cannot reach a more fiscally responsible approach to meet it’s commitment toward 
education in Maine and/or if other sources, such as State grants/funding cannot be found 
 

2.4.3 Details: 

Land Use: 
Regardless of other considerations, the 1974 Court Order restricts Town septic systems to 750.  
This single fact constrains land use in the Town more than any other factor.  There are several 
areas where the slope of the land prohibits or severely limits home construction.  For example, 
on the West side of the Island the slope is approximately 35% from the west side of the 
Community Center down toward Leisure Lane (See the Topographic Map 2 and Slope Map, 
Map 8).  This land may not be capable of being developed although there may be enough room 
on some of the lots on Leisure Lane to allow construction.  Every lot will have to be evaluated on 
its own merits.  But, on the East side of the Island the slope is generally less than 15% except for 
two areas in a resource protection area. (See Map 6).  Generally the remaining unused East side 
lots may be buildable depending on the soil type, slope and wetland condition.  Once again each 
lot must be evaluated on the basis of its particular condition.  Before a building permit is issued, 
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in keeping with the 1974 court order the PWD Inspector and Town Code Enforcement Officer 
must approve the site.  This is a routine practice and will continue.  Footprint area limits will be 
defined by building codes for new construction using lot set backs.  This may also limit 
construction on some lots and make them unusable. 
 
The ongoing property assessment by FII of its properties should facilitate a more accurate 
estimate of the number of buildable lots they own and could sell if within the 750 septic systems 
limitation.  Likewise, the Town should also evaluate any vacant, privately owned lots.  By 
combining these results a true Island build-out capacity could be established for a 
Comprehensive Plan update.  For Future Land Use a special narrative is included at Section 3.11 
to supported related GOPs. 

 
Maintaining the Rustic and Rural character of the Island:   

Clear cutting between the cottages and the Lake is prohibited by the DEP and the Town 
Enforcement Officer must maintain a vigilant attitude.  Further commercial development, which 
is currently constrained near the Ferry landing, and Town offices is unlikely, although it is not 
clear how the privately held land on the South end of the Island might be used.  This will be 
carefully watched and controlled by improvements in the land use ordinances.  The Garden Club 
has added landscaping at the ferry landing and at the Community Center.  Other projects are 
planned as well as maintenance of existing gardens, public facilities and services. 
 
 Environmental and Natural Resources 
• Water Resources.  The current land use maps show that most of the critical shoreline has 

cottages.  Even given this situation, water quality around the Island remains very good to 
outstanding.  The Town is probably more closely controlled and monitored than the mainland 
for all of Frye Island is under PWD surveillance not just 200 feet from the shoreline as with 
the mainland lake communities.  From the very beginning, the PWD has been against the 
Island’s development and has taken a strong, positive and beneficial stand on controlling 
development and sources of pollution on Frye Island.  It is not expected that this position of 
the PWD will change and the Town welcomes and encourages their continued cooperation 
and controls. 

 
• Water Quality. Based on tests around the Island, water clarity remains high indicating low 

algae content and nitrate and phosphate levels under control. Erosion on the south west side 
is a problem whenever the Weir Dam, controlled by the paper company in Westbrook, is 
used to keep the water level high in the Lake.  On the other hand flow must be maintained in 
the Penobscott River and this at times has led to lower water levels than normal having an 
impact on the shoreline fisheries. 

 
• Forestry and Agriculture.  Soils on the Island are not arable and there is no agriculture 

activity except for private small flower gardens and kitchen vegetable gardens.  Forestry and 
commercial agriculture are prohibited in the Town by ordinance. 

 
• Animal Habitat.  The east side of the Golf Course (the last nine holes) has not been 

developed.  This area of the Island is expected to remain undeveloped and forms a large area 
for wildlife on the Island.  Since it was originally cleared in the 1960’s, it is heavily covered 
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with new growth small trees and there are pockets of small wetland areas. There is a static 
herd of about 35 deer and an occasional moose swims to the Island.  Current ordinances 
prohibit the use of firearms, bow and arrow hunting, etc. although when the Island is closed it 
is known that hunters do trespass on the Island.  The State Game Wardens are empowered to 
enforce the no discharge of firearms and other weapons on the Island.  There are lots of 
squirrels, raccoons, a wide variety of birds; some fox, mink and non-poisonous snakes and 
turtles may also be found almost anyplace on the Island.  This environment/habitat must be 
maintained through good land use management. 

 
Historic and Archaeological Resources 

State guidelines call for municipalities to establish a mechanism for review of all construction or 
other ground disturbing activity within prehistoric archaeological sensitive and historic sensitive 
areas.  Frye Island includes two prehistoric areas, which warrant review and appropriate 
coordination with the Maine Historic Preservation Commission as to area sensitivity.  See Map 
10.  Special attention is warranted for the noted undeveloped southeastern shoreland.  
 
 Recreation Facilities 
The numerous recreation facilities and sites addressed in Section 1.11 reveal there is presently a 
wide array of recreational opportunities available to all Islanders.  The major ongoing effort to 
build a ballfield park for the Town should fill the void of an open playground space.  However, 
as population on the Island increases, especially on peak weekends, needs may increase.  
Currently the major recreational facilities such as the beaches, golf course and marinas would 
appear able to absorb the growth estimated for the next 10 years.  Land use planning must 
continue to consider maintaining selected designated areas for recreational development.  See 
current designated areas, Map 1, Land Use. 

 
 Public Facilities and Services 

There are several major areas of expense that will have to be supported by Island taxpayers or 
FII.  These include a major overhaul of the public water treatment and storage system, and in 
time purchase of a new ferry as the island population increases.  At the very least, the present 
ferries will have to be maintained at a very high level to include adding an Island take out 
facility.  The ferries are the critical transportation lifeline for the Town.  In addition, road 
maintenance as well as maintenance of other public facilities must be funded.  To facilitate 
operations and reduce congestion at the Island ferry landing, consideration might be given to 
moving the Town offices to a larger and handicapped accessible facility.  Further, a permanent 
off island, winter office and records storage facility deserves development.  A capital investment 
plan is included in Section 4.3.  This plan should be updated annually to program and limit the 
cost to the taxpayers. 
 
It is believed the most immediate needs for improvement are the ferry system maintenance and 
the upgrade to the water treatment system.  This is estimated at up to $500,000 over the next five 
years (ferry system take-out facility $100,000 and water system $400,000).  Funding could be a 
combination of FII funds, a Town note and an additional loan through the State Revolving Loan 
Fund.  The possibility exists that a larger or third ferry and additional landing facilities could be 
considered in the next 15 years.  This would be a major expense, in excess of $600,000 for the 
ferry alone.  There are other considerations associated with a large ferry.  Licensing requirements 
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are different and ferry captain qualifications are increased.  This implies increased cost of 
operation for the larger boat and increased user fees.  As the number of cottages increase, ferry 
service will also increase.  Currently, both boats operate during the high season on Friday 
afternoons and Saturdays.  As a first step in dealing with increased traffic this two-ferry service 
should be expanded at additional cost to the Town for ferry crews and maintenance. 
 

Town’s Fiscal Capacity 
The fiscal capacity of the Town is derived primarily from property taxes.  There are not many 
additional options to increased income.  While ferry operations strive to break-even they are 
often subsidized from tax revenues.  Building permits yield an average about $10,000 per year 
and this is not expected to increase substantially over the next ten years.  There are no excise tax 
opportunities within the Town.  User fees, including the ferry, could be increased.  For example, 
a flat rate on water usage, waste disposal, fees for site plan applications and impact fees may be a 
consideration.  But the results are not likely to significantly enhance Town income. 
 
In addition, a decrease in Town services could be considered.  The Comprehensive Plan survey 
and experience strongly indicate the residents desire more not less services.  Hence a reduction 
of services is unlikely. 
 
If the Town is to have the financial capacity to meet the noted needs then the situation with 
regard to the Town’s share of the schools budget must be resolved.  Failing a successful 
resolution, already exorbitant taxes would be increased and probably act as a deterrent to Island 
growth.  In any event serious efforts to secure any possible State grant funds should routinely be 
continued. 
 
In 2001, the Town paid over 38% ($534,526) of its budget to education with not one Island child 
in the school system.  Indications are that the Town’s 2002 cost could increase to over $600,000 
and exceed 44% of the Town budget. This imposes a severe and excessive burden on the 
second/seasonal home taxpayer of Frye Island.  Plus, it is these taxpayers who will be faced with 
the Town’s other long term capital expenses.   
 
There are perhaps four scenarios to deal with this situation: 

1. The State Legislature and SAD#6 allow the Town to withdraw from SAD#6, 
establish its own school system, or allow affiliation with a geographically, 
closer school system. 

2. Negotiate a reduced school tax rate or fixed fee for the Town considering 
there are no students from the Town.  Agreement could also include a per 
student tuition fee should such Island attendance ever occur. 

3. Investigate the steps taken by New Madrid, ME where they dissolved their 
town due to tax burden an in effect became a “ward” of the state. 

4. Stay in SAD#6, raise Town taxes as needed and anticipate negative growth in 
the Town as well as a downturn in existing home sales 

Clearly the fiscal capacity of the Town is threatened and there must be an ever-increasing 
diligence in the management of the Towns financial capacity
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SECTION 3:   GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES 

3.1  Definitions, Roles of GOPs 

3.1.1 General Goal 

Every person should be allowed to enjoy the pleasures and fruits of his or her land.  Restrictions 
which evolve from this Comprehensive Plan are based on the philosophy that we are caretakers 
of the land and what restrictions we place on ourselves regarding its use or abuse are to protect 
our neighbors, townspeople and future generations. 
 
All rules should be made so as to be varied in situations where wise authorized persons can recall 
the basic goals and philosophy of the Plan and administer the rules even-handedly. 
 
Ordinances should be simple and in layman’s language. 
 
3.1.2 Definitions 

In this section, the following terms will be used: 
 
GOAL:  WHAT you want.  (ideal) 
 
OBJECTIVE:  HOW MUCH you will achieve.  (Measurable) 
 
POLICY:  HOW you will achieve objective. 
 
As the definitions indicate, broad goals are narrowed down to more specific policies for each 
topic addressed by the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Section 4:  Implementation Strategies, will address the logistics of implementing the policies 
contained in Section 3. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY: 
 ACTIVITY needed to carry out policy, 
 WHO will do it, 
 WHEN they’ll do it, 
  and for capital investments, 
 HOW MUCH it will cost. 
 
3.2  Local Economy 

Goal:  Establish a local census program to facilitate Town planning and operations. 
Objective:  To have adequate demographic data on the Town and it’s inhabitants so as 
to facilitate planning and fiscal management.  
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Policy: Develop and implement a periodic population survey/census  
supplemented by peak holiday habitation assessments.  
 

Goal:  To investigate the desirability/need to increase commercial growth on Frye Island. 
 

Objective:  Determine if there is a need for a limited amount of light, clean commercial 
growth. 
 

Policy:  Growth of this nature must be compatible with the Island image. 
 

Policy:  Consider commercial growth that will help offset the residential property 
tax burden. 
 
Policy:  Consider commercial growth, which will generate more in tax revenue 
than cost of services.  
 
Policy:  Any commercial expansion must not have any adverse impact on the 
Islands environment, inhabitants and operations. 

 
3.3  Housing 

Goal:  All housing should be safe, durable, economical and energy efficient. 
 

Objective:  Apply safety, appearance, quality, and energy efficient standards to new 
construction and additions to existing structures. 
 

Policy:  Allow construction of single family homes, luxury homes, and modest  
single-family homes. 

 
Policy:  Adopt standards for the footprint area for construction of new homes and  
additions. 

 
Policy:  Building codes should give priority to safety and appearance. 

 
Policy:  Encourage the use of new building methods that promote energy 
 efficiency, maintenance and affordability. 

 
Policy:  Insure that existing zoning, building codes and land use ordinances  
encourage the construction of a full range of housing. 

 
Policy:  Working with the Fire Department to determine what building code 
 requirements must be in place to insure that the Department can safely handle fire  
emergencies. 

 
Policy:  Adopt a building code that supplements the Maine State Fire and Safety 
 Code consistent with the nature of the Town. 
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Goal:  Establish the requirements and need for affordable housing in the Town. 

 
Objective:  Clarify how state statutes apply to the part-time character of the Town. 

 
Policy:  Consult with State Attorney General and Town Counsel. 
 
Policy:  Determine if any regional affordable housing plan presently exists and if 
a plan is developed, how the Town should be involved.  

 
 

Goal:  Maintain the part time seasonal quality of the Town. 
 

Objective: To define the Town and property owners obligations and liabilities during off-
season usage, when the Island is closed. 

 
Policy:  Establish a written Town policy that clearly defines the Town as a part-
time Town with no services available during the months the Island is closed. 

 
Policy:  Evaluate how State codes affect conversion from seasonal to full-time 
housing. 
 
Policy:  Define the impacts on the Town’s insurance for year round usage when 
safety requirements such as fire and police services are not available and the 
Island is closed. 
 
Policy:  Establish owner’s insurance liabilities for usage of homes when the Island 
is closed. 

 
Goal:  Promote better and safer building maintenance standards. 

 
Objective: Improve control over the landscaping and appearance of yards. 

 
Policy:  Set a minimum amount of time to finish landscaping around a new home 
or building, in order to stabilize the soil and prevent soil erosion and phosphorus 
runoff. 
 
Policy:  Erosion and sedimentation controls should be required during 
construction. 
 
Policy:  Prohibit any object that is unregistered, unusable or in an unsafe 
condition from being in view of the passing public or neighbors for more than 12 
months. 
 
Policy:  Establish requirements for house numbering that allows easy location by 
fire and police services. 
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Policy:  Establish simple landscape requirements for new construction of homes 
and accessory buildings and sheds. 

 
Goal:  Review the housing needs of Frye Island and the region every five years. 

 
Objective: Maintain a proactive posture regarding construction of new homes and the 
impact on the Town infrastructure and regional involvement. 

 
Policy:  Evaluate regional conditions every five years. 

 
Policy:  Evaluate impact on the infrastructure in particular, roads, ferry, water  
systems, recreational activities every five years. 

 
Policy:  Modify land use and zoning ordinances as the need and situation change. 

 
3.4  Natural Resources 

3.4.1 Water Resources 

Goal - Protect and preserve ground and surface water as well as quality drinking water  
            
    Objective - Maintain Sebago Lake drinking water supply so that it exceeds the water 

 quality mentioned in the State of Maine Water Quality classification System, GPA  
 (See 38 MRSA, Section 465-A.) 
 

Policy:  Educate citizens about ways to preserve water purity. 
 

            Policy:  Provide adequate wastewater disposal services for boaters. 
 
            Policy:  Improve storm water management procedures. 
 
            Policy:  Keep shoreline zoning ordinances into compliance with the State’s 

 Guidelines for Municipal Shoreland Zoning Ordinances. 
 

            Policy:  Encourage citizens to practice erosion control on beachfronts. 
 

Objective - Devise plan for long term  run off management. 
 
              Policy:  Educate citizens about Maine DEP phosphorus control methods. 
 

Policy:  Try to replicate the level of phosphorus prevention as described in the 
DEP manual ”Phosphorus Control in Lake Watersheds”. 
 
Policy:  Cooperate with the 6 shoreline neighboring towns in the Sebago 
Watershed to protect water quality. 
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      Policy:  Limit development of slopes whose gradient exceeds 25%. 
 
       Policy:  Limit filling, draining or excavating of wetlands. 
 

3.4.2 Critical Resources 

Goal: Protect and preserve quality of existing streams 
 

Objective: Follow standards of 38 MRSA, Sec.465 ……”The habitat shall be 
characterized as free flowing and natural”. 

 
Policy:  Investigate the need for a Stream Protection District for all Island 
perennial streams, including their headwaters.  See Shoreland Zoning Law. 
 

    Policy:  Develop standards for storm water management. 
 
    Policy:  Develop erosion control standards for all Town lots, roads and ditches. 
 

  Policy:  Encourage lot owners whose slope exceeds 25%, to institute necessary 
erosion control procedures. 

 
Objective: Protect and preserve wetlands, wildlife habitat and unique natural 
communities. 

 
Policy:  Limit development, filling and draining of natural habitats. 
 
Policy:  Consult Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife for 
recommendations on wildlife protection. 
 
Policy:  Explore with the Town Manager and the Selectmen, the establishment of 
an official Town of Frye Island Conservation Commission 

  
 Objective: Prevent the loss of public or private shoreland due to lake induced erosion. 
 

Policy:  Encourage water sports enthusiasts to observe state speed limits within 
200 feet of the shore in order to protect shoreline from wake damage. 
 
Policy:  Through Section 319 Water Quality Grant process and in coordination 
with PWD and State DEP implement shoreland erosion control with a priority to 
the western shore of the Island. 
 
Policy:  Through a Town Conservation Commission remain involved in any 
regional deliberations over Sebago Lake level management. 
 

     Objective: Preserve significant natural and scenic areas 
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Policy:  Investigate scenic easements to protect views. 
 
Policy:  Impose natural buffering requirements. 
 
Policy:  Impose clearing and height limitations on new buildings. 
 
Policy:  Seek sources of funding for a comprehensive botanical survey of Frye 
Island, including identification of rare or exemplary botanical features.  

 
3.5   Agricultural and Forest Resources 

Goal: Protect and preserve forest resources. 
 
 Objective:  Maintain our current forest resources on undeveloped land. 
 
  Policy:  Work with landowners to maintain our current forested areas. 
 
Goal:  Conserve the Town’s forest resources during development. 
 
 Objective:  Promote environmentally safe forest management. 
 

Policy:  Regulate timber removal at the local level.  Local regulations should 
apply to clear cuts, stream buffers, road buffers (“street trees”), removal of slash, 
stream crossings, and erosion and sedimentation controls. 
 
Policy:  Local regulation of timber removal should at least conform to state 
regulations under shoreland zoning, or other state statutes. 

 
3.6   Transportation 

3.6.1 Ferry System 

Goal:  Insure adequate, safe, well maintained and cost effective ferry service to the Town of 
Frye Island. 
 

Objective:  Consider acquiring the leased ferry system by asset transfer from FII, to 
insure complete Town management and control of this critical asset. 
 

Policy:  Anticipate, through periodic use surveys, and meet increasing vehicle 
traffic to the Island by enhancing ferry system operations through innovative 
scheduling, second boat usage and prudent mixing of loads. 
 
Policy:  Long term planning shall assess the need for a larger or additional ferry 
boat and related landing facilities, while recognizing the desire to keep the system 
self sufficient. 
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Policy:  Crew proficiency shall be maintained through a training program for new 
and returning members, with emphasis on safety, equipment maintenance and 
system operations including system and Town emergencies. 
 
Policy:  A documented, complete, periodic equipment maintenance and inspection 
program, citing needed related facilities shall be developed, initiated and kept 
current for all ferry boats and landings. 
 

3.6.2 Roads 

Goal:  Insure that adequate mainland and Island roads are available and maintained to 
safely accommodate Town of Frye Island traffic. 
 

Objective:  Monitor mainland road planning and maintenance to insure safe transit to the 
Island. 
 

Policy:  The Town shall continue its involvement in the regional “302 Corridor 
and You Project” to include assessing the impact of Island traffic on the Corridor.. 
 
Policy:  The Town shall continue a joint effort with the Town of Raymond to 
obtain State maintenance of the Cape Road. 
 

Objective:  While retaining Island roads as Public Easements, develop, maintain and 
execute a “rolling” five year Town Road Upgrade and Maintenance Plan, considering 
increased traffic congestion, safety, water runoff control and public parking. 
 
 Policy:  Any development of vacant Island land shall include a review of adequate  
            Town road access. 
 

Policy:  The long range Town Road Upgrade and Maintenance Plan shall: include 
project phasing; formal design standards to include use of BMPs; address projects 
appropriate for contract construction and consider potential State fund grants. 
 
Policy:  To insure adequate Town road upgrades and maintenance, town staff, 
equipment and training shall be maintained or supplemented by leased equipment 
and/or contact support.  

 
3.7    Public Facilities and Services 

   
3.7.1 Utilities  

 
Goal:  Insure adequate Public Utilities are maintained to and in the Island town. 
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Objective: Monitor, through the related utilities, the electric and telephone cable service 
capacity to the Island and insure timely increase by the utilities to meet increased 
demands. 

 
Policy:  Annually contact the electric and telephone utilities to verify adequate 
service capacities are maintained to the island community. 

 
Objective:  Consider acquiring by asset transfer from FII and upgrading the Town water 
treatment and distribution system.  (In the upgrade, insure safe water is available in 
adequate quantity and quality.) 

 
Policy:  Water treatment system shall provide a product, which meets all national 
and state water quality standards. 
 
Policy:  Engineering study of Town water system to be completed and appropriate 
options considered to enhanced system operations.  As appropriate, Town to 
apply for a grant from the State Drinking Water Program, under the SRF Funding 
program.   

 
Policy:  To insure adequate disinfecting contact time for treated water on peak use 
days. Town residents may be required to limit outdoor water usage. 

 
Objective:  Prevent environmental or aesthetic damage due to improperly installed or 
maintained septic systems. 

 
Policy:  Insure adherence to state and local regulations in construction and 
maintenance of septic systems in the Town.  

 
Policy:  Establish a Town ordinance for periodic septic tank inspection and 
maintenance and continue free ferry service for septic system service vehicles. 

 
3.7.2 Solid Waste Management and Disposal 

 
Goal:  Provide for waste disposal in a cost-effective, environmentally sound manner that 
meets all DEP and other state requirements. 
 

Objective:  Jointly with FII, verify the adequacy of the current waste transfer station and 
brush dump and then consider transfer to the Town. 

 
Policy:  Insure that the Town waste disposal facilities meet all environmental 
constraints and if necessary, bring them into compliance.  (Shall include current 
transfer station and the old brush dump.)  

 
Goal:  Provide appropriate local control over all waste disposal activity. 
 
 Objective:  Prevent environmental or aesthetic damage due to illegal waste disposal. 
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  Policy:  Illegal dumping shall be addressed by Town ordinance. 
 

Policy:  Maintain policy or establish ordinance that the builder, at the property 
owner’s expense, will remove all new construction debris from the Island.   

 
 
3.7.3 Fire, Emergency Rescue and Police Protection 

Goal:  Provide the needed, cost effective level of fire protection that is necessary for public 
safety within the Town of Frye Island. 
 
 Objective: To have adequate personnel to fight structure and wild fires. 
 

Policy: The Frye Island Volunteer Fire Department will continually recruit 
   interested islanders to join the department. 
 
 Objective: To have adequate trucks and equipment to fight structure and wild fires. 
 

Policy: The Frye island Volunteer Fire Department will maintain, repair and, if 
warranted ,replace existing trucks and equipment to maintain an adequate fire 
service to the Town. 

 
Objective: To operate an adequate fire service at the lowest reasonable cost.  To include 
obtaining trucks and equipment from other sources so as to have minimal impact on the 
town budget. 

 
Policy: To work with citizens of the island, other government agencies and 
interested persons to obtain needed resources. 

 
Goal: To seek appropriate public safety assistance from state and local agencies.. 
 
 Objective: To continue current contractual services. 
 

Policy: The town will continue its contracted services with the Cumberland 
County Sheriff for adequate police services, the Raymond Rescue Squad for 
medical emergency services, the Raymond Dispatch for emergency dispatching 
and the Raymond Fire Department for mutual support. 
 
Policy:  During the Town’s high season (4 July – Labor Day), three shift police 
protection shall be the minimal service desired.  During other periods two shift 
coverage with a weekend emphasis is deemed the minimum.  Should such service 
not be available other options must be considered, such as Town Constables. 

 
Objective:  Maintain routine coordination with State Forestry and Maine Warden 
agencies. 
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Policy:  Maintain local efforts to support State Forestry and Maine Warden 
programs related to public safety. 

 
Goal: To provide a continuing training program for volunteer fire fighters so as to 
maintain and enhance the departments services. 
 

Objective: The department will continue its medical emergency training program so that 
members can arrive at a medical emergency and provide First Responder services to aid 
the victim while awaiting the arrival of Raymond Rescue. 

 
  Policy: Training shall be weekly for fire services. 
 
  Policy: Training will occur when available for members to become First 

 Responders and to maintain CPR qualifications. 
      
3.7.4 Ferry Operations, Servicing and Replacement 

  See Section 3.6.1 Ferry System in Section 3.6 Transportation. 
 

3.7.5 Emergency Planning, Communications and Evacuation Planning 

Goal: To provide a viable Emergency Management function in the Town of Frye Island. 
 

Objective: To maintain an organization of volunteers led by the Town Director of 
Emergency Management (Town Manager) that will plan and coordinate, any emergency 
programs to include hazard mitigation considerations. 

 
Policy: A citizen committee will be formed and work for and with the Town 
Manager as Director of Emergency Management to develop a Town emergency  
management plan to include hazard mitigation considerations.. 

 
Policy: The Town of Frye Island shall coordinate with the County and State 
Office of Emergency Management and FEMA in matters of emergency 
preparedness. 

 
Goal: The Town of Frye Island shall develop and maintain an emergency evacuation plan. 
 

Objective: To have a plan for the evacuation of Frye Island residents for any life-
threatening emergency (such as a hurricane or wild fire). 

 
Policy: A citizen committee, headed by the Town Director of Emergency 
Management, or his representative, shall develop an evacuation plan to 
supplement the plan provided by the Cumberland County Office of Emergency 
Management. 

 
Policy: The Town shall instruct and exercise the residents on how to react to the 
need to evacuate the island. 
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3.7.6  Town Operations 

 
Goal:  To provide adequate staff, equipment and contract services to meet Town 
operational needs.  (See also Section 3.6 Transportation and related comments this section 
3.7.) 
 

Objective:  Annually assess and budget for adequate staff and equipment with emphasis 
on the health and safety of Town residents. 

 
Policy:  Emphasis will be maintained on the operation of the ferry and water 
systems as well as waste disposal and road maintenance. 
 
Policy:  To facilitate capital improvements to the ferry, water systems and major 
equipment replacement, a capital reserve fund should be established and enhanced 
annually through a contribution in annual budgets. 

 
Objective:  To maintain a rolling five-year Capital Improvements Plan for major systems, 
facilities and equipment. 
 

Policy:  The Town five-year capital Improvement plan shall be updated annually 
as part of the Town budget process. 

 
Goal:  To consider and act on, in partnership with FII, the transfer of appropriate FII 
assets to the Town. 
 

Objective:  To develop a phased plan with FII for the transfer of acceptable FII assets to 
the Town.  Initial focus to be on the ferry and water systems followed by selected land 
and facilities. 
 
 Policy:  Through joint effort with FII the Town shall acquire and maintain those 
            FII assets appropriate to Town operations. 
 

Goal:  In time, develop an electronic statistical database to facilitate Town planning, 
operations and fiscal management. 
 

Objective:  Organize, inventory, purge and in time computerize all Town records 
including those inherited from Standish. 

 
Policy:  Adopt and maintain an organized file system. 

 
Policy:  Adopt and implement a data system which could lead to an automated 
Town statistical database. 
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 Objective:  Develop and implement a census system for Town residents. 
 

Policy:  Annually survey for census accounting, the full time residents of the 
Town.  (Consider as a basis the users of the Town mail facility.) 

 
3.7.7 Commercial Services 

 
Goal:  Provide Town services in the best operational and cost effective manner. 
 

Objective:  Where practical, contractl services and take advantage of operational cost 
savings by using/contacting with regional and commercial facilities and services. 

 
Policy:  Investigate enhanced interlocal cooperation for solid waste disposal, 
recycling and police protection.  
 
Policy:  Investigate commercial contracts for appropriate Town services such as 
road maintenance, snow plowing etc. 

 
3.7.8 Education 

 
Goal:  To provide and maintain a high quality, cost effective Town education system 
despite the Town’s unique seasonal occupancy. 
 

Objective:  To insure that a cost effective, high quality Town education system exists in 
the event year around residents with children inhabit the Town, while also providing 
support to state and local education. 
 

Policy:  Continue to support state and local education objectives through capital 
investments and programs while insuring adequate schooling for children of any 
potential year around Town residents. 
 

3.8  Historic and Archeological Resources 

 3.8.1 Historic Resources 

Goal:   Preserve the stone walls and any remains that represent the rural history and 
character of Frye Island. 
 
 Objective:   Create an inventory of all historic structures and objects, and a plan for  
            reasonable preservation. 
 
               Policy:   Help property owners identify structures deserving preservation 
        and take advantage of tax, or other incentives, for historic and  
         environmental preservation. 
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 3.8.2 Archaeological Resources 

Goal: Protect historic archaeological and prehistoric archaeological sites from  
 destruction by erosion, land use and/or development. 
 
    Objective: Prepare an Archaeological Resources Protection Plan. 
 
  Policy:  Cooperate with the Maine Historic Preservation Commission to  
  identify and map Town Archaeological Resource Potential Areas,  
  particularly in conjunction with the relicensing studies for the Eel  
  Weir Dam. 
 
  Policy:  Consult with the Maine Historic Preservation Commission to  
  Develop recommended levels of protection for potential Town archeological sites. 
 
  Policy:  Based on the recommendations, integrate the Archaeological  
  Protection Resource Plan into the Comprehensive Plan. 
3.9  Recreation and Public Access  

 
Goal:  Obtain more participation by townspeople in recreational planning and 
development. 
 
 Objective:  Develop a Town Plan for existing recreational open space. 
 
  Policy:  Form a Town Recreation Planning and Development Committee. 
 

Policy:  Establish a program of volunteer workdays to enhance and expand 
recreational and open space such as walking trails. 

 
Goal: Provide adequate recreational facilities and access to Island open space 
opportunities to include Sebago Lake. 
 
 Objective:  Allow and encourage use of all recreational facilities. 
 

Policy: Maintain all recreational facilities in suitable condition to promote 
utilization. 
 

Objective:  Develop available recreation areas as needed for open space and access. 
 

Policy: Open space should include beach or Marina access to lake, playgrounds, 
 picnic areas and walking rails. 
 
Policy: Encourage owners of private property to facilitate access over common 
 area walking trails next to their property. 
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Policy: Use bulk land for these purposes when presently available land resources  
are insufficient to meet the needs. 
  

 
3.10  Fiscal Capacity 

 
Goal:  Find and utilize new revenue sources for Town government. 
 

Objective: Identify and secure revenues from alternative sources beyond the only present 
sources (property and excise taxes.) 
 

Policy:  Explore use of local sales tax or sharing of more of the state sales tax. 
 

Policy:   Apply for all available State grants, with a special emphasis on grants for 
developing State-mandated programs. 

 
Objective:   Provide a means to offset the residential property tax burden. 
 

Policy:   Work with State officials and/or the State Legislature to make changes in 
the State Rules for Property Tax Assessment in order to provide for more local 
control. 

 
Objective:   While maintaining support to the State and local education system, initiate 
steps to achieve a more fiscally responsible posture for the Town of Frye Island . 

 
Policy:  Through negotiations with appropriate school districts obtain a more 
reasonable formula for the Town to financially support State and local education 

 
Goal:   Manage and plan the Town’s capital and operating expenditures to maximize cost-
effectiveness, accountability, and the timely and efficient delivery of  
services. 
 
 Objective:   Minimize long term costs and maximize cost-effectiveness of 
            capital expenditures. 
 

Policy:   Establish a long-term five-year Capital Investment Plan and within fiscal 
capacity execute the plan. 

 
  Policy:   Maintain an account of general fixed assets. 
 

Objective:   Establish a clear and consistent record of Town operational and capital 
expenditures. 
 
 Policy:   Computerize all appropriate Town records. 
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 Policy:   Develop a purchase order system. 
 

Policy:   Develop standard procurement procedures, which maximize  
competitive bidding by contractors and vendors. 
 

Objective:   Where practical, take advantage of potential cost savings and/or operational 
advantages from regional facilities, services and policies. 

 
Policy:   Continue to use Cumberland County Police Services (when adequate) 
and Raymond fire/rescue and dispatch services. 
 
Policy:  Coordinate water quality protection policies with neighboring towns and 
Portland Water District. 

 
3.11  Future Land Use Plan 

As can be seen from the Map 1, Land Use, the only undeveloped, unplatted area in the Town is 
located at the southeast end of the Island.  Lot 502, is zoned residential.  Lot 509 is an 11 acre 
parcel zoned rural.  Thus, the ability to use zoning and land use planning to further the 10 State 
Goals is limited.  Except for two areas zoned Water Oriented Commercial, the platted areas of 
the Island are zoned residential. 
 
Frye Island Incorporated owns lots 2012 to 2028 at the south end of the Island, which are not 
buildable until Cocktail Lane and Shoreview Circle are built or upgraded.  Otherwise, most of 
the future building must be of the “fill-in” variety.   
 
Excessive slope and wetlands make some of the platted areas unbuildable – see Map 6 Shoreland 
Zoning and Map 8 Slope of Frye Island Lots.  Frye Island Inc. owns an area around Quail Circle 
that is in a Resource Protection Zone because of wetlands.  Frye Island Inc. also owns lots 1607 
– 1613, on Ridge Road, that are in a Resource Protection Zone because of excessive slope.  .  But 
the majority of the platted lots must be considered “buildable” contingent on perc tests, since 
they are grandfathered, under Maine State Law.  That is, if they are single lots and existed prior 
to the State Minimum Lot Size and Resource Protection Laws.  Where two or more lots are 
contiguous and under one owner, minimum lot size laws will apply.  It can be seen from Map 6, 
that all of the shoreland lots are in a Shoreland Development Overlay District.  But these are also 
considered grandfathered. 
 
Recent amendments to the Growth Management Law have repealed the requirement that local 
subdivision ordinances be based on policies contained in the comprehensive plan.  However, 
local subdivision ordinances or regulations must still be consistent with the State Subdivision 
Statute.  Thus, while it is no longer necessary for the Town to require phosphorus review in 
Great Pond watersheds, the Town should still incorporate local standards for this in it’s 
subdivision ordinance.  A model suggested for such language is contained in the “model 
Subdivision Regulations for used by Maine Planning Boards”, 11th edition, published December 
1996 and available from GPCOG.  However, its compatibility with PWD recommendations on 
phosphorus controls warrants review. 
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The primary limitation on building remains the court ordered 750 septic restriction mentioned 
elsewhere.  A comparison of Map 4 Soils Type with Map 1 Land Use reveals that there is little 
impact in the areas where the State Plumbing Code says that no septic systems are permitted.  
Most of the affected lots are owned by FII, or are on the golf course or marinas.  FII owns more 
than enough buildable lots to replace any private ones which will not perk.. 
 
The undeveloped “front nine” of the golf course must also be considered.  This is the largest 
undeveloped portion of the Island.  The Golf Course was designed for 18 holes, but only nine 
were built.  The area is used for walking.  Depending on the population growth and makeup, the 
area could support a wildlife sanctuary, walking trails, or additional golf course amenities, 
including a driving range and putting green.  There is currently a proposal to develop one new 
hole as a practice hole, which should result in placing additional land into conservation area..   
 
The Town should continue to work with the owners of the property at the south end of the Island 
to insure development, which shall be in the best interests of the Island as a whole. Ideally, these 
properties should be developed as residential house lots--this would be in tune with the desires of 
the residents to maintain open space and the rural character of the Town. 
 
Frye Island, Inc. has sold some lots out of bulk-land to Islanders as privacy lots--maintaining 
open space and limiting development. Other FII lots have been sold to locate replacement septic 
systems for private landowners. 
 
In 1992, FII purchased at auction three lots with valid soil tests. These "septic rights" were then 
to be assigned to three FII owned lots. Since 1992, FII has also secured two other "septic rights" 
through lot donations.  This would not infringe on the 750 septic system limit and property 
owners right to build. It allows FII a means to raise revenue.  
 
From 1992 to 2000, FII only sold "privacy" lots but not any buildable lots.  In the booming real 
estate market of 1998 and 1999, FII advertised lots for sale as buildable when a “bank” of “septic 
rights” existed. The rationale for these sales was to raise revenue.  Several lots were sold in 2000, 
including the waterfront lots noted above. 
 
The Town should continue to work with Frye Island, Inc. in considering the possible transfer of 
FII assets to the Town.  However in doing so, consideration should be given to the long standing 
advantage of the historical symbiotic relationship between the two. Frye Island, Inc. leases to the 
Town those assets, which the Town needs to provide public services to the residents of the 
Town. Instead of the Town raising taxes to maintain these assets, FII through its real estate 
program can raise revenue to pay for needed remodeling and renovation to existing lease 
facilities; for example, FII could insulate the Town Hall or remodel the Community Center. Frye 
Island, Inc. also has the ability to negotiate for the mainland office facility, which could be 
rented to the Town during the winter and rented to a seasonal business in the summer. 
 
Other projects, which FII could fund at a mainland facility could be storage rental units 
(developed as the Marina was with funds raised up front for an equity position in a storage unit) 
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or a regional educational center in coordination with the Portland Water District and/or Lakes 
Region Environmental Association. 
 
Goal: Encourage orderly growth and development in the Town. 
 

Objective:  Continue to discuss and implement zoning, which will ensure controlled 
development of the south end of the Island and encourage compatibility of low 
density use. 

 
Policy:  Work with the owners of the unplatted 12 acres to allow controlled 
development. 
  
Policy:  Work with FII to encourage planning for the undeveloped lots on the 
southeast side of the Island.  

 
Policy:  Work with FII to encourage planning for the undeveloped nine holes of 
the Golf Course.  
 

Objective:  Insure appropriate phosphorus review criteria is included in the Town 
Subdivision Ordinance.  
Policy:  Maintain appropriate local standards in Town Subdivision Ordinances for 
phosphorus review in lake related watersheds. 

 
Objective:  Continue minimum lot size management for two or more buildable 

contiguous lots under one owner. 
 

Policy:  Review existing ordinances related to Resource Protection Zones, and 
coordinate with FII in development of their land use and real estate plan.. 

  
Goal: Protect the Natural Environment and Rural Character of Frye Island. 
 

Objective:  Review our current zoning ordinances to help maintain the rural character of 
the Town.  

 
Policy:  Encourage landowners to landscape their property in a “natural woodsy” 
manner.  
  
Policy:  Investigate height restrictions for residential buildings. 
  
Policy:  Investigate maximum coverage restrictions for residential lots. 
  

  
Objective:  Continue to discuss and implement Ordinances, which encourage recreational 

use of town land which does not interfere with the enjoyment of its natural beauty 
and character.  See Section 3.9 for related Goals, Objectives and Policies.  
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3.12  Consistency with the 10 State Goals 

This section of the Plan is included to show how the locally adopted Goals, Objectives and 
Policies are consistent with the Ten State Goals contained in the Comprehensive Planning and 
Land Use Regulation Act of 1988.  Each of the State Goals appears below in italics, followed by 
a brief summation of how Frye Island Goals, Objectives and Policies, while originating with the 
Town, remain consistent with them. 
 
1. To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas in each community, 

while protecting the State’s rural character, making efficient use of public services and 
preventing development sprawl. 

 
The Goals, Objectives, and Policies (hereinafter GOPs) call for services and development on 
the Island to minimize loss of the Island’s rural character while enhancing the recreational 
and relaxation experience of the Town’s inhabitants.  The Land Use Map will also serve to 
facilitate this goal. 

 
2. To plan for finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to 

accommodate anticipated growth and economic development.  
 

In addition to specific GOPs to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of administrative, 
police, fire, rescue, roadway maintenance, land use planning, and solid waste, septage and 
recycling facilities and services, the GOPs call for regionalization of services where cost 
effective to do so.  

 
From a fiscal planning standpoint there are GOPs which address capital investment planning, 
improved records management and accounting procedures for capital and operational 
expenditures.  A more fiscally acceptable schools program is also under development.  
However, the Town’s long-term fiscal capacity remains a concern. 
 
On the revenue side, the GOPs include a new emphasis on the maximal use of existing State 
grant programs, particularly for implementing State-mandated services.  However, the GOPs 
do not call for a major effort to attract commercial and/or industrial development as they are 
deemed as wholly incompatible with the Town’s desired seasonal, rural, recreational 
environment.  
 

3. To promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and overall economic well-
being. 

 
Consistent with this goal is the continuing effort of promoting a limited expansion of 
tourism, increasing a limited number of recreation related jobs on Frye Island, and creating a 
more active partnership with business and education elements on the mainland. 
 

4. To encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all Maine citizens. 
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It is particularly difficult to apply the State Statutes to the part time usage of the Town of 
Frye Island.  It is hard to imagine a situation in which a family whose income can just 
support an affordable year round home being able to afford a second home that has as its 
purpose a recreational use and is accessible only for six months. 
 
The State requires that towns “seek to achieve that at least 10% of the new housing units 
constructed in the municipality in the 5 years after plan adoption be affordable housing”.  
However, the State does not require that this criterion be met for second homes serving only 
part of a year and primarily for recreational or retirement purposes.  Over the next 5 years, it 
is possible that homes will be built in the Town that satisfy the State definition of affordable 
but these homes will not be affordable when considered as second homes. 
 
In discussions with the Portland Council of Government it would appear there are no regional 
affordable housing plans.  The Town of Frye Island shall continue to monitor any changes in 
regional plans. 
 

5 To protect the quality and manage the quantity of the State’s water resources including 
lakes, aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers and coastal areas. 

 
For surface waters, the GOPs call for protecting and preserving existing water quality to the 
extent that, as a minimum, these continue to meet State Water Quality Classification 
standards. At present, there is no known aquifer under Frye Island and hence no known 
active wells.  
 
For lakes, the GOPs include implementing the DEP phosphorus control methodology, and to 
whatever degree possible, coordinating this approach with other towns. They also include 
related educational and monitoring programs and a requirement that marinas provide septic 
waste disposal facilities for boaters.  Frye Island is specifically restricted by a 1974 court 
order limiting development to 750 lots with individual septic systems. This order is firmly 
enforced through weekly on site monitoring by the Portland Water District. The Town looks 
forward to continued cooperation with PWD in maintaining the water quality of Sebago 
Lake. 

 
For streams, the GOPs include timber cutting and construction restrictions, which will also 
serve to protect against increased erosion. Ultimately, these will be reflected in shoreland 
zoning provisions related to stream protection zones. Maintaining the State Water Quality 
Classification of AA is one of the Town’s objectives. 
 

6. To protect the State’s other critical natural resources, including without limitation, wetlands, 
wildlife and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shorelands, scenic vistas and unique natural areas.  

 
While some Frye Island  resources have been mapped and the GOPs recognize the 
desirability of raising funds for additional surveys and seeking input from the Maine Natural 
Areas Program Office.  Discussions continue with Town officials to appoint a Conservation 
Commission to negotiate strategies for the protection of these resources (habitat for rare 
plants, unique natural communities), and to protect wetlands, as defined by MNRPA, from 
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filling. Deer yards, wildlife nesting areas and fish spawning areas, if identified, will be 
protected from adverse impacts of development.  Should such areas be identified, related 
proposals will be referred to Maine Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. Shoreland protection from 
erosion and sedimentation is a regional issue dominated by regulation of lake water levels 
and local preventive actions.  Enforcing speed limits, which reduce the generation of wakes 
by powered watercraft is also a positive action. 

 
7. To protect the State’s marine resources industry, ports and harbors, from incompatible 

development and to promote access to the shore from commercial fishermen and the public; 
 

This is considered to apply to coastal areas only.  For public access measures see below 
under #10. 

 
8. To safeguard the State’s agricultural and forest resources from development which threatens 

those resources; 
 

This is not deemed to apply to the Town of Frye Island as there are no commercial 
agricultural or forestry resource operations on the Island nor is there a potential for such.  
However, the town is committed to maintaining it’s green space and rural environment. 

       
9. To preserve the State’s historic and archaeological resources;  
 

The GOPs take into consideration the continuing residential development predicted for the 
Town, in many places with a lower density than that existing in the current most densely 
developed areas.  This will preserve the rural/vacation character, which has attracted people 
to the island.  Restriction of commercial activity to the small existing districts will be a 
necessary element to achieve this result.  

 
The intent to prepare an Archaeological Resources Protection Plan will be a major step 
toward Town efforts to conserve the past.  The key will be the cooperation of the Maine 
Historic Preservation Commission to identify and map Archaeological Resource Potential 
Areas, particularly in conjunction with the relicensing studies for the Eel Weir Dam. 

 
10. To promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for all Maine 

citizens, including access to surface waters; 
 

The GOPs clearly address this goal as the entire focus of the Town and its environment is to 
address recreation, relaxation and access to the pristine resource known as Lake Sebago.  
Without this emphasis there would be no Town of Frye Island. 

3.13  Coordination with Neighboring Towns and the Region 

The Town of Frye Island is a seasonal community of second homes, isolated from the mainland 
communities by the surrounding waters of Sebago Lake.  Thus, its primary focus in regional 
coordination is on the lake’s water quality and regional relationships connected with Island 
access and services beyond the Town’s capabilities.  Except for a small store and café, the Island 
residents rely on off Island commercial facilities found primarily in Raymond and North 
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Windham.  In developing this comprehensive plan due consideration has been given to interlocal 
planning and coordination based on Portland Council of Governments (PCOG) Plan for the 
1990’s and Beyond as well as local and State agency laws, plans and policies that may impact 
the Island.  While details are in previous sections, the following text highlights needed and 
continuing interlocal efforts.  Related existing policies should be continues. 
 
 1. Water Quality 
 
Most of the surrounding towns and Frye Island cooperate with Portland Water District (PWD) in 
protection of the surface water quality of Sebago Lake.  This is probably the dominant regional 
issue for the Town as it relates to lake phosphorous control.  The regional issue is the protection 
of the Lake, as a major water supply, fishery, wildlife habitat and recreation area, from excess 
phosphorous loading and other pollution sources.  Frye Island takes its water supply from the 
lake and is unique as it must operate under a 1974 court order, which restricts total Town 
development to 750 lots with septic systems.  Land use planning is also coordinated with PWD 
and State agencies to insure appropriate remedial measures are taken to negate any adverse 
impact to Island watersheds.  Efforts at shoreland management and erosion control in 
cooperation with regional organizations such as Sebago Lake Association are a continuing effort 
and should be maintained. 
 

2. Route 302 Corridor 
 
The Town of Frye Island will continue to cooperate and participate with a representative in the 
Route 302 Corridor Study.  While the Town does not directly lie on Route 302, it is impacted by 
traffic flow as 302 is the major highway access route to the Island community.  
 

3. Regional Cooperation with the Town of Raymond 
 
The Town of Raymond is the Town of Frye Island’s dominant neighbor and with whom a major 
cooperative effort is maintained.  Access to Frye Island is through Raymond via the Cape Road 
to the Island ferry landing.  This is Frye Island’s only road link with state route 302 on the 
mainland.  Joint efforts will continue to secure State maintenance of this potential collector road. 
Long range plans for improved ferry service should consider impact on the mainland landing as 
The mainland ferry landing is in Raymond and currently meets Raymond zoning requirements.  
Annual contracts with Raymond are for services not within the capabilities of the Town of Frye 
Island.  These cover emergency dispatch and fire/emergency rescue.  Future cooperation efforts 
may include a schools relationship as Frye Island considers its schools affiliation options. 
 

4. Solid Waste Disposal, Recycling, Hazardous Waste 
 
The Town operates it’s own Transfer Station but solid waste disposal is another contract service 
to the mainland.  In this case, it is with the MERC facility in Biddeford under a new five year 
contract, which was renewed in 2001 with a significant cost increase.  On Island dumpsters, to 
include recycling, are rented from Pine Tree Waste Recycling and removed at cost.  Major 
construction debris, including related timber, must be removed from the Island in accordance 
with construction contracts and Town policies.  Frye Island also uses the annual “Clean Harbors” 
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collection for hazardous waste disposal.  This arrangement is available and should be maintained 
through Raymond, Casco and Naples.  A septage agreement exists and should be maintained 
with PWD for transfer of up to 25,000 gallons per year in maintaining the residential or 
commercial Island septic systems.  This meets compliance with State rules. 
 

5. Police Protection 
 
The Town of Frye Island has no police force.  It contracts on an annual basis with the 
Cumberland County Sheriff’s Department for sheriff deputies who are sworn as constables to 
enforce Town ordinances.  In 2001, three deputies were requested and only one could be 
provided.  The adequacy of this support must be enhanced, especially as the population on the 
Island increases. 
 

6. Lake Level, Sebago Lake 
 
High lake levels have a detrimental impact on the Frye Island shoreline.  Several Islanders are 
members of the Friends of Sebago Lake and the Sebago Lake Association.  Both organizations 
advocate better lake level operation.  Any future hearings on the dam operations controlling lake 
level should include Town involvement through a Town Conservation Commission.  Critical 
preventive and restoration action is needed, and should be supported by the Town, for a section 
of bluffs on the southwest side of the Island. 
 

7. Emergency Management 
 
The Town Manager as the Town Director of Emergency Management and a Town Citizen’s 
Committee (to be established) will work with the Cumberland County Emergency Management 
Agency to comply with state and county requirements for an Emergency Management Plan.  
This will include an inventory of the Town’s technical capacity to manage these events.  Items of 
importance will include but not be limited to use of the ferry boats to bring people and 
equipment to the Island, use of the ferry boats to evacuate the island, use of private boats to 
evacuate the Island, coordination with off island agencies and response to situations during the 
winter months when the Island is closed.  Evacuation planning will include coordination with the 
neighboring towns of Raymond, Windham, Naples and Bridgeton for support. 
 

8. Education 
 
The interlocal cooperation in this area has not proven successful as Frye Island in 2001 reviewed 
its schools affiliation options in accordance with State law.  New precedent setting action by the 
State legislature in 2001, against Frye Island, precludes the Town’s withdrawal option without 
legislative approval versus the previous administrative process.  With no Town students in a 
local SAD it was intended to establish a more fiscally reasonable relationship with a school 
district contiguous to the Island.  Despite the lack of school attendees Frye Island remains 
committed to fiscally support the educational process in Maine.  For the present Frye Island will 
remain in SAD#6, but a review of options will continue. 
 

9. Consistency with the Policies of the Regional Plan 
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The interlocal cooperation policies included in this plan and the areas emphasized above are not 
inconsistent with and are advocated by the Greater Portland Council of Governments current 
Regional Plan adopted by the GPCOG General Assembly in 1990.
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SECTION 4:   IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

4.1  Definition and Overview 

4.1.1 Definition 

In the previous section, the following terms, as defined below, were used: 
 
GOAL:  WHAT you want.  (ideal) 
 
OBJECTIVE:  HOW MUCH you will achieve.  (Measurable) 
 
POLICY:  HOW you will achieve objective. 
 
As the definitions indicate, broad goals are narrowed down to more specific policies designed to 
serve those Goals and Objectives for each topic addressed.  This section, Section 4:  
Implementations Strategies, will address the logistics of implementing the policies contained in 
Section 3 
 
An implementation Strategy is defined as follows: 
 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY: 
 ACTIVITY   needed to carry out policy, 
 WHO    will do it, 
 WHEN   they’ll do it, 
  and for capital investments, 
 HOW MUCH  it will cost. 
 
Collectively, the Implementation Strategies needed to carry out all of the Plan’s policies will 
serve as an Action Plan for the Town to use as a guide for implementing and coordinating the 
various policies contained in the Comprehensive Plan during the 10 years of the planning period, 
2001 to the year 2011. 
 
4.1.2 Overview 

The major action steps needed to implement the Comprehensive Plan are listed in Section 
4.1.3. 
 
The full set of Implementation Strategies (which include the major action steps) including 
specific activities needed, the time they are needed, and who will be responsible for carrying 
them out, are presented in detail in Section 4.2. 
 
For those items in 4.2 and 4.3 which are capital needs, rough cost estimates are provided in 
the Capital Investment Plan, Section 4.3. 
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4.1.3 Major Action Steps 

Section 4.2 clearly specifies who will take what steps to implement the plan, although it does 
not give a clear overview of the major steps which will need to be accomplished.  Pages TBD 
show the larger picture in terms of the major action steps needed to achieve the Goals, 
Objectives, and Policies of the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Section 4.1.3 includes only the major action steps.  To learn more of the particulars of the 
Implementation Strategies, including how the ordinances should be written to serve the 
Goals, Objectives, and Policies of the Comprehensive Plan, and how the planned public 
facilities and equipment will serve the Goals, Objectives, and Policies of the Comprehensive 
Plan, consult Section 4.2 under the subject heading(s) and Goal or Goals of interest. 
 

4.1.4 Parties Responsible for Carrying Out the Major Action Steps 

The second column of the Table of Implementation Strategies in Section 4.2 assigns specific 
actions to specific parties. 
 

4.1.5 Schedule and Estimates of Capital Costs 

The timing of the major action steps involving capital costs is presented in the Capital 
Investment Plan contained in Section 4.3.  The timing of these and all other implementation 
strategies is contained in the Table of Implementation Strategies in Section 4.2. 

 

4.2  Table of Implementation Strategies 

 
ACTION STEPS RESPONSIBLE PARTIES WHEN 

 
4.2.1 Citizen Participation 

Goal:  Obtain more participation by townspeople in town affairs. 
 
Use existing and new volunteer 
advisory citizens’ committees to 
address specific issues such as solid 
waste, sewage, recreation, 
development of Land Use 
Ordinances, development of a 
building code, commercial/industrial 
development and other issues as may 
become necessary.  

electmen, Planning Board, oth Town Boards and Committees As needed to 
implement 
scheduled 
policies, or to 
address other 
appropriate 
issues. 

 
4.2.2 Economic Expansion 

Goal:  Establish a local census program to facilitate Town planning and operations. 
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To create a viable electronic 
statistical database to facilitate Town 
planning, operations and fiscal 
management. 

Town Manager, Town Clerk, Code 
Enforcement Officer, Planning Board 

As needed 
with a goal 
of 2005 

 
Goal:  To investigate the desirability/need to increase commercial growth on Frye Island. 

  
Investigate the potential for allowing 
a limited amount of clean commercial 
growth.  Consider only such growth 
that will generate more tax revenues 
than service costs. 

Planning Board, Town Manager, Town 
Meeting 

Begin 
consideration  
2002 

   
Draft Land Use Ordinance to restrict 
the locations of any potential new 
light commercial growth to areas 
suitable for these uses, where the uses 
will not adversely impact surrounding 
residential, forest or recreational uses 
 

Planning Board, Town Manager, Town 
Meeting, Code Enforcement Officer. 

Begin 
consideration  
2002 

 
4.2.3 Housing  

Goal:  All housing should be safe, durable, economical and energy efficient. 
 
Apply safety, appearance, quality,  Planning Board, Code Enforcement  ongoing     
energy efficient standards to new Officer, Town Manager, Fire   
construction and additions. Department, Town Meeting   
   
Adopt appropriate standards as a 
supplement to the Maine Fire and 
Safety Code. 

Town Meeting ongoing 

   
Ensure that building codes do not Code Enforcement Officer, Town  ongoing 
prevent the use of new building     Manager  
methods.   
   
Ensure that existing zoning, building Planning Board, Code Enforcement  ongoing  
codes and land use ordinances  Officer  
encourage the construction of a    
full range of housing.   
   
Provide for mobile homes and mobile 
home parks in the Land Use 
Ordinances 

Planning Board, Code enforcement 
Officer, Town Manager, Town Meeting 

2002 
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Ensure that building codes address Code Enforcement Officer, Planning ongoing 
modular homes, log homes,  Board, Town Meeting  
timber-framed homes, as well as    
traditional homes.   
   
Establish by land use ordinance the 
requirement that the home footprint 
area, excluding porches and outdoor 
stairs, be no greater than 15% of the 
total lot size.  Additions to existing 
homes must satisfy the requirement 
that the new total footprint area may 
not exceed 15% of the total lot size. 

Planning Board, Town Meeting 2002 

 
Ensure that building codes or Fire Department, Planning Board,   2002 
ordinances establish a maximum Town Meeting  
height limit of 35 feet, including   
all parts of the structure from the 
original grade. 

  

 
Goal:  Establish the requirements and need for affordable housing in the Town. 
 
Continue to determine how State Planning Board, Town Manager, ongoing 
Statutes apply to affordable housing  Board of Selectmen  
in the Town.   
   
Consider participation in any     Town Manager, Planning Board, ongoing 
regional plans for affordable housing     Board of Selectmen, Portland  
by working with the Portland Council      Council of Government  
of Government.   
 
Goal:  Maintain the part time seasonal quality of the Town. 
 
Define the Town and property owners 
obligations and liabilities during off 
season usage, when the Island is 
closed. 

Planning Board, 
Selectmen, Exec. Committee, 
Town Manager, 
Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Draft a policy statement to define the 
Town as a part time seasonal town, 
with no services available during 
months the Island is closed. 

Planning Board, Town Manager, 
Selectmen, Exec. Committee 
Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Evaluate how State Codes apply to any 
conversion from seasonal to year 
round use of homes. 

Town Manager, State Plumbing 
Inspector, CEO 

2002 
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Determine the impact on insurance of 
full time usage of homes where 
facilities such as water, fire and police 
services are not available year round. 

Town Manager, Code Enforcement   
Officer, Planning Board 

2002 

 
Goal:  Promote better and safer building maintenance standards. 
 
   
Establish by ordinance a minimum 
time to complete landscaping around a 
new home, shed, accessory building 
or addition in order to stabilize the 
soil and reduce erosion and  
phosphorous runoff. 

Planning Board, Portland Water 
District, Code Enforcement 
Officer, Garden Club, Watershed  
Committee, Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Establish ordinances to require  
erosion and sedimentation control  
during construction. 

Planning Board, Portland Water 
District, Watershed Committee, 
Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Establish ordinances prohibiting that 
any object unregistered, unusable, or  
unsafe from being in view to the  
passing public or neighbors for more  
than 12 consecutive months. 

Planning Board, Town Meeting 2002 

   
Establish by ordinance simple erosion  
control landscaping requirements for  
new construction of homes, accessory  
buildings, sheds, additions and  
other buildings with emphasis on the. 
shoreland zone. 

Planning Board, Executive Board, 
Garden Club, Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Establish by ordinance the minimum  
requirements for house numbering  
in order to allow easy location by  
police and fire services. 

Fire Department, Sheriff Deputies, 
Planning Board, Town Meeting 

2002 

Establish requirements and as  
appropriate draft an ordinance for  
regular inspection/pump out of septic 
tanks. 

Planning Board, State Plumbing 
Inspector, Town Manager, 
Town Meeting 

2002 

 
Goal:  Review the housing needs of the Town of Frye Island and the region every five years. 
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Evaluate regional housing conditions  
every five years based on the PCOG. 
Regional Plan. 

Comprehensive Plan Committee, 
    Planning Board, Town Manager, 
Board of Selectmen 

2006 

   
Evaluate impact of new home  
construction on Town infrastructure, in 
particular roads, ferry, water system 
and recreational facilities every 5 years.  

Comprehensive Plan Committee, 
Planning Board, Town Manager,  
Board of Selectmen 

2006 

   
Modify land use and zoning  
ordinances as the need and  
situation change. 

Planning Board ongoing 

 
4.2.4 Natural Resources 

 
 4.2.4.1   Water Resources  

Goal: Protect and Preserve Ground and Surface Water as well as Quality Drinking Water.  
 
Educate citizens about ways to preserve 
water purity. 

Town Manager, Town Meeting, 
BIT, FII, Maine DEP, Portland 
Water District 

ongoing 

   
Provide and maintain adequate lavatories 
and waste disposal facilities for boaters at 
the Marina. 

Town Manager, Frye Island Dept. 
of Public Works  

ongoing 

   
Improve storm water management 
procedures by consulting with State 
agencies.  

Town Manager, ME DEP, ME. 
Natural Areas program,  ME. Dept. 
of Conservation 

2002-5 

   
Verify Town shoreland zoning is in 
compliance with State guidelines.  

Planning Board ongoing 

   
Encourage citizens to practice erosion 
control in their property maintenance and 
construction.  Town to consider free or 
discounted ferry travel for rock hauling. 

Workshops by DEP &PWD, Town 
Manager, Selectmen, BIT, FII 
Town Meeting 

2002-5 

   
Educate citizens about Maine DEP and 
PWD phosphorous control methods  

ME DEP, Town PWD, Town 
Manager 

2002-5 

   
Try to replicate the level of phosphorous 
prevention described in the DEP manual 
“Phosphorous Control in the Lake 

Citizens of Frye Island ongoing 
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Watershed”  
   
Cooperate with 13 towns in the Sebago 
Watershed to protect water quality 

Town Manager, Selectmen, BIT, 
FII  

ongoing 

   
Prevent further development on slopes 
whose gradient is more than 25%.  

Code Enforcement Officer (CEO), 
Planning Board, Town Manager 

ongoing 

   
Limit filling, draining or excavation of 
wetlands on or adjacent the Island. 

CEO, Town Manager ongoing 

   
Modify the Land Use Ordinances to 
specifically include Public Water 
Supplies in the list of abutters. 

Planning Board, CEC, Town 
Manager, Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Monitor land use in the Town’s Source 
Water Protection Area (SWPA). 

CEO, Town Manager, Public 
Works 

Beginning 
2001 & 
continuing 

 

       4.2.4.2   Critical Natural Resources 

Goal:  Protect and preserve the quality of existing streams, natural areas and habitats. 
   
Consider/establish a Town Conservation 
Commission of 5 Islanders with 2 
alternates. 

Planning Board, BIT, Selectmen, 
Town Manager, Town Meeting 

2002-3 

   
Though none are shown on USGS maps, 
investigate the need for a Stream 
Protection District for any Island 
perennial streams.  

Town Manager, Planning Board, 
Town Conservation Commission 

2002-3 

   
Develop and implement standards for 
storm water management.  

Town Manager, Planning Board, 
Conservation Commission, PWD 

2002-3 

   
Develop and implement erosion control 
standards for all Town lots, roads and 
ditches. 

Town Manager, COE, Planning 
Board, Conservation Commission, 
PWD 

2002-6 

   
Participate in all Sebago Lake water level 
management deliberations. 

Town Manager, Planning Board, 
Conservation Commission 

2002-
continuing 

   
Encourage lot owners whose lot slope 
exceeds 25%  to institute necessary 
erosion control procedures.  

ME DEP, Selectmen, Town 
Manager, CEO, BIT, FII 

ongoing 
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Limit development and filling or draining 
of  natural habitats of flora and fauna, 

Town Manager, Planning Board, 
Conservation Commission, CEO 

ongoing 

   
Consult Maine Dept. of Inland Fisheries 
and Wildlife for recommendations for 
wildlife management and protection.  

Town Manager, Selectmen, BIT, 
Planning Board, Conservation 
Commission 

2002-3 

   
Encourage water craft operators to 
observe State speed limits within 200 feet 
of the shoreline by use of signs, 
education, and enforcement. 

Town Manager, Police, 
Conservation Commission  

2002 

   
Investigate establishing scenic easements 
on the Island to protect superlative scenic 
views.  

Planning Board, Conservation 
Commission, BIT, FII, Town 
Manager 

2003-4 

   
Establish and implement natural 
buffering requirements. 

Planning Board, ME DEP, PWD, 
Town Manager, Selectmen, BIT, 
FII, CEO 

2003 

   
Establish and implement clearing and 
height limitations for new building 
construction. 

Planning Board, ME DEP, Town 
Manager, Selectmen, BIT, CEO 

2003-4 

   
Seek grants and/or other funding sources 
to facilitate the Town’s participation in 
appropriate environmental protection 
programs. 

Town Manager, Conservation 
Commission, planning Board 

continuing 

 
4.2.5 Agriculture and Forest Resources 

Goal: Protect and Preserve Forest Resources 
 
 Work with landowners to maintain the 
Town’s current forested environment. 

Town Officials, Planning Board ongoing 

   
Draft a Land Use Ordinance to regulate 
tree removal so as to limit harmful 
environmental impacts on streams, 
wetlands and other critical natural areas.  
These local regulations should apply to 
clearcuts, stream buffers, road buffers 
(“street trees”), slash removal and erosion 
and sedimentation controls.  Such local 
regulations should be at least as 
applicable as state regulations under 

Planning Board, Selectmen, BIT 
Executive Board, Town Manager, 
Town Meeting. Code Enforcement 
Officer 

2003 
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shoreland zoning and other state statutes. 
 
4.2.6  Transportation 

      4.2.6.1  Ferry System 

Goal:  Insure adequate, safe, well maintained and cost effective ferry service to the Town of 
Frye Island. 
 
To facilitate ferry system operations the 
Town should consider acquiring the FII 
ferry system by transfer. 

Town Manager, FII Board,  
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen, 

Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Initiate periodic ferry use surveys and use 
results to adjust schedules, second boat 
use and mixing of loads. 

Ferry Dept., Town Manager, 
BIT Exec. Board, 

Selectmen 

Beginning 
2002 

   
Based on need surveys develop long 
range plan for a larger or third ferry boat 
and related landings. 

Ferry Dept., Town Manager, 
 BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen, 

Town Meeting 

2002 

   
Establish and implement a more 
comprehensive Ferry Crew Training 
Program with emphasis on safety, 
equipment maintenance and routine and 
emergency operations. 

Ferry Dept., Town Manager Implement 
2002-2003 

   
Establish, document and maintain a 
comprehensive ferry system maintenance 
and inspection program. 

Ferry Dept., Town Manager Implement 
2002-2003 

   
Contract for “ultrasounding” of both boat 
hulls.(Anticipated cost $600/boat.) 

Ferry Dept., Town Manager, 
FII Board, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

 

NLT 2002 

   
Plan, design and construct on the Island a 
ferry boat take-out railway for hull 
inspection and maintenance. (Assumed 
capital expense, up to $100,000.) 

Ferry Dept., Town Manager, 
FII Board, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

2002 Budget 

 

  4.2.6.2  Roads 

Goal:  Insure adequate mainland and Island roads are available and maintained to safely 
accommodate Town of Frye Island traffic. 
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The Town should continue its 
involvement in the regional “302 
Corridor and You Project”. 

Town Manager, Planning Board, 
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen, 

Designated representative  

continuing 

   
The Town should continue a joint effort 
with the Town of Raymond concerning 
Cape Road State maintenance. 

Town Manager, 
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen  

continuing 

   
Though Island roads are Public 
Easements, a “rolling” five year Town 
Road Upgrade and Maintenance Plan, 
should be developed and implemented 
considering traffic congestion, safety, 
water runoff control and public parking. 
(Appropriate funding shall include use of 
the annual $11,000 State grant.) 

Public Works Dept., 
Planning Board, 

 Town Manager, FII Board, 
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen, 

Town Meeting 
 

Beginning 
2003 

   
Any vacant land development on the 
Island should include consideration of 
road impacts to the land use plan 

Public Works Dept., 
Planning Board.  

Town Code Enforcement Officer, 
Town Manager 

continuing 

   
Public Works Dept. should acquire 
adequate equipment or contract services 
for routine road maintenance.  The annual 
budget should include $15,000 to 
$20,000 to a PW capital equipment 
reserve fund. 

Public Works Dept., 
Town Manager, 

BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen, 
Town Meeting 

continuing 

   
Periodic training of Public Works 
personnel in road construction and 
maintenance should include emphasis on 
BMPs in light of Portland Water District 
watershed runoff concerns. 

Public Works Dept., 
Town Manager, 

Portland Water District 

continuing 

 
4.2.7 Public Facilities and Services 

 
      4.2.7.1   Utilities 

 
Goal:  Insure adequate Public Utilities are maintained to and in the Island town. 
 
The Town through the appropriate 
utilities shall annually verify that 
adequate electrical and phone cable 

Town Manager, Planning Board Beginning 
2002 
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service exists to the Island. 
   
To facilitate water system operations the 
Town should consider acquiring the FII 
water system by transfer. 

Town Manager, FII Board,  
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen, 

Town Meeting 

2002 

   
The ongoing engineering evaluation of 
the Town water system should be 
completed and appropriate steps taken to 
upgrade the treatment and storage 
elements of the system.  Consider 
funding of up to $400,000 through a state 
low interest loan 

Town Manager, Selectmen, BIT 
Exec. Board, Town Meeting,  

PW Dept. 

2001-2002 

   
Consider development of an appropriate 
water conservation ordinance in event of 
drought or system capacity problems. 

Planning Board, Town Manger,  
PW Dept., BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

2003 

   
Develop and implement an ordinance for 
routine periodic inspection and 
maintenance of all septic systems on the 
Island. 

PWD, Planning Board, Town 
Manager, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

2002-2003 

 
 
     4.2.7.2   Solid Waste Management and Disposal 
 
Goal:  Provide for waste disposal in a cost-effective, environmentally sound manner that 
meets all DEP and other state requirements. 
 
Investigate and verify that appropriate 
land fill and transfer station operations in 
the Old Brush Dump and Current Island 
Transfer Station meet existing regulatory 
controls.  Take any needed corrective 
action(s). 

PW Dept., Town Manager, FII 
Board, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town meeting 

2002 

   
Goal:  Provide appropriate local control over all waste disposal activity. 
   
Consider appropriate ordinances to 
address/control illegal dumping, and 
require off Island disposal of construction 
debris at owners expense. 

Planning Board, Town Manager, 
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen,  
Town Meeting. 

2003 

   
Consider transfer of current waste 
transfer station property from FII to 
Town 

Town Manager, FII Board,  
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen,  
Town Meeting 

2003 
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 4.2.7.3   Fire, Emergency Rescue and Police Protection 

Goal: Provide the needed, cost effective level of fire protection that is necessary for public 
safety within the Town of Frye Island. 
 
The Town leadership will continue their 
support and encouragement of Town 
volunteer staffed, fire and emergency 
rescue services.  

Fire Dept., Town Manager,  
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen,  

Town Meeting 

continuing 

   
 The Town will continue to fund, through 
the Town budget, the reasonable 
operational needs of the Fire Department. 

Fire Dept., Town Manager,  
BIT Exec .Board, Selectmen,  

Town Meeting 

continuing 

   
The Town through a designated capital 
reserve fund accumulate funds to, if 
needed, replace a fire truck. 

Fire Dept., Town Manager,  
BIT Exec. Board, Selectmen,  

Town Meeting 

Annually, 
beginning in 
2002, place up 
to $10.000 in 
Reserve Fund. 

 
Goal:   To seek appropriate public safety assistance from state and local agencies and 
entities. 
 
 
The Town will continue to contract for 
public safety needs form Cumberland 
County and the Town of Raymond until 
and unless the Town of Frye Island can 
provide these services on its own. 

Town Manager, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town meeting 

When the 
population 
increases to a 
level that 
requires full 
time services. 

   
Town will continue in its efforts to obtain 
adequate three shifts a day police services 
from the Cumberland County Sheriffs 
Dept. or from alternative sources. 

Town Manager, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen 

ongoing 

   
The Town Volunteer Fire Department 
will continue to provide fire suppression 
and emergency rescue services in 
coordination with the Maine Forestry 
Dept. and the State Warden’s Service. 

Fire Dept., Maine Forestry Dept., 
State Wardens Service, Town 
Manager, BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen 

continuing 
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Goal:   To provide a continuing training program for volunteer fire fighters so as to maintain 
and enhance the department’s services. 
   
   
The Town of Frye Island will support the 
cost of appropriate training for public 
safety volunteers to include emergency 
medical first responder capabilities. 

Fire Dept., Town Manager, BIT 
Exec. Board, Selectmen 

continuing 

   
 

     4.2.7.4   Ferry Operations, Servicing and Replacement 

  See Section 4.2.6.1  Ferry System in Section 4.2.6 Transportation  
 
      4.2.7.5   Emergency Planning, Communications and Evacuation Planning. 

Goal:  To provide a viable emergency management function in the Town of Frye Island. 
 
A Town, Citizen Committee for 
Emergency and Hazard Mitigation 
Planning shall be established to 
function under the Town Manager as 
the Town’s Director of Emergency 
Services 

Town Manager,  
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

Established 2001 and 
continuing. 

   
The Frye Island Fire Department will 
continue to be responsible for 
maintaining radio communications in 
Island emergencies.  

Fire Dept., Town Manager, 
PW Dept., Ferry Dept., 
Town of Raymond, 
Cumberland County, 
Citizens Emergency 
Planning Committee. 

continuing 

 
Goal:   The Town of Frye Island shall develop and maintain an emergency evacuation plan. 
 
The Town Manager will lead the 
development, maintenance and testing 
of an evacuation plan for Frye Island. 

Citizens Emergency 
Planning Committee, Town 
of Raymond, Cumberland 
County, State and Federal 
Emergency Management 
Offices/Agencies, Town 
Manager, FII Board, BIT 
Exec. Board, Selectmen 
Town Meeting.    

Beginning spring of 
2002 and continuing. 
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      4.2.7.6   Town Operations 

 
Goal:  To provide adequate staff, equipment and contract services to meet Town 
operational needs.  (See also Section 4.2.6 Transportation, related contractual comments 
this Section 4.2.7 and Section 4.2.10 Fiscal Capacity.) 
 
During the annual budget process 
insure adequate consideration for staff 
and equipment to meet the Town’s 
health and safety needs 

Town Depts.,  
Town Manager,  
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

continuing 
 

   
Establish and maintain a rolling Five 
Year Capital Investment Plan for the 
Town 

Town Depts., 
Town Manager, 
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

continuing. 
Initial priority to be to 

Water and Ferry 
Systems. 

 
Goal:   To consider and act on, in partnership with FII, the transfer of appropriate FII 
assets to the Town of Frye Island.  
 
 
Town to acquire through mutual 
agreement with FII, those FII assets 
appropriate for Town ownership rather 
than lease operation. 

Town Manager, 
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

2002-2005 
Finalize negotiations 

initiated in 2002. 

 
Goal:   In time develop an electronic statistical database to facilitate Town planning, 
operations and fiscal management. 
 
 
Organize, inventory, and purge all 
Town records with a long term goal of 
automating appropriate material. 

Town Dept. Heads, 
Town Manager,  
Town Clerk, Code 
Enforcement Officer, 
Planning Board, Appeals 
Board, Conservation 
Committee, Emergency 
Planning Committee. 

Consider automation by 
2005. 

   
Establish a Town census procedure to 
to facilitate application for State and 
Federal grants. 

Town Manager,  
Town Clerk,  
Planning Board 

Operational by 2003 

 

     4.2.7.7   Commercial Services 
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Goal:   Provide Town Services in the best operational and cost effective manner. 
 
Investigate potential for a more cost 
effective provision of Town services 
through increased “interlocal” 
commercial contracts and/or 
privatization. 

Town Manager,  
Town Depts. Town Clerk, 
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

ongoing 

 
      4.2.7.8   Education 

 
Goal:   To provide and maintain a high quality, cost effective Town education system 
despite the Town’s unique seasonal occupancy. 
 
Develop and implement a cost effective 
Town plan/system to facilitate 
education for potential year around 
Town residents, while also supporting 
Maine state and regional education 
policies and programs. 

Town Manager, BIT Exec. 
Board, Selectmen, SAD#6, 
State Legislature, State 
Education Dept. Town 
Meeting. 

ongoing 

 
 
4.2.8 Historic and Archeological Resources 

Goal: Preserve the stone walls and any remains, which emphasize the rural history and 
character of Frye Island. 
 
Create an inventory of historic 
structures and objects. 

Volunteer committee under 
the Planning Board. 

2003 

   
Create a plan for reasonable 
preservation by easement or 
acquisition. 

Planning Board, Town 
Meeting 

2003 

 
Goal:  Protect historic archeological and prehistoric archeological sites from destruction by 
erosion, land use and/or development. 
 
Prepare an Archeological Resources 
Protection Plan. 

Planning Board, Maine 
Historic Preservation 
Commission. Town 
Manager 

2003 

 
4.2.9 Recreation and Public Access 

Goal: Goal:  Obtain more participation by townspeople in recreational planning and 
development. 
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Establish Town Recreation Planning 
and Development Committee 

Town Manager, BIT Exec. 
Board, Selectmen  

2002 

   
Use volunteer citizens to address 
specific issues pertaining to recreation. 

Selectmen, Planning 
Board, other Town Boards 
and Committees 

continuing 

   
Encourage increased FINS reporting of 
Town recreational activities, issues and 
need for volunteers. 

Town Manager, Recreation 
Committee and FINS 
Editor 

continuing 

   
Utilize volunteer workdays to improve 
undeveloped recreational areas and 
walking trails. 

Town Manager, Recreation 
Committee 

continuing 

 
Goal: Provide adequate recreational facilities and access to Island open space 
opportunities to include Sebago Lake. 
 
Maintain all recreational areas and 
Lake access in a suitable condition so 
as to promote reasonable use. 

Recreation Committee, 
Town Manager, PW Dept. 

continuing 

   
   
Reestablish and expand Island wide 
walking trails as laid out in original 
Leisure Living development plan. 

Adjacent property owners,  
Recreation Committee, 
Volunteer workers, 
Planning Board, 
Town Manager, FII Board, 
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

Initiate 2002 

   
Establish a recreation facilities 
maintenance cost code in the Town 
Budget and provide for any new 
facilities in the Town Capital 
Investment Plan. 

Town Manager, PW Dept., 
Recreation Committee, 
Planning Board, FII Board, 
BIT Exec. Board, 
Selectmen, Town Meeting 

2003 Operating Budget, 
2004 Capital 

Improvement Plan 

 
 
4.2.10 Fiscal Capacity 

Goal:  Find and utilize new revenue sources for Town government. 
 
Explore use of local sales tax or sharing 
of more of the state sales tax. 

 

Selectmen, BIT Executive 
Board, and State 
Legislators   

2002 

   
Apply for all available State grants, Selectmen, BIT Executive As needed after Plan is 
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with a special emphasis on grants for 
developing State-mandated  
programs. 

 

Board, Town Manager
  

approved 

   
Work with State officials and/or the 
State Legislature to make changes in 
the State Rules for Property Tax 
Assessment in order to provide for 
more local control. 

Selectmen, BIT Executive 
Board, State Legislators, 
Town Manager 
 

ongoing 
 

   
Obtain fiscal relief by negotiating a 
more reasonable tax formula for the 
Town’s school budget. 

Selectmen, BIT Executive 
Board, SAD#6, Town of 
Raymond,  
State Commissioner for 
Education 

ongoing 

   
Establish a long term five year Capital 
Investment Plan and implement within 
the Town’s fiscal capacity. 

 

Town Manager,  
Dept. Heads, Selectmen,  
BIT Exec. Board,   
Town Meeting,  

ongoing 
 

   
Maintain an account of general fixed 
assets. 

 

Town Manager, Town 
Clerk, Dept. heads 

ongoing 
 

   
Establish a clear and consistent record 
of Town operational and capital  
expenditures. 

 

Town Manager, Town 
Clerk, Dept. heads  

ongoing 

   
Automate appropriate Town records. 

 
Town Manager, Town 
Clerk, Dept. heads 
  
 

Initiate by 2005 

   
Develop a purchase order System. 

 
Town Manager, Town 
Clerk, Asst. Town Clerk 
 

ongoing 

   
Develop standard procurement 
procedures, which maximize 
competitive bidding by contractors and 
vendors. 

 

Town Manager, Town 
Clerk, Dept. heads, Town 
Meeting 
 

2002 
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Continue use of Cumberland County 
Sheriff and Raymond fire/rescue, 
Services. 

 

 Town Manager, Town 
Meeting, Cumberland 
County, Town of 
Raymond. 
 

ongoing 
 

   
Coordinate water quality protection 
policies with Portland Water District. 

 

Town Manager, Planning 
Board, Portland Water 
District, neighboring towns 
and the surrounding region, 
Town Meeting.  
 

ongoing 
 

 
 
4.2.11 Future Land Use 

Goal: Encourage orderly growth and development in the Town. 
Work with the owners of the unplatted 
12 acres to allow controlled 
development. 

Town Officials,  
Planning Board 

ongoing 

   
Work with FII to encourage planning 
for the undeveloped nine holes of the 
Golf Course. 

Town Officials, 
Planning Board 

ongoing 

 
Goal: Protect and Preserve the rural character of Frye Island. 
 
Insure Town Ordinances reflect the 
Town’s desire of maintaining a rural 
and recreation character. 

Planning Board,  
Appeals Board, CEO, 

Town Manager 

ongoing 

   
Monitor Island Real Estate  and 
construction activity. 

Planning Board 
Town Manager 

CEO 

ongoing 

 
Goal: Update Land Use Ordinances 
 
Insure existing zoning ordinances will 
control development of the south end of 
the Island and result in an acceptable 
use as well as a low density for build 
out. 

Planning Board, 
Town Mnager, 

CEO 

ongoing 

   
Insure there is appropriate language in 
Town subdivision ordinance as relates 
to phosphorus control in lake related 

Planning Board, Town 
Manager, CEO, Selectmen, 

BIT Exec. Board, Town 

2002 
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watersheds. Meeting 
   
Review and correct as appropriate, 
existing ordinances related to lot size 
and construction in shoreland and 
RPZs, 

Planning Board, Town 
Manager, CEO, Selectmen, 

BIT Exec. Board, Town 
Meeting 

2002 

   
Continue to discuss and implement 
ordinances, which encourage 
recreational use of Town land, while 
maintaining the rural environment  

Planning Board, 
Town Manager, 

CEO, Selectmen,  
Exec. Committee. 

Town Meeting 

ongoing 

 
4.3  Capital Investment Plan 

4.3.1 Introduction 

In 2001 the Town tax base was assessed at $31,323,786.  However, the valuation based on State 
review for the SAD#6 2001-2002 budget was set at $45,450,000 and is the basis for calculation 
of the Towns school budget. For 2002 this could reach $600,000 for the Town of Frye Island.  
The major source of Town revenues is 74% from property taxes ($1,018,023).  The remainder 
comes from ferry receipts ($215,000) and assorted other sources ($142,852) for a total 2001 
budget of $1,375,875.  Assuming a 2002 budget of $1,400,000, the schools portion would be 
over 40%.  The schools requirement combined with high operational priorities and the existing  
high mil rate of $32.50/thousand limit any capital investments to the “highest” priorities (1).  
Recognizing a second priority of “needed items” (2),  it is appropriate to include them for future 
consideration in a Capital Investment Plan as well as other “long term” items (3) to complete a 
long term “needs” inventory. 
 
While the Town is faced with a number of fiscal constraints, its only debt service is related to 
SAD#6.  Should loans or bonds be warranted, a maximum debt limit of $6.8 could be allowed 
considering 15% of the State’s valuation of the Town.  In exercising this option interest free 
State loans are a consideration or bond financing through the Maine Municipal Bond Bank 
(MMBB).  This Bank offers a way to pool smaller loans for a number of jurisdictions at the  
lowest interest rates and processing costs.  But the fiscal impact of increased taxes remains a 
reality. 
 
A final aspect in the Towns Capital Investment Planning is the current unique arrangement for 
facilities and property.  As outlined throughout this Comprehensive Plan the Town currently 
owns few assets.  Rather, the majority of the capital assets are leased to the Town by Frye Island 
Incorporated (FII). (Appendix 5.8).  However, FII is currently reviewing all such assets with an 
option of their transfer to the Town at negligible or no cost.  For planning purposes Capital 
Investment requirements related to such assets are viewed as Town assets with joint funding by 
the Town and FII. 
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The proposed Capital Investment Plan (CIP) is based on limited input from the small Town staff 
and material outlined in this Comprehensive Plan.  The CIP has been developed based on 
perceived needs and priorities but, fiscal capacity will depend on annual available funds which 
are not reflected in the CIP.  The possible impact of contracting out or privatization of functions 
should also be taken into consideration in development of budgets.  Thus it is apparent that a 
more orderly Fiscal Capacity Model/Process might enhance CIP development and maintenance.  
Such a process could be incorporated in the Town Charter under Section 2, Budget Preparation – 
Municipal Items, Article VII, Financial Procedures. (Appendix 5.2) 
 
Capital Investment Plan  
 
In the following tables, priority is given by: 

*Priority:  1 – highest need,  2 –general need,  3 – long term need. 

 
Needed Capital Improvement 

 
Year Needed / 

Priority* 
Cost Estimate Possible Funding 

Sources 
    

4.3.1. Natural Resources 

Resource management consultations and 
workshops by PWD and State DEP. 

As available 
2 

Free State grants 

    
Establish Town Conservation 
Commission 

2002 
1 

Volunteers with 
admin. support by 

Town office. 

Office materials, 
copying, ferry ticket for 
Town business. 

    
Establish Conservation Areas and/or an 
Island Land Trust 

2003 & 
Continuing 

1 

Donations Donations, grants (Land 
for Maine’s Future 
Fund) 

 

4.3.2. Ferry System 

Based on a review of options design and 
construct ferry boat takeout facility. 

2002-03 
1 

Up to $100,000 Town, FII and State 
MMBB 

    
Contingent on a takeout facility, pull 
ferry boats, scrape, repaint and perform 
required heavy maintenance. One per 
year. 

2003-2004 
1 

Up to $100,000 per 
boat 

Town. FII and State 
MMBB 

    
Assess mainland ferry landing parking 
and office.  Expand parking as possible 
and consider replacement of 40 year old 
office trailer. 

2006 
3 

TBD Town, FII and State 
MMBB 
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Continue annual contribution to the ferry 
system reserve fund for boat replacement 

Continuing 
1 

$1 per ticket to 
reserve fund. 

Users 

    

4.3.3. Water System 

Finalize engineering study and if 
appropriate upgrade treatment system 
and system storage to include upgrade of 
Public Works Bldg. 

2002-04 
1 

Options range from 
$190,000-$390,000 

(Engineer’s estimate.) 

State grant, no interest 
loan with multiyear 

payoff. 
FII contribution (?) 

    
4.3.4. Fire and Rescue 

Initiate and support fire truck reserve 
fund with a goal of $300,000. 

2003 
2 

$10,000/year goal Town & private 
donations. 

    

4.3.5. Recreation 

Complete construction of  the North end 
Ball field Park. 

2002-2003 
1 

$80,000 value Private Donations and 
limited FII & Town 
funds 

    
Consider development of Old Rec. Hall 
Recreation Area 

2006 
3 

TBD Town & donations 

    
Consider developing exercise room in 
Community Center 

2005 
3 

$1000 Donations and limited 
Town funds. 

    
Improve and develop Walking Trails Beginning 

2003 
2 

$300/year Town funds, donations 
and volunteer work 
days 

    
Golf Driving Range (at golf course) or 
addition of a practice hole. 

FII Project TBD FII 

    

4.3.6. Public Works Equipment 

    
Establish a Public Works Equipment 
Replacement Fund with annual budget 
contributions.  Contingent on available 
funds,the following equipment to be 
replaced by lease or purchase or by 
having the primary function contracted 
out based on best option. 

2003 & 
Continuing 

1 

$15,000 - $20,000 
per year 

Town Budget 

    
 - Pick-up with or w/o snow plow (?)   2003 Use Replacement Town lease/purchase 
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($25,000) Fund. 
    
 - Back hoe ($45,000)  2004-05 Use Replacement 

Fund. 
Town lease/purchase 

    
 - Grader (Contract out?) ($80,000) 2005-06 Use Replacement 

Fund. 
Town lease/purchase 

    
 -  3-5 cu yd Dump truck ($40,000) 2006- 07 Use Replacement 

Fund. 
Town lease/purchase 

    
 -  Bush hog (Annual rental) As needed Operating funds Town 
    

4.3.7. Winter Town Hall and Records Storage 

Winter Town Hall and Records Storage. 2004 
2 

No cost anticipated 
for Bldg. But cost 
for a file storage 
area may be extra. 
($15,000 assumed) 

FII  and Town  

    
4.3.8. Island Town Hall  Bldg upgrade 

   - Bldg engineering survey 2001  1 $3,000 FII 
    
   - Construction to include ADA ramp 2002-03  1 TBD $10,000 allocated in 

2001 Town budget. 
    
   -  New Parking Lot  2004  3 TBD Town, FII 
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SECTION 5 APPENDICIES 

5.1  Legislation Creating the Town 

5.2  Town Charter 

5.3  Town Historical Background and 1999 Town Survey 

   5.3.1 Town Historical Background 

   5.3.2 Town 1999 Town survey 

5.4  Outreach Documents 

5.5  Deed Covenants 

5.6  Court Findings, Portland Water District vs. Leisure Living Communities Inc. 

   5.6.1 Court Findings of Facts    September 6, 1973 

   5.6.2 Court Order      March 4,1974 

   5.6.3 Order Amending Order of March 4,1974  April 23,1974 

   5.6.4 Consent Agreement on Waste Disposal Permit Applications Processing
 March/April 1990  

   5.6.5 Defendants’ Application for Order  Concerning Entry of Consent Agreement 
 May 1,1990 

   5.6.6 Documentation reporting May 7,1990 Court Approval of Consent Agreement 
 July 16,1990 

5.7  Summary of Sebago Lake Shoreline Change Studies 1990-1997 

5.8  1991 Frye Island Inc. Lease to Frye Island Municipal Services Corp. 

5.9  2001 Frye Island Ferry Schedule 

5.10  1999 Town Warrant, Section on Town acceptance of roads by Public 
Easement 
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5.11  Frye Island Street Directory and Fire Lane Designations 

5.12  Maine DOT letter dated 21 November 2000, setting Town Speed Limits 

5.13  Maps 

   Map 1   Land Use Map 2001 

   Map 2  Topographic Map 

   Map 3   Wetlands Map 

   Map 4  Soil Types 

   Map 5   Zoning Map 

   Map 6   Shoreland Zoning Map 

   Map 7   Phosphorus Loading Map 

   Map 8   Slope of Frye Island Lots 

   Map 9   Watersheds, Frye Island 

   Map 10  Prehistoric Archaeological Sites, Frye Island 

5.14  Town Budgets, 1998 - 2001 

   5.14.1  1998 Town Budget 

   5.14.2  1999 Town Budget 

   5.14.3  2000 Town Budget 

   5.14.4  2001 Town Budget 

5.15  Transmittal Letter August 30, 2001 

5.16  Reviews 

   5.16.1  State of Maine, State Planning Office 

   5.16.2  Maine Forest Service 

   5.16.3  Maine Natural Areas Program  

   5.16.4  Greater Portland Council of Governments 

 


